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SUMMARY

The Innes - Cathie catchment is located on the mid-north coast of
New South Wales, south of Port Macquarie. Lake Innes is a 464 hectare
shallow lake surrounded by 1066 hectares of wetlands. The Lake Cathie
system is composed of Lake Cathie (32 hectares of open water.and 180 hectares
of wetlands) and Caihie ·Channel (45 hectares of open tidal water and
406 h~~tares of wetlands). Innes Swamp (620 hectares) drains to Cathie
Channel.
Lake Cathi~ and the associated Cathie Channel displaysca series of
attributes similar to other ephemeral entrance coastal lagoons of the.
NSW coast. Lake Innes was isolated from tidal flows associated with the
Cathie lagoonal system until ~ channel was dug in 1933. Prior to 1933
i nterconnecti on of the two 1ake systems only occurred dud ngperi ods
of high water level, ocean entrance closed. Saline intrusion into
Lake Innes has resulted in changes to the configuration, physical.
chemistry, hYcirology and biota of the system.
The study involved monitoring the system during a period of tidal
infl uence (December, 1978 to January, 1981) and hi gh water 1eve 1, ocean
entrance closed (January, 1981 to November, 1981).· Data collected is
detailed within a· series of Appendices. Data presented is summarized
below ..
Appendix 1 ..: Historical Background Data
This appendix provides extracts from various reports, diaries,
unpublished documents and newspapers. Extracts detail the following:
The early settlement of Lake Innes, including plans and detail
of Major I nnes convi ct bui lt homes tead, the corduroy connecti ng the
homestead area to the coast, abo~iginal fire practice, ocean entrance
behavi our and wil dl He.
the connection of Lake Innes to the Cathie system and the
changes to the biota that occurred over the following. five years.
Recent history and varied views on the future of Lake Innes.
I

Appendix 2 - Land Cl~s~ification and Appraisal, Lake Cathie - Lake
Innes Catchment
Land areas of the catchment were mapped using a Combination of the
genetic and landscape mapping methods. This approach provides for the
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mapping of lands within discrete land systems on the basis of factors which
govern morphogenesis and thus current land characteristics. Component
land units of the land systems were mapped by application of a multiattribut~ classification.
Thi~ mapping approach exploits patterns of
similarity of visible features (e.g.: lithology, landform, vegetation,
1and use) and the inferred s imil arity of those features not read ily
apparent (e.g.: soil type).
Field wor~ associated with aerial photographic interpretation allowed
for the formalization of all land system and unit boundaries together
with the collection
of biophysical data for each mapped uni t.
Biophysical
.
.
data included hydrology, landform, geology, soil type, vegetation and
aspects of land use a~d use manageme~t. All land systems and units are
. described within Apper1dix 2 and d.ispl'ayed by ~laps 2 and 3. This provides
a data base of catchment land types and their spatial array. The data
base was utilized to define:
.. coastal lands a~d uplands;
principles of resource management suitable for implementation
withi n up lands;
recent geomorphological processes;
the structure and function of the lagoon- associated wetlands;
principles of resource allocation suitable for coastal lands; and
the alteration to Lake Innes catchment lands associated with the
saline intrusion.
Appendix 3- Aspects of Hydrology, Coastal Processes and Physical Chemistry,
Cathie - Innes Lagoonal. Catchment.
The hydrological processes and physical chemistry of the CathieInnes system were defined through the collection of data on the following'
aspects:
Salinity, temperature and turbidity in response to varying
climatic and entrance conditions;
Bathymetry and water level data;
Sediments of the lagoonal waterbodies;
Tidal flow~and fresh water processes, including a simulated
flood event;
The performance of the road bridges with respeCt to tidal and
flood flows;
Theoretical calculations of expected flood discharges for
.·v~rious rettirn periods; and,

Coastal .processes and entrance behaviour;
Conclusions and implications for the future management of t~e system ,are
'detailed within the Appendix. Details of proposed restoration works are
included within the series of recommendations that follows this summarY.
Appendix 4 - The Cathie-Innes Fishery
This portion of the research project involved the collection and
i~terpretation of data on t~~ following aspects:,
The Lake Cathie fishery as it exi.sted prior to the connection
of ,La ke I nnes to the lagoonal sys tem; ,
The changes to the fi shery and its exp 1oitati on concurrent with
,the connection of Lake Innes to the Cathie lagoon~l system;
Species behaviour and catch rates in response to variation in
ocean entrance condition; and,
The present fishery,and,its level of exploitation. This data
allowed for the prediction of the impact of the proposed r~~ioration of
a freshwater regime to Lake Innes on the fishery and its exploitation..
Additionally, the data allows for a preliminary investigation of the
productivity of the system as a function of prevailing environmental
conditions. ' It is suggeste~ that the artificial opening of lagoonal
ocean entrances of the NSW coast requires detailed 'in~estigation. Such
an ' investigation should include biotic aspects as'well as the physical
aspects of entrance stability and associated coastal processes.
,

,

'

Appendix 5-Birds of the Lake Cathie-Innes Catchment
Comments aremade concerning the avifauna as it existed prior to
1933, as observed at present ,and as would be expected to be re~established
if the proposed restoration program was undertaken. Comments are restricted
to the non-passerines, particularly waterfowl, associated waterbirds and
bi'rds of prey.
Lake Innes prior to 1933 was a waterfowl habitat of State if not
natiorlal significance. The connection of Lake Innes to the Cathie
sys~em with the subsequent int~usionof,saline waters, reduction ~n water
levels and changes to the flora has all-but destroyed the attributes of
the wetland system as a waterfowl habitat.
Very few coastal fresh~/ater wetland systems remain undisturbed,
most having been drained for agricultural purposes. If a restoration
, program was effected in the short-term, the system would be capab,le of
supporting a waterfowl population of' national significance. Management
aspects that would ensure the viabil ity of the system as a waterfowl
habitat are detailed within the 'appendix.
,

'
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RECOMMENDATIONS
1.

THE ISOLATION OF LAKE INNES FROM 1I DAL FL0I4S

Lake Innes if restored to the hydrological regime of pre 1933 would
provide a waterfowl habitat of national significance. No similar lakes
with extensive wetland areas and with a high water ievel connection to a
lagoonal system are known to exist within NSW. The restoration of the
hydrological regime would also allow for the re-establishment of freshwater
biota. As wi th waterfowl, the resulting habitat would be of natiqnal
significance.
It is suggested that the connection of Lake Innes to the Cathie
system has adversely affected ocean entrance stability. Data available
does not conclusivejy support thi,s hypothesis. Further investigation
of the hydrodynamics of the system would require computer or scale
modelling. Such an investigation is beyond the scope of this report.
'The isolation of L~ke Innes from tidal flows would involve the'filling
and revegetation of the,dug channel. Irifi11ing of the dug channel could
. be best undertaken using a small floating dredge. The dredge could be
floated up Cathie Channel during a period of high water level (and
reduced salinity). Water levels could then be regulated using a bulldozer
at the ocean entrance. During the period of dredging it ~lOuld be necessary
to exclude tidal flows from th~ system;
The reverse delta at the entrance to Lake Innes would provide a large
amount of sand suitable for the i nfi 11 i ng of the dug channe L It is
suggested that the dredge work from north to south backfill ing the channel.
If ~dditional sand was required the sand banks of upper Cathie Channel
wouldprovide.a further source of suitable material. As the dredge worked
towards the southern end of the channel these sand banks wou 1d be in
close proximity to the dredge.
To ensure the success of the revegetati on program it is recommended
that peat be, emplaced over the. sand' fi 11 . Pea t cou 1d be obtained from
the peninsula just south of the Western Bay of Lake Innes. Using a .small
. backhoe mounted on a punt and additional punts to transport the peat,
channels could be dug through this peninsula, thereby recreating islands
within Lake Innes.
2.

RECONSTRUCTION OF. KENWOOD .DRIVE BRIDGE

Kenwood Drive bridge has been shown to restrict both tidal and flood
flows. The reduction in th~ tidal prism associated with this bridge
has adverse ly affected entrance stabil i ty. Both approaches of the bri dge
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were washed out in the flood event of 1978. Calculations included in the
text .(Appendix 3) demonstrate that the 1978 event was not an extreme event.
For example, if the ocean entrance was closed and water level was greater
than 0.7 m AHD a 20 year flood event would replicate the 197~ event.
A span of at least three times the 1978 configuration is recommended
as the minimum effective configuration. If economically feasible, to
maximize tidal flows (and hence, ocean entrance stability) it is recommended
.
.
.
that the bridge works extend from bank to bank.
3.

RECONSTRUCTION AND STABILIZATION OF SAND BARRIERS ADJACENT TO THE
SOUTHERN HEADLAND .

. The urban area adjacent to and south of the lagoonal entrance has
been subjected. to a series of significant erosive events. It is suggested
that unco~tro11ed atcess and thus, the d~struction of stabilizing vegetation
contributed to the loss of the sand barrier in this area. To provide
long-term protection it is recommended that sand presently choking the
ehtrance area be repositioned and stabilized with veget~tion. As well
as providing storm protection these proposed restoration works would
remove a large quantity of unstable sand from the entrance area.
It is suggested that these works be undertaken concurrent to the
works proposed in Recommendation 1. A bulldozer would be required during
these works to isolate the system from tidal flows and if necessary
regulate water levels associated with runoff. Hhen not requi red for
these operations the bulldozer could be gainfully employed reconstructing
the sand barriers ~djacent to the southern headland. Stabilization
works could be carried out in the manner recommended by the NSW Soil
Conservation Service.
4.· RECONSTRUCTION. OF TIDAL CHANNELS UPSTREAM OF THE

~1AIN

BRIDGE.

Upstream of the main bridge sand banks have formed in association with
the restriction of tidal flows caused by Kenwood Drive Bridge. (Refer to
Public Works detail survey 83722-1 for bathymetry in this area.) The
extraction of this sand, together with the reconstruction of Kenwood
. Drive bridge would allow for an increased tidal prism, improving inlet
stabil ity.
It is proposed that the dredge, when works in the dug channel are
completed, be used to remove this sand. Sand so obtained could be sold
for construction purposes within the Port Macquarie area. If possible,
it is recommended that these. dredging works be carried out prior to. the
re-opening of the ocean entrance, thereby reducing any transport of fines
from the dredge site.
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5.

.

.

CONTROL. OF BEACH ACCESS AND CONSTRUCTION OF WALKWAYS

Recommendation 3 and 4 would remove a large amount of the unstable
sand which at present reduces the stability of the ocean entrance. Works
proposed in this recommendation would further reduce the localized availability
of unstable sands.
A large number of localized erosion points are found along the
foredure of the Lake Cathie urban area. The construction of board and
cha in vehi cul at' and pedestri an access poi nts woul d control ac.cess and' reduce
erosion. Road works are also required to divert runoff.
6.

DEDICATION OF THE LAKE INNES NATURE RESERVE'

Lake Innes is presently a Game Reserv~ under the National Parks and
Wildl ife Act. A nature reserve proposal for the area has existed for
several years.
It is recommended that the waterbodies, all lands of the Cathie-Innes
lagoonal land system, together with Crown Lands of the Coastal Sands
. land system. and the .peninsular of Lake Innes land system containing the
ruins of Major Innes' convict-built·homestead be dedicated as a nature
reserve.
7.

FOR~IULATION

OF A PLAN OF r1ANAGEMENT FOR THE NATURE RESERVE

Once the proposed nature reserve ;s dedicated it is suggested that
work proceed on the formulation of a specific management plan for the
reserve. Such a plan should incorporate the on-going assessment of .
envi.ronmental conditions as Lake Innes returns to its pre-1933 condition,
the provision of access and recreational facilities, the management and
where necessary the rei ntroduction of fauna and flora arid. the res torat ion
of Major Innes' homestead site.
Aspects that could be included within such a management plan are
as follows:
a) Avifau~:
the on-going appraisal of physical chemistry and biotic attributes
of Lake Innes as would be relevant to the management of bird populations;
the accelerated re-establishment of vegetation communities via
a defined planting program;
re-introduction programs for particular waterfowl species;
the eradi ca t i on of foxes, fera 1 dogs and cats;
the prohibition of grazing within all areas of wetlands surrounding
Lake Innes;

..
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the prohibition of shooting, at least in the short-term;
the control of waterway use, with possibly the prohibition of
motor boat use on Lake Innes;
the implementation of a fire regime that ~lOu1d favour the. biotic
communities; ·and;·
the re-estab1ishment of islands within the lake to provide secure,
diverse breeding habitats.
b) Fish:
the. on-going appraisal of physical chemistry and biotic attributes
of Lake Innes and the Lake Cathie system as would be relevant to the
management of fish populations;
the reintroduction of freshwater species to Lake Innes; and,
the formulation of regulations controlling both recreational and
commercial exploitation.
c) Historical:
the c1 eari ng of a11 weed growth from the rui ns of Major Innes r
homestead and restoration works to ensure public safety; .
The construction of an interpretation centre, including artefacts
and a scale model of the original homestead. This could be undertaken in
association with Hastings Valley Historica·l Society ..
the re-estab1ishment of surrounding gardens and associated
landscaping; and,
the reconstruction of the corduroy, as an elevated walkway,
d) Access and Recreation:
the provision of pedestrian access via the corduroy with car
parking and picnic facilities adjacent to the Port Macquarie - Lake
Cathie road;
up-grading of vehicular access via the existing road off Oxley
Highway with car parking to b~ provided adjacent to the re~established
ga rdens; and,
picnic facil ities and canoe launching facil ities near the site of
Major Innes' boatshed.
8.

REGULATION OF ARTIFICIAL OPENINGS OF THE OCEAN ENTRANCE

Artificial opening of the ocean entrance has had an adverse affect on
entrance stabili.ty. It is well established that flood flows are an
important mechanism of sediment transport. Recent artificial openings of
the Cathie system have not been at high water levels. Losses from the
entrance berm in these events have not been great. No infrastructural
development (apart from Kenl'lOod Drive bridge) is affected by water levels
of 2.5 metr.es R. L.
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is recommended that if the practice of artificial opening is to
be continued that opening only occur at periods of high water level.
Additionally, it is recommended that such opening be timed to coincide with
periods of northward littoral drift (winter monthi, when southeast swells·
predominate). This would result in the northward transport of the sands
scoured from the entrance channel, ensuring a nett loss of sands from the
lagoonal system. Opening during the winter months would also result in
reduced impact on the biota.
At present Hastings Municipal Council has a standing order allowing
the artificial opening of the entrance once water levels reach 1.5 m R.L.
It is recommended that this order be rescinded and be' replaced by a series
of conditions ensuring that artificial opening only occurs.at high wat~r
levels and then, preferably during the winter months.
It

9.

DESIGN CRITERIA FOR FUTURE REPLACEMENT OF MAIN BRIDGE

Observation of bathymetry, shoaling patterns and tidal flows suggests
that the main bridge constricts flow, thereby acting as a reduced-length
training wall. This constriction, in close proximit)l to the ocean entrance,
but not contiguous with the ocean entrance has 1ed to the formati on of
the extensive shoals downstream of the bridge. These shoals have an adverse
affect on entrance stability, providing both a localized source of sediments
and a reduction in current velocities.
Economic considerations would prohibit any major alteration to the
present bridge configuration. Any future proposal for bridge replacement
should incorporate factors relevant to entrance stability during the design
phase.

,
iiJ
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August 1968;

All photos courtesy of
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Lake Cathie entrance
channel, 1971; Note
area available for
tidal flow as compared to the present
configuration of
Kenwood Drive Bridge.

Artificial opening o f
the ocean entrance;
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APPENDIX 1: HISTORICAL BACKGROUND DATA
The following extracts (sources as referenced) provide background
data on the development and changes that have occurred within the Lake
Cathie-Innes catchment.
A:

EARLY SETTLEMENT:

MAJOR INNES, LAKE INNES HOUSE AND EXTRACTS
FROM ANNABELLA BOSWELL'S JOURNAL.

Extracts from The History of Port Macquarie, January 1973, Hastings
District Historical Society. Port Macquarie Printers Pty. Ltd.:...... After distinguished service in the capture of bushrangers in
Tasmania Major Innes was sent to Port Macquarie as Commandant in
December 1826, where he took over from Capt . GiZZman.
In 1827 he was PoZice Magistrate at Parramatta, but after
two years' service he resigned from that position ..... .
In 1830, the Major arrived in Port Macquarie a second time
with numerous Government contracts for the suppZy of bread, beoe f,
mutton, miZk, vegetabZes, etc. , for the settZement. He °seZected
2,650 acres at Lake Burrawan, which he re-named Innes, and by
1844 he had acquired a string of station properties which incZuded
one known as Beardy River PZains , 'WaterZoo' and 'Kentucky' on the
New EngZand and 'HoZden' on the DarZing River, aZZ sheep stations.
He had 3,000 head of cattZe at Yarras on the Hastings and an equaL
number on the Manning River . Having a pZentifuZ suppZy of convict
Zabour (we are toZd he empZoyed as many as 200 at one time), he
was abZe to engage in Zarge enterprises and perhaps among the most
important of these wouZd be the buiZding of the oZd WooZ Road
between the Port and his properties on the TabZeland. The present
OxZey Highway follows this older road to a great extent ..... .
The Major possessed the very genius of private enterprise.
He conducted brickworks, contracting for the Government, he owned
three hotels, was director of a shipping line, sharehoZder in the
Bank of NSW, and a Commissioner of the Supreme Court . .... .
Since he took possess~on of his grant of land in January,
1831 , it can be assumed that 'The Lake Cottage' was built fairly
soon after that date, for it was well established as a centre of
hospitality when the Quaker missionary, James Backhouse visited
Port Macquarie oin 1836 ...... .
Transportation of convicts ceased in 1840 (officially) and
the colony was hit by a depression and shortage of labour . The
Major's prosperity began to wane ..... . .
~~en the crash came, Major Innes' last appointment was
that of Police Magistrate in the NewcastZe district , where he
died in 1857 . . . . . ..... .

After the passing of the Innes family t he old house was
occupied by various people for a time, but gradually went dObmhiLZ
and eventually was overwheZmed by a bushfire . From that time it
has been a slowly crumbling ruin until today onLy portions of walLs,
a few chimneys and the remains of a weZl are aZL that can be found
among a tangle of vegetation.
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Extract taken from Port Maaquarie News, 11th June, 1968.

The bupding of Innes House
Mrs. Henry ..Harding Parker describes the construction of Innes House. by a labouring force of convicts.

In-,

"Soon after MaJor
Irlngs of prisms, which
nes arrived at Port Macgradually diminished In
quarle, he ' received a Written for the News size till they reached a
grant of ,8,500 acres of
by
point. From the sides proland from the Imper1a1
jected ihr_glass ' arma
,Govemment..,...!l.'hIe---Iarge · --' ~'VIOLErT '
which held wax candles,
tract of g.rotrfict ' extehded
The mantlepleces were of
from the northwest Bide ,
the best Imported marble,
of the lake which bef!.1'8
'
and on the shelves of
the Ma10r's name, right to the drying ~heds, io the,s e ~tood many vases
round to the , SOUt!!. ~t be eventually paCked Into and
ornaments
from
comer of that . }!retty, the kilns. The site of the which also deperuled cryssheet of f~sh water. ' mansion was, 'well chosen tala, From the ceiling
On h1a ' severlLl estates on a gently, undulating w~re suspended fronds of
he had at OtIe period 200 grassy hill on the eastern these ,c rys tals of cut glass
assigned men workIng shore of the lak~, from at equal ' distances from
for him, One gang wouldl which a bf'llutlful and ,ex- each other, These glltterbe engaged In road-mak- tenslve view of the ocean Ing ornaments were a
lng, anothet, In , buildIng, could be obtained , from popular form of decoraand ,others tn . clearibg the mouth , of ',tbe ~~- tlon In that day, an~ the
' lPId )lastorai &I1d agrlcul- rung to Tacking :Point, effect
under artIf,clal
tural work, at LIi.ke
as weI! as of the lake light waB certaIn1y dazznes, YiuTows, " and ' Ro~· and surrounding co~try, ling,
lands P1aln8, The Lake The daIrY and ' wine cell- Great ceremony was '
property for a loni ·~e &1', like the kltcheM, kept up at the lake, and
absorbed a . large amount
bake-houses, oruy those who have resld-

"

In-

I

. THe: MAJOR INNe:S HOME:STEAD AT LAKE INNe:s

of convict labour In 'makIng It the tine . estate it
.became In the' Major"B
day. On the clay flat, on
the eastern side ot the
present ro8.d to the ruins
ot the manaion, a large
excavation was made,
and. extensiVe brlokmakInJ!: operations carried on.
'My father (Dr. MeIntyre) Informed ine that
' at one periOd it was a
scene ot great activity,
as hundrei!e ot thousands
of bricks were used In
the bulldlllg of the rilanslon and the outhouses In
connection therew;lth. A
number ot prlQOners were
set to work digging clay,
others barrowed It to the
puddlers, and other. men
moulded It Into bricks,
.Whlch were wheeled away

butcher's MOP, ~rvants
quarters, etc. were d<>tached trom the main
bulldlnl!', and on the east~
ern side of the road to
the ruined mansion the
foundaUons of some of
them can still be seen.
The Major was apparently ' at the height of
his prollperity about 1840,
as In that year he conslderably enlarged the
mansion and purcnased
many elegant and beaut!tul flttlnga tor its Interior decoration. The drawlng-room was a fine
room" 24ft.. x 20ft., with
French wJndows operung
out onto the western
and southern sides. In this
room were suspendeCl two
very pretty crystal lamps.
or chandeliers, formed of

I .'

ed there can

realise the
many scenes of grandeur
enacted at the old mansIon In the days of Its
glory. From the southeast
side of the house extended
a long wall of brick, along
which were planted giant
bamboos. The wall was
about ten feet high at the
house end, the height gredually dlmlnlshl"g as It
extended outwards. The
road from the town came
round the end of ,this, The
long drive from the entrance gates was borderad by hedges of trimmed
lantana(then a rare plant
from India). The gardens
at Lake Innes contained
gill.dloll, canna, single petunllUl, geraniums,
and
monthly roses, all highly
thought of In those days.

-A VISIT TO LAI(E INNES
Mrs. Henry Harding Parker, who was the daughter of Dr. Mcintyre, spent many days as a guest of Major Innes and his wife at Lake Innes. She writes of her first
visit to the Lake.
"Major · 1AIchlbald Clunes
Innes, formerly of the
Buffs, acquired the Lake
Innes Estate, about seven
or eight miles from Port
Macquarle, and came to
reside there about the
year 1830. He married a
daughter ·, of the Hon.
Alexander McLeay, Colonlal Secretary of the
day. The house was erected on a slight elevation
on the shore of the L!Lke
which at ~hat time was
an extenSIve sheet of
water, with no' reeds to

Extract taken from
Port Macquarie News,
21st./·lay, 1968.

!r..ter!ere '

with

a few steps, and w~re on, and his wlfe( Sir Charles
an ~pper vel'andnh, which and Lady Mltl')' Fitzroy,)
was flagged with square during their visit.
blocks of stone. A genTIl en cnme lhe "French
tlemnn rang the door, room" furnished Biter the
bell and a liveried but- fashion which the name
IeI' appeared, aJld we en- Implies. I remember that
tered 0. fine spacious hali' the ci/rtains seemed to
hung with pictures of al fall over the bed from
sporting charncter.
, the ceiling. Then followTo the left of the hall ' ed othpr ~droorns, one
was the library which: of which was called the
was well filled with vol- "green room", IUld was
urnes of all Sizes. This occupied by Colonel Grey
room was the general re- or Captain Geary on their
sort. On the opposite sltle Visits. At the ~nd. of the
was the dining room, corridor was the bath-

I

pORtIng, whol'eir.

·~·.·38

Il

tr.!:!c Tl")nm, t!' whtrh th~ w9tpr

and It presented a very which, judging by; Its was laid on. A, few y8l'd.s
pretty; and pleasing ap- lenglh, bespoke great hos- from the bathroom was
pearance, especially in pitallty. Su"pended above ~ flight of steps, leadthe evening of a brlght It from the ceiling were IIIg to fonr other rooms,
day, when the sun's de· lhre~
large
cut-glass occupied at nn earlier
cllnlng ray~ were 'shed chandeliers. whleh had a day by the governess and
over the mln'or-like sur- very pl'elly effect. The her y.oung charges. These
face. ;'.
walls were hung with appartments Included th~
. WJI~n ~-vlsltlng In la- pictures, depicling most- schonl room, /\,ovemesa
tel' years the place where Iy historic scenes, Of the roolll Rnd a play room.
so many happy days wel'e Mojol' in unlfoml and ho On the shelves around the
spent, It was difficult to was dl'picted liS 'a hand- laller were sllil to be seen
Im'a glne how such vast som e man, Rnd was nc- the dolls, ark., china etc.
changes hud taken III ace credited with heing such wh,ch hlld amused the
In such a comparatIvely in hiS youthful days.' playful hours of childshort period. I can vivid- There W~l'e large pier hood.
Jy recal! my first Visit glasses ot eaCh end of
Ascending a flight of
to Lake Innes. At the In- the room and tolds of
vitatlon of the Major and rich looki~g tapestry fell steps from these rooms
the
nbserva tory
was
his wife I accompanied
the Mrs. and the Misses , _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-., reached, from which a
fine view ot the lake and
Inness home in their ear- I
riage one Sunday; after Written for the News the surrounding counu')'
was to be had. From the
momln!! service In St.
by
cast end of the passage
Thomas Church. The cara dool' led Into the courtl'iage was drawn by four ·
yard. which was bricked
horses and their coachand ill wh!ch the kitchen
man was In charge. Three
(a two storied bUilding)
or four gentlemen visitors rode behind the car- over the doors. I rem em- stond at the back ot the
riage.
bel' also seeing statuelts house. Above the kitchen
After an exceedingly In bronze ot Lord Nc1- were the buller's apartpleasant drlve We passed son nlld the Dulle of Wel- ments. Numerous other
buildings filled the ground
through. a white double IInglon.
at the back of tlle resigate, ' which gave enL
I
h
I I
trance to the outer eneav ng
t e d n ng dence.
room u passage was enIn the second entrance
closure Of the estate. A- tered, and at the north
bout a mile from the end ot this was a silting from the courtyal'rl stOOd
house was another double room, and at the south a building ot Gothic dewhite gate, and the drive end was the drawlllg sign, with a large clock
then ran between well room, which wns furnlsh- oVer the entrance which
kept hedges ot lantana. ed in the rich and elabor. proclaimed the hours. To
On approaclting the end ale style of the period, the tllis apartment the bachelors resorted In order to
.ot this avenue, I got my chairs and Rellees being "moke,
and for this roas.tll'st gllnlpse ot .the ob- covered with gold figured
servatory towermg
a- satin. It was a large on it earned lhe name
mong the Norfolk Island room and was decorated nf "bachelors' hall." The
pines ' and gigantic bam- with' rich tapestry; while home~lead formed quite
boo~. The latter. were large
pictures in gilt a village, with the abodes
wllvmg Ilnd creakmg a- frames hung from the ot the employees, carl'Iage huuses, stables, etc.
bove the !:ate at which walls I cannot properly The
orchard contained an
we had just alT\ved.
convey an idea of We abundanCe
of fruit and
The gentlemen then
beauty of that room, and a
vineyard
supplied
mOllnted and handed liS it mllst ~uffice to say grapes
from which wine
out of the carriage, and that It contalnC<! the best
for th e table was made.
w~ passed along a broad that U,e decorative art
Visitol's were constantly
w!ndlng walk, bordered of the day coulcl suggest. coming
and going.
WIUI ornamental shrubs There WHS a long corand
monthly
roses, rid or to the cast of the
lhrough which glimpses drawing rOOln and on
of the luke were to be each side of it were slecpseen. Beds of ' various ing ILpartm~nts, the first
shapes and sizes, well fll- to the left being Mrs. Inled with tlowers, and well nes' bedroom and dressing
kept walks, met the gaze rom. Opposite was anand a very pretty lattic- other fine bed and drescd smnmer-house attract- sing room which were
ed my notice.
occupied by the Governor
On reaching the house
we passed under an out61' varandalJ, and went ur

I
I

"VIOLET"
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Extracts from Annabella Boswell's Journal, Harman, M (edit) 1965
Angus and Robertson Ltd, Sydney
, farm buildin s and Innes Swam

(page 68 and

30th June, 1843.
Our favourite walk then and always was to the beach, about two miles
from the house. There we· often bathed or gathered shells and seaweed, or
. dug for cockles, which sometimes we carried home and had cooked for the
schoolroom tea - tough morsels and indigestible, but that in no way
interfered with our love for them.
The poultry. yard and 'cultivation', a sort oJ home farm, was situated
about half way to the beach, and bounded on two sides by the marshy ground
at the end of the lake, which sometimes flowed from Cati Creek into the sea.
This marsh extended also for some distance north at the back of the hill,
on the west side of which the house was built. A sandy flat lay between
the swamp and the sea.
At the poultry yard were two cottages built on a piece of rising
ground, one for the men who worked in the fields, the other for the
Halorans'. There were pig-sties and sheds for the poultry, but I must
own both pigs and fowls enjoyed a good deal of freedom . ........ .
. ........• In the fields grew oats andlucern~ for hay, also· maize
and Indian corn, ...•.. After passing the cottages we went through a
gate, and almost immediately entered on a kind of bridge or roadway made
on wooden piles. This road was formed during the early days oj convict
labour, when Port Macquarie was fora time a penal settlement and there
was very little work for the men to do. The bridge extended for quite
a ·quarter of a mile through a marshy swamp; then we got on to a sandy road
raised above·the surrounding damp flat. A broad, deep ditch had been
cut at each s.ide, and the soil thrown on to the roadway. The ditches
were often quite full of water, and the road generally very dClJ7lp; being
white sand and full of small roots, it was never dusty. The sandy flat
extended ·to the sea, and in spring and summer was gay with lovely flowers
of many kinds; we often crossed the ditches and gathered as many as we
could carry. In December it was always full of magnificent Blandfordias.

Lake Innes. and wildlife (page 71).
7th November, 1843 .
. . . . . . .. The boats were kept generally under water, but one lJaS
soon raised and got ready; we stepped gaily in, and the gentlemen pushed
off. The boat glided gently through the tall rushes into the opert lake;
it was a most delightful afternoon - the sun shining brightly and the wind
cool and refreshing, scarcely a ripple on the smooth surface of the water,
on which we saw multitudes of wild ducks swimming and diving for their
food~· They were very tame, and allowed us to approach quite near.
fie also saw some black swans sailing gracefully about; they, however,.
soon spoUed their appearance by taking flight. The air is certainly not
their element, .for they stretch out their long necks and flap their wings,
allowing the white feathers under them to be seen. We were not very
successful in our fishing, though we saw some fine fish jumping among the
reeds;· one odd looking little thing we got was called a cat fish. We
sailed almost round the lake, which looks much targer when one is on it
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·than it does fr>om the land; then we 'hove to' in a little bay, wher>e the
lines wer>e. again thr>own out to fish ........... .

Aboriginal Fire Methods (page 101).
30th September, 1844 .
. .... ... Ther>e was an immense fir>eat the lake last· night. It looked quite
splendid. The natives had set the reeds on fire, and at one time it was
feared that the boathouse was in danger, so men were sent down to clear
a space round it.
Cathie Entrance and Aboriginal Fire Methods (page 106).
4th

Nov~mber,

1844.
rve all three rode to the beach.

We went as far as Grant's Head. The
outlet to the sea at Cati Cr>eek is.quite closed, and safe to ride on for>
. the first time for two years. At Ten Miles Creek we went up the bank from
the beach and rode to the furthest point from which we would see Camden
Haven River, and to the nor>th Tacking Point. Our beach seemed quite in
a bay coming home. We met some natives near the bridge, ·who had just set
the grass on fire, and the flames frightened our horses.

Early Plans for I'later Diversion and Cathie Entrance (page 121-2).
Late December, 1846.
One day Mr Raafe and Mr Vivian Cox joined the party at dinner; they
had been on the lake all day taking observations. Mr Raafe is full. of a
grand plan for turning the lake into a harbour, the entrance to be from
Cati Cr>eek. Considering that the channel is now entir>ely filled up with
a wide belt of sand, there is some reason to fear a bar, but he proposes
to turn the River Hastings from its pr>esent course and bring it into the
lake, which would require a canal only thr>eemiles long.· 'l'his scheme
might answer>. Thir>tyfeet more depth of water> than ther>e is at pr>esent
is the quantity r>equir>ed, but a sanguine castle-building imagination can
easily pictur>e its completion. Fancy a fleet at anchOr> in our peaceful
lake, the swans with their> sorribr>e plumage dr>iven off by gay little pleasure
boats; all softer> sounds disturbed by the splashing of the steamer>s
paddles and the tinkling of their> bells, not to mention the hor>r>id noises
of a populous town, 1Jhich is to spr>ing up as ifby magic on.its banks.
Adieu to the acr>es of r>eeds which will be submer>ged and hide ·for> ever>
their> diminished heads, adieu also to the beauty of this lovely spot
which would be quite marred by such impr>ovements. The good town of
Por>t Macquar>ie .has my best wishes that it may·stillcontinue [to bel the
Metr>opoZis of thisdistr>ict, and I think my good wishes will pe fulfilled.
Cathie Entrance (page 136, 138).
30th March, 1847 .
........ . Yesterday Dido and Mr Mackay, Cousin William and I .rode to Cati
Cl'eek, ")hich is once more running into the sea, and quite impassable ...... .
2nd April, 1847 .
........ . Returning, we rode along the beach as far as Cati Creek, which
is still running into the sea.. Mr Mackay crossed it and coming back his·
horse got into a quicksand. Of course, it began to plunge, and to our
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terror he was thrown off, and for a second was completely under water.
However, he managed to wade across afterwards, and though completely
. drenched neither horse nor rider was hurt;

Lake Innes Hydrology (page 156)
17th January, 1848.
........ The lake has risen to a.great size, covering whole banks of reeds
which have. encroached on it. We are afraid it wi l l break thl'ough again
. cit Cati Creek. . ........ .

. Lantana, introduced to Australia by Major Innes (page 162)
31st March, 1848 .
........ We have been busy tidying up Lantana B~wer, but so many young plants
sprung up. they quite spoil the place, and are likely to become a
nu'Z-sance.
ha~e

Reconstruction drawings of the Lake Innes House 'by Richard J. Ratcliffe
are presented on the following pages. All drawings are taken from
Appendix II of Annabella Boswell's Journal, Herman, M: (Edit) 1965 Angus
and Robertson Ltd, Sydney.
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B:

CONNECTION OF LAKE INNES TO THE LAKE CATHIE LAGOONAL SYSTEM

The drainage of Lake Innes ,and the reclamation of adjacent lands was
initially proposed by a Mr P. H. Morton, leading a consortium of British
1and and resortdeve 1opment i nteres ts. ~1r~lorton' s proposal was documented
within the Government Gazette of 19th September,· 1927 ~nd reported within
Port Macquarie News (19/9/27) as follows:
Attention is invited to notice in Government Gazette of 19th
September, 1927, calling for objections to a proposal for
drainage and reclamation of Lake Innes, The. Lake Swamp,
Cathie Lake, and adjoining Crown Lands near Port. Macquarie,
and for subdivision and auction sale of such lands, preserving
an . area of about 450 acres open water in Lake Innes; prov'ision
being made for roads of access, 100 feet strip for access
surrounding the open salt, and for camping and picnic places.

A number of public meetings were held on the proposal during the
years. Reports of the meetings include the f()llo~Jing:

folloi~in9

Port Macquarie News, 23/3/1931.
A public meeting; called to discuss the drainage of Lake Innes swamp
lands,. was told' that 200 farms would be made available by the .
scheme; . that a 70,000 pounds cost would reclaim 36,000 acres.
Riparian rights - o7.Jnership of the land when drained - stalled the
meeting and the "fair attendance" was told a further meeting
would be called.
.

Port Macqua ri e News, 25/5/1931.
A letter from the Under Secretary, Public Works Department told
a public meeting in Port Macquarie that the question of draining
and reclaiming the areas known as Lake Innes Lake Swamps, Cathie
Swamp and adjacent Crown Land had been under consideration for
some years. The latest report was obtained in 1926 and indicated
the drainage was not feasible. In 1928, Mr P. H. Morton was asked'
for a 250 pound guarantee of good faith to support his scheme and
. to meet preliminary expenses but no more had been heard from him.
The meeting adjourned and authorised continuing investigations.
J

A local. group was formed in support of the proposal. Government
approval and funding for excavation of the channel was provided early in
1933. The channel, 400 yards long, six feet wi de and. two feet deep was
completed in April, 1933.
Documentation of changes to Lake Innes subsequent to drainage and
saline intrusion is provided by the hotes and observations of Albert Dick.
The f6l10wing extratts have been taken from Albert Dick's diaries, as
transcribed byR.J. Ayres, Investigation Officer, NPWS (1980).
5/1/29:

5/4/29:
25/6/2.9:

20/7/29:
8/10/29:
12/12/29:

5/4/30:
2/5/30:

2000 duck on lake, predominantly Black Duck
Lake flooded - ducks roosting on blackbutt ridge
fo'reshores of Mahers Bay;
.
. 8-10 000 Hardhead duck J some mou'lting J also Freckled
Duck and Black Duck;
5000 Hardhead;
.
Lake flooded to 3'6" on flats waterlillies 1.-n flowe.Y';
'. Clutch of young Bluewing Shovelers;
Lake flooded, most of ducks gone;
1000 duck in eastern area of Lake Innes;
J

J

. j,

".'.
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30/12/30:

Clutch of youngSwamphens;
Lake very low,large numbers of Swans, 4 acres of
ducks on the Cathie mudflats;
29/4/31: Lake flooded;
30/10/31: Waterlillies well established; Lotus Birds nesting
on Zi ZZy pads and. in water;
7/5/32: 600 Hardhead;
22/6/32: 1000 Coots, also Swamphens;
5/11/32: . Waterlillies in flower, had to cut a track through
ZilZies and reeds to get the punt out;
11/12/32: Numerous juvenile Black ducks;
17/12/32:. First sighting of a pair of Grass Whistle ducks;
1/1/33: A plane flying low allover the Lake and flats for
quite a long time. Aerial inspection by L.O. Martin,
Minister for Justice and A.C. Elliot, Mayor of
Port Macquarie;
8/4/33: The 6 foot drain dug from top of Cattie Creek to Lake
400 yards, opened this week; 14" of rain;
22/4/33: Lake faZZen 4"; Coots in hundreds have moved out onto
main water, Hardhead numerous;
13/5/33: Lake faZZing, llardhead leaving in large numbers:
20/5/33: . 1000 Black duck on open water behind .Shag Island;
Lake feZZ 6" this week;
27/5/33: BZack duck numbers stiZZ normal; 900 Hardhead; Reeds
falling over as water recedes and exposed thus to
strong winds. Lake feZZ 6" this week.
·31/5/33: Lake fallen 3 feet since opening . . 4000 duck of all sorts
behind Shag Island rose to gunshot;
3/6/33: 700 Hardhead J 400 Blackduck J 150 Grey Teal on open water;
11/6/33: Lake flooded; more than 15" rain; water depth in
. Pountneys Bay of 6 '10"; 30 Black duck, 8 Grey Teal,
500 Hardhead;
.
18/6/33: 35 Black duck, 4000 Hardhead; Lake feZZ 21" this week to
a depth of 5'1";
25/6/33: At 6a.m. in 12 mintues counted 62 separate mobs of migrating
Hardhead returning over· Hastings towards Lake Innes
30 to 300 in each mob;
28/6/33: Lake lowest so far since the drain dug, 4'1" of water ~n
Pountneys Bay;
27/7/33: . Freckled duck up to 6 in a mob; lake rose 2'1" to 6'2"
in Pountneys Bay; Stilts in dozens on mud;
12/8/33: Lake lowest yet, 2'9"; Hardhead gone;
27/8/33: MOre rain, Hardhead returning, 800 on Lake;
25/11/33: Lake depth 3'3", waterlillies in flower J Lotus Birds
nesting on lillies. regular. rain;
6/12/33: 800-1000 Black duck, water salty in bottom end of lake;
24/12/33: Lillies look sick, salt water.upto Lake House;
13/1/34: Lake depth 3 '1". a drop of 3 ' 9" since June, 19.33; had
to dig a drain through dying reeds and roots to get
the punt out to· clear water; catfish dead in thousands
on lake;
20/1/34: Lake tidal at a depth of 3 '3", ·500 Black duck and
300 Hardhead;
30/4/34: Coots numerous on open water;
12/5/34: Some pink eared duck on Lake; Western Bay fresh water;
20/5/34 : Witnessed a great encounter between a sea eagle and two
immature jabiru. The two parent birds . watched the fight
from a distance. Nest on· Lake flat - south;
Pipe reeds, lillies and sword grass all gone; Lotus
birds and·Swamphens gone;
4/3/31:

J
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24/5/34: 1 acre of baZdcoots, 300 Black duck, 200 Hardhead;
17/6/34: Tee-trees dying, 400 Black duck, 400 Hardhead, 250 Grey Teal;
8/12/34: . Whole lake saU, dead catfish .in rrriUions floating
beUy uP;.
19/1/35: No waterlillieson lake;
20/3/35: Rain aU Feburary and March, 500 Black duck, 300 Hardhead
thousands of Coots;
1/5/35: Western top end of Lake fresh,. young tee-trees ..4' high
in mud;
31/5/35; 40 Hardhead, Coots gone;
3/10/35 : Cattie entrance blocked during June, lake high and aU
salt;' no ducks, hundreds of large black cormorants,
dozens of pelicans and swans;
2/2/36: Several hUndred Blackduck, many coots;
25/4/36: . UnsuccessfUl attempt to open Cattie;
15/11/36 : Successful opening at Cattie, lake down 1 foot;
6/12/36: Driest summer since 1928; numerous duck, swamphen all
along drain, Jacksnipe on lake in mobs;
3/1/37: Mobs of Jacksnipe on lake, . approximately 600 birds;
13/1/37: CattiebJocked, following heavy rain lake rose 2'6",
no ducks;
6/4/37 : .Digging party at Lake Cattie, lake opened;
8/4/37: Lake down 2 feet; Lake flats at Argents underwater for
fipst time since I've been going to the Lake . . Salt water
has rotted the roots and kiUed aU aquatic fresh plants
and flats are rotten and stinking. Tee-.trees dying.
13/4/37: Young waterlillies, 40 mouUing ducks in drain, hundreds
of hawks flying allover Lake; 100 whitefaced herons,
400 cormorants, shores are a walking mass of pee-wits;
9/6/37: Tidal influence backing water into Western Bay, but
stiU fresh in Bay;
.
.
1/8/37: Rain, Catti!:! blocked, lake fresh and rising.;
28/8/37: Young swans, only five ducks; shores of Lake get~ing
green through the fresh water;
6/2/38: Recent heavy rain, Cattie broke out; Lake dropped·2 '6",
waterlillies everywhere;
20/2/38: Lake low, 3 '7" water depth but fresh;waterliZlies
everywhere;
27/2/38: Tidal waters kiUing waterliUies, stiZl present. in' .
'.'~
Western Bay;
13/3/38: Cattie blocked, lake low and fresh; Juncus 'growing:
at a terrific pace allover lake shores, came with
salt water;
.

27/10/74:

I have recorded Cattie blocking

26 times since drainage.
.. , . .

C:

ASPECTS OF DEVELOPMENT AND

~ARIED

VIEWS ON LAKE INNES

The following articles are taken from the Port Macquarie News' and
Hastings Shire Gazette (as referenced)~They. tepresent the spectrum' of
opinions of local residentsas well as providing further historical .data.
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THURSDAY. JUNE. 27. 1968

THE HASTINGS SHIRE GAZETTE

LAKE CATHIE PROGRESS - A
,TRIBUTE TO ITS PIONEERS
.

.

(By R. K. POUNTNEY)
which
makes
Cathie
unique in that its initial
stm'! was not the usual
shack' and hut founda·
tion of most Isolated
there for some years - areas.
in Ihe dwellIng· to the
south of Lake Cathie
A small, but Jive, Pro·
proper (demolished In gress Association backed
very recent years).
up words with action (It hi. reliably stated "working hees," embrac·
that the late Mr. Ernest ing males and females,
Andrews swapped his cleared
lantana,
etc.,
home on Bago Road, gravelled the road to
Waucliope,
with Mr.. the Pacific HIghway,
Tom Cross for several planted kikuyu cuttings
hundred acres at Lake on '. the Camping Re·
Cathie).
.
.
serve; supplied and plac·
Odd fishermen _ Sept. ed poles for the tele·
Windeyer, "Old Man" phone line; and many
Douglas
(who fished other odds and ends; and
with a long local bamboo then "policed" the \>1'0'
rod and 8 or 9 hooks), tection of trees, foreand Rutherford comc to shore, ctc.
mind. camped and
It Is hard to bclleve
caught the~g'uns at .!l,at a few ycars ago the

In' .the rapid development of Lake Cathie, .the foundatioris for
this - laid so many years ago - are mostly lost sight of, and today's
history of "this and that" becomes much distort .. d.
.'
It is on record in book form that the area
in earliest days was referred to as "Cat-ey.e,"
but spelt Cati which certainly admits of
no confusion as to pronunciation.

the family till recently.
I re'call .one of our
lad's shock When, as he
pulled on his coat at our
camp, a:.thumping black
snake slid 'out of the
hanging sleeve!
There were plenty of
snakes, a. few mosqui·
toes. (perhaps we wete
not so pampered or con·
cerned with these' pests
In those days), and a
further hazard were the
quicksands about the
A
pleasure resort mouth of thc Creek in Cathic; while scveral flat cast of Sapling.
from earliest days, which one would sud· took out oyster leases in Creek was a verltllble
back to lUajor Innes, denly sink' to the knee the area.
.
blacksoll bogholc for a
Cathie Creek (or plain or waist an unen·
The was even a gold couple of. hundred yards
Cathie) p-emalns just viablc ~xperiencc.
rush, about 1922,'when (Green Hills road was
that today, the real
I cannot recall that many' pegged clalnIs IIttlc better) and the low
progress
In
settle- we had knowledge of and palllled., only to be crossing
of
Sapling
ment coming with the prawns In those times, tooled by mica.
.'
Creek became Impass·
subdivision of land ad. though prawns were tao
The black sands' had able with heavy rain.
Jacent . to the Creek, ken in the upper areas 110t· then received com·
The Forest road from
on the south, by ·Mr. of LlmebUrners Creek mercial . value recogni. the hill in Butler's Pad·
Bob. Pead.
. (North Shore, Port Ma,,· tinn
doc" ''''S .••• - "Sed .~
. The. plan of' subdl. quarle) and sold in the
..It' was a little earlier gai;; ii,'; 'Hig-h~;y vi~
vision can be questioncd town,
1t920) that the late Mr .. Blrtllc's Road, . but it,
with its laci{ of playing
World' War I. saw p. H. Morton was Inter· too, was rough, and
. and parking areas, but the dispersion of thIs ested on . behalf of all perhaps a fallen tree
Bob's wise decision on hILl'PY baud of youth· English. Company, with, would have to be got
placing the price at ar. ful, pioneers, aud too it was said, £1,000,000. around.
.
ound £100 (and less) many of them paid the. The plan was to develop
Then, in 1957, came
cannot be doubted.
fillal sacrifice.
.
. the land around Lake electriCity, under glUU'•.
. Back around 1900, odd
About the 1920's, Doug Innes and tIlereabouts.
an tole; and 8 little later
extra
keen
amateur and Charlie Suter's Pul"
Some land was pur- . water, and with' It a
sportsmen and some doz. chased 10 acres fronting chascd. at grand pi ices real demand' for land
en campers' were enticed the Creek on the south for those days,' but the and IL fantastic rise In
to Cathie, to shoot bank for £100.
They scheme. fell through.
prices, with a bridgo
paddyme)ons, wallabies felled' the magnificent
The most Interesting
Ilnklng
south
and
and kangaroos which scrub - depriving many point In this scheme,
north; and now a bitabounded on the plain birds, including fiock as regards these notes,
umon road between
and thc' bordering lan, and other pigeons of a was' the intention to.
Port lUBCquarie and
tana cover. There were fine feeding ground close Cathie' Cl'eel<
Lalll·l·eton.
also wild ducks, and, of and grew splendid crops permanently, and to
All this development
course dish' while it of corn, cow pumpkins lead the waters to prompted tile sale of
was a' slmpie .matter to up to· 120. Ibs., and mcl· Vinegar· Creek, with residential
blocks of
gorge .on the abundant ons to 118 lhs. . .
the hope tllat the shol· Crown lund on the north
lusc!ousoysLers that . lin· . Asked by' the Morton tered Green Hills (now side', and the erection of
ed thc Creek.
Syndicate to sell, they' Bonny Hills) headlaml several
nice
homes
There was almost a were greatly surprised. would give a' perman· which, of course, was
permanent opening to to have a cheque for ent· openlng,· at lOOllt Induced by the amenitics
the' sea, the entrance £500 In a few days, for for small crllit.
of electricity and water
remaining . open
con· .they did not wish to sell
Mr. Bob Pead's cntry from the' south 'side,
tlnuously from 1900 to and had no idea that some thirty years ago Lhus capitalising on thc
1!J20.
.
.
price would bc acceptud. saw the real start of to· efforts of several resi·
Thc whole area was a
The 'Suters hilt, on day's development, and 'dents, Hastings Shh'e
run for Walter Cunn· top of Ute p.O. HUt, he (With Mrs. Parry, Council, and the help of
ing's cattle (now deceas. was one of CathIe's Mr. and Mrs. L. G. Mc· Wauchope ·well-w!she,·s
ed, he lived in the old earlfest structures.
Doruild' and Mr.' and Mrs. and prospective' resi·
hoinc . facing the road
Ernie Andrews (Joe's A. May, aU deceased) dents.
on RIviera Estate) and father) had a big hold· built nice homes: This
We notice that many
that lease WIlS held by ing, and the family lived trend has
continued, of the northside buyers
At the turn of this
century
and to the
knowledge <)f many liv·
ing today, the area was
referred . to as Cathie
Creek. (The change to
Lake Cathie came with
the advent of a post
office and telephone ex·
change about 1955, on
demand from the PMG's
Department to. avoid
confusion with other
"Cat-eyes" spelt mostly
Cattai.·
.

____________ .1'_
---~'---------'

. ____________

-

of land have not
oured the 12 ·mo
stipulation to build,
it will be regretted
these. are allOwed
line "their pockets at
expense of the pion
who not only wor
but dipped their h
Into. their pockets,.
these taken·for·gra
amenities.
.
Anne Bothwell's D
records that· In
earliest days Cathie
regarded as "a nice
nlc spot." It Is now
the sportsman's par
of old, but a I
pleasure resort w
must Increase 'In p
larity as a halfwa
In the stretch of
coils nature from La
ton to Port Macqua
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Field and Game' Association
Views on Lake Innes
m~nt 'has

(To the Editor)

,

millions' of
acres of salt water un·
del' its control for pro·
ABa committee member of the N.S;W. Field and 'fessional men, breeding
.,
(Port M acquarle
. Branc h),an,
'd as a you,
grounds for what have
, G ame A ssoclailon
whereas Lake Innes
ratepayer, please alloW' me space for a few corrections to would be only a drop in
' the OCean.
'
,
Mr. Bishop's letter which was pu b lished in March 25th
Speaking' of tourists,
issue of "Hastings Shire Gazette," the said letter being in Mr. Bishop, what would
..
' Iea eli, ng to th
i 'p ubli
be more unattractive
my , opinion
mostl
y mls
e genera
, C.
than the sight of Lake
Innes whcn Cathie is ..
MI'. Bishop "feels he fishermen, Cathie was and Yarras and see the opei1 ,to the sea, and
has the support of all opened, We all know bullhcad mullet in hun· what could be more at·
professiunal
fishermen the results - the nest· dreds In the deep holes ti'active than a round
in this dist rict as well ing swans were left and swimming in the trip from Port Mac·
as most ralepayers and high and dry and those water you later drink at quarie to Cathie through
the, Lake, Innes prop'
tourists" in regard to young, that hatched per· PO,rt Macquarie;
erty, see the Innes
'what he has to say ished.
The,
late
Tom
Dick
put
Castle
rebuilt and the
about
opening
Lake
net in Lake Innes in foreshores of a beauti.
Cathie. Maybe' he has,
Certainly the swans a1918
and caught and
I f
h
k
b
but I doubt that' he are' leaving Lake In· had frozen
In a block of fu
res water la e a would have this support nes and In,,tead of ice ,by the Port Mac' ounding, in wildlife, then
across t ne Ca thle Plain ?
if he and other scribes thousands there are
Have a weir or cause.
wcre to put Lake Innes only 'a few hundred" qual~ie butter factory
and Lake Cathie in the - Is It any wonder? manager (Mr. Jimmy way across' the top of
Steell an 11lb. bullhead Cathie Creek, and revert
right perspective.
mullet and a 91h. perch, Lake Innes to fresh wa.
He states that "last
Furthermore, the wa- which he sent to Sydney ter _
the fish then
summer Lake Cathie (er levels in both Innes 10 T. C. Roughley for couldn't enler Lake In.
was stagnant, smelly and Cathie were insutfi· his expert study.
. nes and be trapped but
and unfit for swimming cient' at that time to
I..akc'lnnes was for would fill Lake' Cathie,
or fishing and that cut a decent channel
and,
Cathie
there were many com- through the sand spit at centuries the breed· Sapling
Creeks, and _ with no
plaints by regular vis· Cathie entrance with Ing ground for many professional •. 'fishermen
i(ors and two flat own· the result that in a very specie of onr water'. operating in these wa.
ers had theil" booklngs ,short time Cathie had and other birds, SOme tel'S _ the tourist trade
for next year cancelled again clused. How many ,rare t{)day and most· must increase tenfold, , '
because of this."
times in the past :has Iy ,driven away by the
this happened?
advent of 111e salt
Oysters in Cathie
This is as may be,
but ,his inference that
After the flat caneell· water which waS' "han·
Creek, a.~ when the
the one ·eyed conserva- ations,
Mr.
Bishop neled into the lake
late Bill StaplEs, and
tionists were respons· switches to Lake Innes
from Cathie by man
lIughle Brlghtson cui;
ible for this Is erron· as a breeding ground inAI,rll 1988.
tivated ,them' there
eous.
for many different specyears 'ago, would add
All
the
rIch
habitat
What happened last les of fish and also
'11I'Vher to the' ,tourist
summer was that the school prawns. , "It has of pipe reeds,water. lil- ,Interest. .
Field and Game Asso- never been so thickly ies, islands of sword
Mr: Bishop says "The'
dation had asked that pupulated as 'at pres- spil<e grass that cover·
Department
Cathie be I<eptelosed ent. These will diea.s ed most of the Innes Fisheries
'ilI. nesting swans on the lake becomes in· grass and t!-trees and has inspected, Lake In.
waters were all wiped nes and are very conLal<e Innes had at'least creasingly fresh."
cel't1ed that this' prolific
parHy
reared
their
Nonsense, Mr. ,BIshop out by the salt water.
broods, but, due mainly - take a (rip to, above
Lal,e Innes and Cath·' nursery of fish ,and oth· ,
to the voices of a few Beechwood, 'Long Flat ie Creek were two sep- er seafoods is doomed,
arate bodies of water if prevented from being
and only during heavy given .access to the sea:"
rains did Lake Innes
Have' the ratepayers
flow into Cathie,
of hoth Port MacfJuarh'
Cathie Creek never and Wauehope to shoul·
did flow into Lake In· del' the' burden of $GOO
nes and 'Lake Innes was, each ,time they decide
The Hastings Shire Gazette,
never natllrally open to to open Calhie just '10
the sea as Mr. Bishop keep the fish going in
T~ursday. April 16~1970
says.
. he smelly waters of, a
As
conserva tionists, so-called matchery?
we are trying to hav'e
The sooner the FishLaI",
Innes .reverted eries Dept., decide 10
back to its natural state lurn Lake Inrws back to
of ,fresh water (0 pre fl'c'h water Ih" happier
serve
birr!
life t'vcryone will he - - in.
\.vhieh

U",

this

Of1re

h(~nllti· <;Iluling lIu~ ·hints.'

ful I"I,e held. und ""uld
hold "gaiil ,for pos(er-

N.,P. ~lUDF'OHD.
H'H'ks Fel'ry, RO'id,
,The Fisheries Depart· ,,\Vauchope.

Ity.
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"Cathie Lake At ,.
Stake"
The Powers That Be state, "We agree
lake C"thie must stay closeel-Until good rnin pelts down again,
let's all stay home and hosed,

It makes us ill, goodwilrto kill,
Our hearts bleed martyr-sauce: .
But-tides are crook-we took a look
(With both eyes shut, of course),
Now we refuse:-though in 'Port News;'
.
The Ed. spoke loud and dear.
.
.
And pointed out we're up the spout
·
With facts on tides-oh dear!
· We hear that kids get itchy sores
From swimming in our lake!
Well! What a shame to blot its name!
The fuss some mothers makel
·Then there's the cost! We won't. be bossee'!
We're thrifty boys and willing:'
.
But tons of sand spooned from the strand
Would cost a prettyshilllllg!
The s~a is thete and fresh salt air·
·:For Campers' free s!!lection:
50 let's not think about thit stink.....,
Until the nerl election.'~

-JOY AMIE5, 2/1/67 .

Port Macquarie News,

22nd July, 1969.

. --..:::..-----~----,-- _.. _.
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PRAWNS .OR· SWANS?

\
'\

,

\

Two ends of an ar-·
are pictured
herp.. the openiJ:lg
\ of Jake ·waters to the
i sra at Lake Cathie by
I Hastings Shire Conn\ ell, and some of the
[ swan's nests in the
I
swamplands north of
\
Lake Innes. There are
[ three swan nests visI
Ible tn the picture,
\ . and further reference
to· this aspect of the
dispnte Is given below
tn comment taken
[ from
the
mayor's
f . (Ald. Adam's)
col\ wnn, and a letter
.\ from
yesterday's
Daily
Telegraph.
\. There ha"e been some.
strange things said
\ and written about it
all
and
satisfying
·
everybody is not go\
ing to be· easy. The
\ Ideal is to have door
[ salt water at Lakll
I
Cathie for the SUIll\ mer months; fresh
water tn Lake Innes
\ as was onc,e the posl\ tion, and prawns over
[ . the fish Co-op. connI ter for toUrists and
\ ". I<,('als. How to achieve
all three should be the
\ aim ·.of the powers
\
that be• ...,.Ed., P.M.
. ·gumen t

I
I

~

\

!

I
I

"News".
This extract from
the mayor's letter:

Opening
of
Lake the ranger as a result
Cathie:-I have heard of an inspection made
)f many complaints on 15/7/69: Water levthis week from resi~
el down 38 mches. Loss
ients oi Port, TvIac- 9f wet la.nd swamp,
~uarie and Lake .Cathie . 1,700
. acres.
Total
"bout the opening of swan nests. (with 119
Lake Innes and adjoin- eggs( 24. Nests empty
Ing Lake Cathie, to the . (hatched and unlaid 5).
Birds sighted: Swans
sea.
300, Hard-head duck
I recently had the
opportunity to fly over 200-250, Musk duck 15,
and Black .duck 70-80.
this interestmg piece
This from Monday's
of water, on an tnspectlon flight with the lo- Daily Telegraph: Lake
cal Wildlife Ranger. Innes - As a family
wildlife
photogDUring the flight it of
was pointed out that raphers, conservationwild fowl· (ducks and ists and keen outdoor
swa:1.S breed subject to sportsmen, we were
two conditions prevail- appalled to learn that
Ing,sufficient natural Lake Innes and Lake
Cathie, just south of
food and .ample suitable water depth. In- Port Macquarie, have
stinct tells. the birds ·been opened to the sea
that the higher water by the Hastin!;,s River
levels will remain long Council.
We· have been regulenough to allow their
young to be hatched .. ar visitors to Lake
and reared in safety, [nnes to admire the
and that there will be wildlife of the area and
noted that large colon-an abundance of food
. and cover available. ies of ducks and swans .
However. they cannot bred here, as well as
anticipale the un-nat- two families· of the
ural actions of the ·rare jabirou.
We were not alone
bull-dozer opening the
lake' and lowering the in visiting Lake Innes
and quite a .tourist
levels overnight, leaving the nests high and trade was developing,
based on the wildlife
dry.
interesting
I have received the and the
. following report from ruins of Innes Castles

\
\
\
\
\
\

on the bank.
It is pathetic that the
attractions of this area
have been ruined for a
fe'll hundred d0!lar'~ \
worth of· prawns that I
will now breed m the I
area and be netted by \
two only local fisher- I
men.
I
It is appallmg that \
the Lands Department I
aliows the despoilment I
of this area by the loc- \
al council, who 'seem . ,
to be immune to the I
tourist attractions of· \
their area.
.1
When the lake is I
full of salt water, the \
habitat is totally chan- I
ged and has a dead I
appearance with stag- \
nant water.
I
It will be many I
years before it can be \
returned to the ·situat- I
ion which existed only I
two weeks ago.
\
Many duck shooters I
also. visited the area I
in the duck season, \
but there will be no I
birds bred here for I
some time.
\
The economic loss I
to the Port Macquarie I
community must be \
far greater than the \
gam m prawns.
I
-F. AYRES.
I
Rednal Street,
I
Mona Vale.
\

LU

Port Macquarie News, Thursday, July 17, 1969

No lake; no prawns
Assertions that therewiU no longer be prawns in
Lake Cathie if the man-made cut to Lake Innes is closed
are contained in' a letter to the editor from an experi~
enced fisherman.
.<.;:,,,;
a lifetime resident, writes in' charge of the operato· the editor of the tion. The Kennedy broth"News":
ers together ·with a' Mr.
Sir - It has been with Benson, his son "Bunny",
much interest that I have "Billy" Thomas (the exread in your paper from jockey) and a few others
time to time stories con- did the job. I was at Catcerning what is now hie with my father at the
known as Lake Cathie time, but cannot rememand so would like to quote ber if I had left schoof
---------:-...,...,~ a little of .what I happen or was on school holidays,
to know about the Pia.ceo so therefore am not sure
. . My first trip to what of the year b~t I do know
was then known as cathie I left school m July, 1932.
'. Creek . (pronounced Cat- . Now . some : people behie) . was with my late fa- heve by agam blocking
ther (James Rutherford) off the drain between catand we travelled by horse hie and Lake I!,nes it
and . sulky· in the year would keep CathIe open
1928. I was then 10 years to the .. sea. Whatever I
of age. We stayed with would make them think
:Mr. Douglass, who at that that way would be beyond
I il.ne lived in a shack on me, for all the old hands
the .. south side of· the know Cathie closed up
,creek near where the. from time to time for
. bridge stands to-day.
!" years
before ever the
. Father, who was a fish- drain was opened between
erman worked this creek the two. .Ask Eddie or
~rom i928 untill 1941. At Ernie Cunning, Jack or
'the end of t.baj; year rT?m Maher; Les Perks or
I took o,{,!r,:.,lllsgear ~~}' ,L.. :Kenny M.L·9. or
Worked.~i·most·. of. ;'.,the:.an
.1', ·...~hq;; ...may.:. have
:time'''fuitu·,.
1900_',:"'-'\ n~"~:i;': .. .
!tt,()r::I!rapilrtYi.l~
I
_ . ........... /i.'. ,b·, . '
':\l:Iid ··knm\r··.·'·arid>
I A drain· w~ cut from crosse . Cathie' eacli."· and
ILake ~es mto Cathie every wekend from childre.ek In the year 1931 or hood, whether It was ever
32, I .would not be sure closed to the ocean before
of whIch year, but. I do the 1930's?
.
know the late W. J, Ross
was one of the head men
(Contlnu.d)
---- - ----_.... _--- ---- ..
.
Last week's opening
of the sand blocked entrance to the sea ' which I;asn't been as
.successful 115 was hoP!'d
has started off a
certain amount of controversy_
Mr. Harry Rutherford,

·
I

I

~

~

--~.

,' on than· has ever -been
caught by one crew' since.
James Rutherford was The year before that
the first man to ever there were very . few
catch prawns. in Cathie. prawns .at all so where
I think, at the time, Ar, ·did . those prawns come
thur Kellaher was work- !rQm if. they didn't breed
ing with him' that was ill Lake Innes? I may
about two years. after add we also. re.ceived top
they had drained Lake In- market .pnce ill Sydney
nes, at the time Cathie at. the bme, 9 pence and
was closed frQm . the sea. 10 pence. a poun.d for
Regardless to whatever prawns 4 and 5 mches
people. may say, prawns Ilon g .
.
!l'ust have a lake to breed
Another story I read
m, therefor~ there. were was that bullhead or sea
':0 prawns In Cathie be- mullet will not breed in
tore the dram was cut Cathie if closed ·to the
thro~gh to Lake Innes. sea, which' is also . wrong.
Agam close. Lake Innes The
"poddy"
mullet
fro"!- CathIe and you (which are' young 'bullwon t have any more head or sea mullet) were
prawns; that wi!! be for the thickest I have ever
sure.
seen in' Cathie' In· that
In 1945 after Cathie year, 2 and 3 Inches long.
was· closed to the sea for Please don·t anyone try
4 years George scays-\and ·tell me it takes muljbrook alld myself caught let 4 years to grow to. 3
more prawns in one seas- inches. So I ask the same
(Continued) . .

I·

question where did. all
those· mullet and prawns
come from when the
place had been closed for
4 years?
I also read where an
alderman of your local
council was told that all
the swans WQuid die (Qrl
should I say many yQung
ones WQuld) if. the lake
was again opened to the
sea, but I can assure him
that Lake Innes WQn·t
dry up, there will still be
plenty of water ·to swim peQple who will still disall the swans also ducks, agree with what I have
that maybe there at any written, but experience is
time. I have found the a grand old teacher and
wild blackduck's nests that Is all I am writing
on Cathie plain when at· from for I cQuldn't care
the time. there was no Iless ;"hat the powers may
water wlthm a mile so· do concerning Lake Innes
please tell me, some kind or Cathie for that matter_
person, how she got· them
But,
remember,
no
to water?
Lake Innes, no prawns_
Should you publish this
Yours faithfully,
letter Mr. EditQr lam
sure there will be some HARRY RUTHERFORD.
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Port Macquarie News, 3rd April, 1969

OPENING.
OF
LAI(E,'
CAr-rIllE'?

Port Macquarie News, 25th November, 1969.

Approaches made to
the Government concernIng the opening to the
sea of J,ake Cathie have
met with little success.
This . was stated on
Tuesday by Mr. Bill
Bishop, manager of the
local
FiBhermen's
Cooperative. The letter sent
to Mr. Davis Hughes,
Minister for Public Works,
pointed out that' because
of the closure the amount
o,r prawns taken from tll"
lake has dropped dramatically, Figures were
quoted tor 'the period October to December for
1967 and 1968 show that
the amount dropped from
56 thousand pounds for
1967· to just over three
thousand pounds for the
same period last year.
An application was also
made to allow the fisherman working on the lake
to use a larger net than
was previously allowed,
Mr~ Dianop said that a
break wall some 300 yards
long was needed to keep
the 'lake open., But even
opening the lake this time
will be quite a job, for
the distance between the
two bodies of water Is
nOw almost SOo yards, He
. ~lJggested that,. the long
ilpproacb, to the ",. Cathie·
bridge Md.::;" 10(, to do
wIth the silting up of the
entrance. As the water Is
slowed down at this approach It' tends to drop
Its load qulc1(er, He said
that when the new bridge
Is·. .built the engineers
should consider this,
Because the level of the
water in the lake Is so
. low It would require many
inches of rain to cut a
.po.ssage ,to the sea so that
the opening would look
to' be a job for mechanical
shovels or a sand dredge,
Mr, Bishop denied that
he had' sold there were
30 fishermen working the
lake, He said that when
the prawns were "on"
there were up to 30 professionals there but the
rest of the ti me only 12
worked lhere Ilnd lhen
only periodically, He said
. lhat the: low level of
water was the thing that'
was. killing the I1sh. When
a strong wind blew up
the mud was so stirred
lhat lhe I1sh could not
avoid getting it co.ughl. In
lheir gills and choking' on
It.

"A bappening. at Lake Cathi
Editor, P,M.· News
Sir I know tilat
most people from . Pori
Macquarie regard La ke
Cathie as a very sle.epy
litlle village; However,
lhe . fact is that for a
couple of dozen Port Mac-.
qUllrie men and their
male friends froin around
about this is where the
action is. It would Seem
so at any rate, from. the
activity .which took place
there last Tuesday nJght I
(18th November).
These fellows belong to
a society called simply
"The Shovel Men", the
avowed aim of which Is
to perpetuate the Use of
the shovel as the popular
tool In man'o progress.
Their meetings, which ri.re
not prior advertIsed In the
local' paJ,lers, are, always
held outside In the darK
and thus I apologise tor
any names which were
mIsspell In my copy of
the minutes which Is just
l\!Jout Illeglhle anyway.
! The.. Chairman, bettcr
; known as HThe Cardinal"
had ensured a good attendance
by
'phoning
members from Port and
as far south as Laurlelon
and thus the meeting was
sel down for midnight on
Tuesday last, on the
heachat the mouth of
Lake Cathie - which .Is
closed to the sea at pres·
ent.
As the clock strtlck
twelve "The Cardinal"
declared the meeting open
and he Immediately accepted a' motion from
"Shifty" that a start be
made on the' Lord Howe
Island Tunnel to link up
with a proposed rail link
from Wauchope. He said
he had Shire Council approval for this project. In
seconding this Don added
that as a few memhers
had been out on trawlers
once or twice' they should
be able to pick the' best
' route .

I

I

Following the unanJmous approval of this mo- .
tlon work commenced at
a savage rate with shovels flailing and sand flying In all dlrections. However at the first "beer
break" trouble with seepage-water and cave-ins
'was noted, and members
'became dlsheartened, so
· much so that the Threemee brothers moved that
It be converted Into a
channel to open Lake Cathie to the sea: Mick spoke'
against this and he pointed, out that a few prawns
~lIght
escape, ·besidca,
· we haven't really got the
council's' permission," he
said, Poddy moved that
lhe motion be put and It
was carried.
.'
fly 4 a,m. as daylight
approached
a
wortny
channel was appearing,
but
unfortunately not
quite deep enough, On
one side of the channel
was a great heap of sand
. on the other about 30
sma lIer heaps, some holding the Ir backs others
wetting their hands to
soothe burning blisters.
Meanwhile stuck in the
sa.nd wns a row of shovels
"II Rhiny through Use ~
and not even.one broken
handle! The shovel had
proved
Its
durability

I

again.

Before
the
meeting
closed it was moved by
· Tom and seconded by
Dick and Harry that lhe
nC?'t meeting be held on
the new 6-11;ne· roadway
'In Gordon Street Port
Macquarie, where 'a well
could be sunk for a new
pure water source for
Port
Mllcquarie.
This
meeting to be held on
Xmas
Eve
provldlng
council's
approval
Is
fort.hcomlng.
J trust this report will
be of interest.
. Yours Sincerely
"BUlldozer Drlve~"
(name and address
SUpplied).

1

Port Macquarie News,lhursday JUly IV, lYbY.

SHIRE'SOPENINCiOF LAKE
·CATHIE ,REBUKED I
,I

The Hastings Shire CounCil's action in
Lake
Cathie, so soon after the Municipal Council's recommendation that the opening be delayed until September,
was objected to at Tuesday night's Municipal Council
meeting~
The municipal council
had previously, recom·
mended the delayed open.
ing for two reasons: (I)
to allow nesting. wildlife
on Lake Innes to be
safely hatched and (II) to
ensure that the lake re·
mained 'open or had clear
water fOr the Christmas
holiday season.
This view' was supported by prominent lAke
Cathie residents, 'Includ·
ing
the manager
of
Cathie Lodge motel.
Ald.
Mateslch
told
council that, in company
with Mr. Albert Dick,
and Mr. Uptln of the
Port Macquatie News, he
had spent two 'hours at
Lakes Innes on Monday
afternoon.
He felt that it was a
tragedy to think the
openJng
couldn't have
waited
another
few
weeks. He lodged a pro·
test' about council ,lJelng
asked to contribute to
the cost of the opening.
If we haVe to, pay then
we should "haVe SOtlln
control. he .said.

.,

,

, . I that If the spring nilns
, ,aren't
abundant;
then
there will be stngnant
water at Lake Cathie at
"Christmas.
We
should
have been advised. he
opening'
said. If council doesn't ap·'
prove It, It shouldn't have
to pay it.
The town clerk said
that he had a telephone
call from the Hastings
Shire, Clerk, Mr. Terry
Gilbert. Mr. Gilbert had
told him that the ,shire
Cathie. Councils agreed felt an opening now would
to take the adVice of hte be more sucessful and
He moved that the committees. The com· would better serve the in·
Fisheries Department be mittee asked that the terests of the tourists and
required to do Its utmost lake be opened now and the' fishermen. .
to exercise strict control We
recommended 'that
Mateslch
told
Ald.
over the taking of prawns this not take place until council thnt as he stood
from the lake to ensure September.,
on the high bariks of Lake'
it Is dorie legally and
One member of the Innes on Monday he hnd
this was
carried
by committee said he had fclt that all aldermen
council.'
not been asked to aHend should visit' the IItke. If
The Town Clerl{ re· any
meeting
of
the the drain connecting, It to
called that once In the committee Ed., P.M. Lake Cathie, was closed,
past when the municipal News.
he ,said it could become
council had unilaterally
The. eng-ineer felt, that a wonderful plnce, for
open Lake" cathie, it the committee had given fresh watcr fish nnd nn
was rebuked.
consideration
only
to excellent future source of
Out of this, he said, Lake Cathie; 'not to LaI{e waler for. Port Mllcquarle.
came the formation of Innes.
Ald. Gott agreed nnd
a committee at Lake
Ald. Kennedy predlctcd said the sooner the con·
necting channel wns c1os·
ed, the better.'
[Late in the afternoon
.on Tuesday, after a bull·
dozer had worked through
the day, a cut through
the sand wns op~ncr1' to
the sea as' the 'lide was
falling. Yesterday, the
opening appeared to be
successful and water was
draining' out of Cathie,
though no apprecinble fnll
w'as evident. J.
From timo to Ume
this colunm has had
something to say about
cruelty to anlnml_the '
poisoning of doge, the
dumping of cats, and
80 on. Now, It's
tho

I

I

I

swan's turn.

Ever seen a dead s,,'an
floating In watcr bcslde
the nest It had, AO labor·
lously built from reeds,
• and the eggs In the nest
no longer tended?
We
well lmaglue
the wroth of the conservationist
R"
he
wrung
thetr
names,
from the youths \vlio
had
plundered other
nests ,on l ..nl[c Inncs,'
I\nd took from them
several blown and full
eggs.
Fortunately
for
the
youths he didn't know·
about the swan that had
been shot until he came
across It when returnJng
the eggs to their nests.
MOAt
convincingly
our strong Rrmcc1lrlt'nd
saId thero wouldn·t 'he
any "getting off" If
there's a next time.

can

w

~
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Innes

FRESH WATER· AND WILDLIFE;
SALT
WATElf>AND
·FISH?
.......
<

.

Two State government deparjrt')ents are at logger. heads as to what purpose'. the' waters and .su~ou~d5 of '.
historic lake Innes should serve-:-a fresh water reserve
for .wild life, o~ remain open (as ~an made) to s~lt.water
as a fish breedmg ground.
'.,
. ,~'" ;
ThIs waa revealed lB· Secretary, Mr. Pi> A. where ::.~~j; ::;";uhi go

;

.

\

.Departments, Cannot
Agree

theli- return to Sydney as solve the problem of !'
a visit to Port MIUl- Willis,
countered
the during thetr. holiday."
to what could be done at or salt water for i.
quarle late last week
argument with another
Mr. Steele' and the oth- Lake
Innes."
Innes, Mr. Steele saId
by a number ot people . proposal as .to why the er members. at the WildMr. Hannant mention- hoped . 80me
decl
8lIIIOCIated wlUll
Na- lake should be left., open. lite B.!rvlce' who visited ed the historical aspect of would be made on a hi
Uonal Parks BDd WlldUntil the 1930's 1(·. was . Port Macqtiar!e made sev- the Lake Innes ruins and or level than the dep
lite Service..'
a fresh water lake and eral fmipectlons of various Mr. Steele Informed him ments.
The Wildlife people are during the depreaslon a areas duriDg their stay that the rulna were now . He added, "we ow:
hoping that some higher channel was 'cut between and will Incorporate any on
pIivate property.
come to an agreement
authority. than the gov- Lake Innes and· Lake suggesUona In a report on
S"eaklng of trying to this stage." . .
ernment departments con- Cathie, and this allowed·
.'
cerned will resolve the salt water to enter Lake
issue.
. Innes.
--~ -'WhIlst here, the ofThe primary reason
IIcer. also revealed some for' the Fisheries' Deof the exciting plans partment wanting the
they have for the de- lake to remain open .was
velopment of the. Koala as a breeding ground for
Reserve area at a later a large number· at fish
stage.
.
. species.
Some 18 months ago,
M~. Alan Fox. Mr. W,
Mr. Alan Fox, chief wild Steele (asSistant director
life officer of the Na- of wildlife). Mr, Greg
tional Parks and' Wlld- Middleton
(lnterpreta- ,
Ufe Service, prepared an tions). Mr. John Winter
extremely complex report (Taree BranCh WIldlife
Port Macquarie News,
why Lake Innes Office), and Mr. Kelt Mcon
should be, reverted to Kay (the local, district
7th June, 1971.
fresh water.
. wildlife officer) met· with
The FIsheries Depart- members of the Port
ment under the Chief Macquarie m u n I c i p a I
. '.
council and· members of
_-..-_..-....,.......
,. . -.,....,. . ,. . :..,....=c:.....,. .....,._ the . Port MacquarieHastings. Tourist Authority.
Promotion - Officer. Mr.
. Greg Hannant,' BBked If
the 'Lake Innes State
. Game Reserve '-was likely
to be managed In a way
to assist tourism.'
Mr. Steele Informed the
Board' "weha"e not· got
acceae and neither have
we a lakeside I!trip In our
reserve."
... ~:: ..
, Some mentloJi· had been
made. at the l!iioeting with
, members' of ·the council,
regarding &ecel!ll to the
Lake. The muiilclpaI engineer, Mr. Grogan, had
told the officers .of a proposed development. road
which would serve the
whole ·at the-area. .
Mr. 'Stetil~···:toJd the
. Authority tJ!&t- tht Wild-'
life people .would·1Ike to
get a place" where J?"OP.~e
could plcnlc;,;·He 1I&1d, I
would havs':" thought It
would itave been 'another
place lil Port· M~uaIie,

.'----------'-----.,---------------1
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INVESTMENT' CAN BE :FUN

II

Four 'mil{'s of tht~ }~s
tale. Irout Lulu'", Innes
wh(~rc a illari01' Is pilln,wI! thnt will pl'ovide 8

AbolJt fiftypeopR!, representatives of district real estate interests'
and Local, Government, were guests at Port 'Macquarie's "Attic Bistro"
on Thursday evening, when Mr. Ian Cocks officially launched the "Lake
Innes Park' Estate!'
'

herth

fur

cn!ry

block

rl~g-nrdless

This area extends from the Pacific Highway,
just south of its interseclion with the Oxley
Highway, its northern border, being Wright's
Creek, to the shores of Lake Innes in the east
and south.
M... ,

plan
. area

C(~ck.s

cli!iplayed n.

"howing

how

the

much of which

was previ()"\lsJy owned by

r\fr·.
Col
Muxwell, of
V\lullchope --_ will be road-.

t I'acti\'e rn"ainly

to city
looking fot' a
pollution free rural en-·

dwcHl~rs

Alld we quote from a

"ironment und where Uin_ brochure on the subject:
\'cutmcnt can 'be fun."

He says the Lal<e Innes
Pill'J{ It:statr present the
out,. white fencing nnding' Il.Cl"fcet venue tOl' inlmedallraction. "nei MI'.Cocks iale l'ctiremcnt, or fol'
,'etircment, and
says the' conlrac:t for fllhll'(,
·l'o1lCling pl".o"idc::l for ·lhe affords t.he Idnd· of il1-.
opportunities
fOt'llln.tion and tar scaling vestment.
of npPl'oximately ::;ix Inil- that . will make l'eth'ement

eomJol'tuble,
As ",eli UH being Idea,lIy.
Already; 400 inquiries
ha\'e been received, one suit.ed as :l holiday· or
from· ns far as Western second hOlne location for
A1l3t raliao
young couples, families
01' older people, the investConsiderahle· clearing
·MI'. Coch:s hC'Jie\'cs the ment potential is really
,has. ulready been t'~l'1'ied suhdivision will pl'ove nt- unlimited.,

ed 'anr! subdivided into 78
Ints that vary in size from
r> to 50 aeres, with three
of one·. a(~l'e, Prokes range
fl'l)m $7000 to $35,000 per
ioL
'

of whether
or not the -lot has n
water front,agt~.

es within 'ten months;

BIG ,LAKE
'CATHIE RURAL

foFrom the weB nppoin.
(po marina Y01l will -he
lillie to motut: YllUI' pOWt~r
hoat Of' sail along the
deep channel into Lake
Innes then into the othe)"
chain of lakes \1I,!hich make
up the· ·expansive. waterway, Alternatively. :YOll

can travel thl'ong'h the
lake system to the open
~ea -- ideal for big gallle
fis~ing or for the yachtsInan who want n gTcater
challenge."

Mr, Cocks was assisted
ill his hosting rluties by
M,·, C, H, Wyndham. of
Wauchope, who has been'
appoInted Managing Agent for the Estnte and to
whom all Jo<.:al enquiries
"hould be directed,

Port Macquarie, News,

31st January, 1974.

SUBDIVISION
APPROVED
_'

Main street' in e large rural subdivision at

la~e Cathie is to be 'named in honour of the

developer, Mr. Ken Underwood, managing director' of the Australian.Cenlre on Cathie Road,
Port Macquarie; ~nowri as "Marbu~' P.r~".
At Its latest meetlnR
Hastings Shire Council
agreed to approve the'
first, stage of the development known as "Bur-

1. That ,all roads In- 12 ,and 13 in the event of
volved be constructed and the sale of all or any of
tar sealed In accordance the allotments,
with -council's.. adopted
It was further success-

fuBy r~commended by the

. standards..

raWan Sho...,.. 'Estate".
2. That all plans and commIttee .that the name
and that Its principal
fees "required by counell "Kenwood Drive'" be ad-,
street be Damed "Ken- 'be submitted.
' opted for the name of the
wood Drive".
S. That reticulated wat- street. and that the apThe planning commit- erbe provided to all aI- piicant's
attention
be
tee of the council report- lotments by the applicant. drawn to the necessity to
ed that tile access road
•. ' That the aecess create a reserve dedicated
'and brldgework had been brid~e and causeway be to the public adjacent to
completed and that the constructed In accordance, Lot 9, as shown on the
applicant was prepared to _.with the approved plans plan submitted 'in 1972'
lollgo sufficient Cunds with and to council's require- and that sufficient funds
the council for the proYi- ments.
' f o r a suitable' bond be
slon of water to the sub~. That the reserve to lodged 'with council to
division.
"
, be ereatl!"d, adjacent to cover the cost of provision
The committee' succe..-' Lot 9 be dedicated as pub- of ",ater to the subdivisian. '
fully recommended that I1c reserve. :
the subdivision be approv'6. That an agreement
ed and the plan released acceptable' to council, It
subject to the following entered Into regarding the
conditions as, oUtlined in creation of a 100 foot rethe orlll'inal approval.'
serve alo,!ff the Lake'Cat,
,-'"
,hie Cront"!"e of Lots, 11.

\\---

,-

'

,

Jl
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At its last meeting. members of the

Port

Macqua~ie

Conser.vation

Society were enthralled at addresses by' Mr Frank Eyres and Messrs. AI"

bert and

Rennie

DiCk.

.

The
sunbJect was
tour teet above the
"Wet Wastelands" with
water.
special
referenCe
to
"There were no water
Lake Innes.
lilies tor a few years
Introductory
remarks until Mr. Tom Dick
were made by Mr. Ren-· planted some on the
nle Dick and then he western end with his son
Introduced
the
main Ray,
speakers .of the evening,
"Then the water lilies
Mr. Eyre. and' Mr. A. took charge' all over the
Dlifr. Eyres, In asking
Islands
-"
the conservation· society
. for assistance and sup:.' ''There were many is·
port In having Lake In- lande of saw grass and
nes returned to·. Iti' nat~ Of tI-trees, and the bIrd
ural state, a. II' was life was .tremendous, parprior to 1933, pOinted tlcu!arly during the dry
. out that the Port Mac- seasons. These b I'r d s
quarle Field' and Game flocked to' the coast for
ASSOCiation had been en-·. tlielr survivaL
deavouring through the
"Lake Innes. supported
NSW Field and Game many thousands of. at
Association. to have this least nine species of wild
lake restored to Its nat- duck. there was an. aural state through the bundence of coot., redNational Parks and Wlld- bills, royal spoonbills and
life Association of NS\\,. plenty at sWans;
;'B8nciicootsbfack wal:
IIIn 19.88, a; man·made
drain was dog to drain lables, red-necked wal-'
the lake, and the ef- !abies were all round the
fects of this draio over foreabore,'~ he said.
the years have allowed
Mr Dick said this was
. the salt water to enter all prior to the 'draln bethrough tidal action, ing dug Into the lake In
ami tl.ia has

~lk~ ~!!

the foreshore growth
of trees and natural
fresh-water reeds and
weeds and has destroyed It as B natural
habitat fOr wildlife.
This could be returned
to Its natural state by
erecting a water- controlled barrage acroBs the
Cathie Creek.
Assist
"The NSW Field and
Game Association would
then aSBlst In planting
any necessary trees and
planta to restore the lake
to its natural conditlou.
"If this were done It

1!J~.

vent ot the' salt water
o,,'er the years, the
lake has deteriorated,
the .salt haa Id1led off
the plant We, and
there Is no food whatsoever tor the... blrda
or any other type of
water bird,
"With the construction

r;ng~lxca~:!r~~/aa~~

two feet deep,' dug . by
local men, some of whom
are In the town today,
salt came In.
"I watched for a perlad Of live years and
made entrle. In aU my
.dlarles regarding how
lcng It tOOk to kill this
habitat. The water lilies
turned white. within a
week; reeds, tI-trees, saw
grass aU started to die,
It took at least eight
mcnths to kill them,
"Another day,' I en'
tered'tii~-'lak;"-~he'n the
Bait ·water· had got right
to the western end, and.
It was just a myriad of
small Icebergs ot. dead,
rotten, floating catfish.
They were
all
tresh
W8t~T

would he a great tou'rist for their· fooo. The water ":ei::ds,

attraction, especially from
. a wildlife point Of view,
and the lake' could be
restored with fresh water
perch for the amateur
:lsherman,
"Mr. Albert ·Dick, who
has been so enthusiastic
In supporting the NSW
Field and Game Association, .and has helped to
form a branCh in this
town, . and who has lived
his life In this area and
practically grew up on
the ·lake as a' boy, understands the conditions
whiCh prevallp.d prior to
1933 and has watched
the gradual deterioration
of this lake ·through the
action of. salt. water,"
Mr. Eyre. said.,
.
. Mr, Albert Dick said
as ·a 14-year-old bor·
be ,'Islted the !a ke with
an old friend, Mr, W.
\Veslf:y, and saw It in
all types of ("oncUtions
. of water levels, with
abundance

of

reeds.

cetf\~h,

I1nri

there

"At one stage with was treSh water perch'
Mr•. Vic Anderson and and, of course, the mulMr. Arthur Basham, let.
we stood on the road
"When the exceu
at my home early In
water Of the lake was
U.e momlng,. looking to
flowing
Into
Cathie
the eaBt and we count- . Creek, the inullet used
ell 62 mobs of hardto swim up and Into
heads flying In the dlrthe lake, and when the
ection of Lake Innes.
water had come to the
We esttJnaj:ed that the
le\'el, ,the muDet were
the biggest flock was
confined. to the take.
300 and the omaUest
"With the continual
SO birds. Today, It Is a salt In the lake, aU tivery .rare thing to see , trees, up to 40 feet high,
a heardhead,
.
died. Many are standing
"On visiting the lake as sekeltons .there today.
that morning, the three Fiab entered the lake and
of us estimated two to big catches· were made
three acres of hardheadB lround 1940.
- eight to 10 thousand
"As the lake deterlorbirds. These birds dive lted, with aU the dead
aii

the

fOliage

level of the lake was .hat was killed and all
six to eight feet and full the aquatic plants, kl1led
of aquaUe plants.
by the' aalt, the quality
ot the fiSh caught was
. Plant . life .
not Up .to standard, and
. .____ .._._.
"Now with the ad_ _._

Continued over page

an Inspector of fisheries
here, Mr. Hlncksman, had
the. lake ~Iosed, to net
fish,"g from the "end of
Novembe,r to the, first day
In May, when he Bald
thatUie fiSh were likely
to ,be firmer and ready
far market,
"But fish, have not
been there for, the' last
three
years , and
the
prawns are not ',there.

" Closing
"By the closing Of the
mouth at Lake Cathie,
,which has occurred on
46 ocea,slons ,Blnce 1933,
Lake limes anll Cathie
Creek become stagnant

waters,"

tii~ lake' be revertea DaCk for this purpose," Mr.
La .Its natura) atate of Dick said.
fresh water.
"There are many speBarrage
des of our 'blrds'that ,need
6 to 8 feet of water for
Mr; Eyre. added It
their,,' 'livelihood, as· they WaS considered that by
are diving birds. ,
erecting a' water-con"The 'bulk at other birds trolled barrall'e ncrOSB
are' dlibblers-they dip ·to Cathie Creek Bnd by
get their food In abouts' ,ralslnll' the water level
foot of water~
by two or three teet, It
"Owing to the 80011
would have no III cf'
mitigation p • 0 g • am
feets on land owners
OVer the last 10 years,
surrounding the lake, ,
for, whkh J50,OOO,OOO
H As
a matter of fact.
was ,to be' apent on .. ltShould be of great benedraining all wet lands fit because the foreshores
from ,border to borde. would then regenerate to
In "NSW, and also In their original sta te of
Qupensland and Vic- fresh water. herbage ((I::
toria, there bas been a cattle to graze upon, and
marked'dete.loratlon In the water could, If necesonrblrd life 'and there sary, be used for irriga·
Is nothing forthcoming tion purposes when the
to stabilise these big lake was full in dry per'fiockB frolll the we.t Iods.
when they look' for"There is a catchment
ward to coming to the, area of some 14 and a
coast to settle on our half or so thousand. acres'
Inkes~nd on our big
that would keep this lake
swamps. These' 'have all fresh, and with our ,60"
gone.
rainfall, there is no. rea"Wetlands all along our son to think that the lake

Mr, Dick said, a Burofficer of
the National Parks and
Wildlife' Service, Mr,
Graham Goodrich, at
Lake Innes reBulted In
t'h e
recommendation
that the lake be reverted back to Its natural Btate ot fresh . coastline nre essential for
water,
the survival of these birds,
"Dr. liarry Frith, chief and Lake Innes with Its
of the CSIRO diviSion of vast area of 3,600 acres
Wildlife
Research, has including the swamps,has
also recommended that been hle-hlv recommended

'vey by an

31 st July, 1975.

July, 1975 (continued
from previous page),

would not remain at a
suitable level, even. in
dl'Ought time.
"There Is no Intense
farming on the foresho~es
at this time.
'
"This seems an excellent opportunity to return
a very Buitable area to its
o"'iginal condition, and so
regain
the
conditions
which wi1l bring back our
wild life to a stage. that
will enable wild life to
exist and perhaps increase," he said.

IN DEFENCE OF
l.AKE INNES
It was with
I worl<ed Cath'. ami aldo Rnd grow very quiCkly
much interest I read a so Lake Innes after' the"
in dosed off waters,
copy of the News dated mouth of Cathie waR
A' few y"ars ago Mr
July 10. 1975 concernln~' closed to the ,0ceRn for
Dick "tated that fish and
Lake Innes and what Mr (mil' 'years Rnd there
prawns would not breed
Albert and Rennie Dick wel'c
more
fish
nnd
in c1ol';ed up waters and
together withMr Frank prawns caught out' of, It
again for Mr Dick's InEyre:;, would like to' do, thn n E'ver before or sincp.
formation, after Cathie
with the greatest breed- and all brought top price
was blocked for foul'
Ing grounds for fish and In the Sydnoy Fish Maryears, there were mill·
'prawns In the Southern kets:
nothing
at
all
ions of mUl1et.2 Bnd 3 inHemispht:'re,
wrong' with till" fish n~
ches long. don·t tell me
Mr Albert Dick' has Mr Dick has stRted.
.
Mr Dick that they took
stated
that
the
f'sh
I caught, with mv old- 'four years to grow 3 incaught were not up to er brother, 'liP' to 85 50ches,
standArd, ann an Inspector pound hoxe~ of prawn~ In'
As for prawns. in Japof fisheries M" Hincks on(' night nl:::;o 60 fiOan they arf;' breeding
man had the; JRke closed pound' hoxes (If hl'E'nm 4
them in bath tubs,
to net fishing from No- Rnd 5 lb 'n ,weight in'
LA kl' Innes t:::; worthless
vember tm May, each thre,e lengths of ·pra\.\'n' as a tourist attraction for
year.
net. The bigg-est flathead wlJcHife, There is no road
Well, for Mr Dick's in- I callght weighed 19~ lbs' Into it. and you cannot
formation, I first went to and the biggest jewfish
get within 1 mile of the
Cathie Creek with my fa- ever caught in Cathie
clear water for a bottomther who was a profess· went 92 Jbs,
less swamp that is alive
tonal f;sherman (In a
I can assure VOIJ Catwith ticks, leeches Bnd
'horse and sulky) In 1928 hie was blocked' up as T black snakes In hundreds.
and worked' Cathie and say for foul' years,
I know as I have been on
Lake Innes as a prates..
Today Mr Dick won't
or over almost every inch
sianal fishermAn myself get fi~h or prawns (as hI;'
of Lake Innes and 8uroff and on until 1950.
hos "heady stated) for
rounning, swn.mps.
I was 14 yenrs of age the simple reason the
First, Mr Editor, I
when they drained I...nke c01lncil!'; won't leave it
should think Mr Dick and
Innes iIlto Cathie Creek hlor\{cd up any mol'(' thun
Mr Eyres .should contact
nnd at no time ever to fi\'p l1linutrs nnd 50 the
the Stnte Fisher'es to "ee
'my knowledge was Lake fl~h hnVt'Il'l got. tillle to
how they will like their
Innes rlosen to net fl'sh- bn'rrt 01' J!I'O\\' whkh they
fish
breeding
grounds
lng, True. in the months
ruined: also the owne·rs
already, mentioned. Cathie
of the properties around
Creek WAs closed onlv,
the lake who will have
which wa:::; caused by thetheir land flooded out. townspeople of Wnuchope
Harry Rutherford, Lake
'taking un a petition to
Cathie.
hnve'it closed ovcr Chrlst!TIns holidays: Mr Hinr.J{~
man was ag-fl inst the'
closure. not for it fls Mr
n:_I. 1.. _ _ _
Sir.

,Port Macquarie News,
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CATH IE •. LA-KE·ttEAN
Rumours thateffluenfwas b~in9· discharged in Lake:·
Cathie.· have been . dispelled· by Hastings Shire Council·
health officers..
..
The "News" received ":ordof.the a089eddumpings this week: ~ft.r

the same allegations had been heard from lin· unnamed person at a lake
Cathie Progress. Association meeting... .

It Willi alle'!ed· that to ·open -the mouth of· the . closed for thrOO weekll
IIshertlHlQ Ila
sighted lake.
. .
prior to the opening.
the ellioent bel n g
A
council
bulldozer
A request to Port. Macpumped Into a western .carved a path throug~thearle Munlcipal COuncll,
section of the lake.: connecting strip of.
which conb'ols. the northPresident of the associ· to the sea, allowing wa er em side of the resort vll-·
atlon. Mr. Barry catter· to enter the Jake at hlp lage, . to open the lake
aU. told the . "News" thai tide..
.
,.. was made In a letter from
hi. group Immediately In.
The· lake had. heeD the association.
formed Hastings Shire
.
Council of the aJlegati~n.
.- _.. - .__ 0_This .sparked a ·scare
among local resIdents and
businessmeri, wbo. reil'
heavily on the· Chrlstma>
holiday.visltors.

Tests clear
·

Deputy health surveyor
of Hastings Shire Coun·
ell, Mr. Gordon Robinson.
acted immediately on tlie
association's letter, by
taking samples of the
wa ter for the government
analyst. .
"We found nothing to
substantiate the aUegation." ··Mr. Robinson said.

Port Macquarie News,
-30thSeptember, 1976.

"In fact we received a

· verbal report from the
· governmE:nt analyst in
Sydney as late as a week
ago and it stated that the
\Va ter was satisfactory.
The tests consisted of
five or six spot 'samples
being taken at different
times over several weeks.
"I also walked around

parts of the lake and
saw no visible signs· of
dumpings," Mr. RoblD5oo
said.
"I spoke- to local resi·
dent. and they say. the
smell was caused by evaporation in the tI-tree
· swamps by,tbe lake.
"They say the lake· has
never been as low as it
Is at the moment."
Hastings Shire Council"
took· stens on Wednesday·

COUNCIL FAVOURS
FRESH WATER LAKE .
The National Parks and Wildlife Servic:e is
to be advised that the Port Macquarie Municipal:
Council favors Lake Innes as a freshwater lake.
.
, III a letter tabled at
this week'smeetinll' of
the ""oneil, the Nation.
aI Parks and Wildlife
Service saught council's
feelings on the lake beIng returned tofts former freshwater condltlon.
. A motion InformIng the
service that council favouredsuch a move was
put up by Aid J. Osborne.
AId Osborne said Lake
Innes had been Inspected
by the counell wi thin the
.. past two years.
IfI
for one. was trem.
endously ·Impressed with·
the lake as an attraction
If converted to freshwater" he Bald.

"At present". AId Os·
ilorne continued, ~. It. Is
neither freshwater or salt
water but Is. regulated by
the climate."
"In wet periods . It
tends to be fresh whlle
dUring the season Of little
rain it becomes saltv
with tlie effect· that flab
and pIanta In and about
the lake don't know what
Ishappenlng."
"I beHeve. Lake Innes
would be a great asset
for Port Macquarle If It
was to become· a freRh·
water reserve" Aid osilome concluded.
•
His motion was suppar·
ted by AId J. Griffin. and
paBBed.

SILTATION
ROBS LAKE
'OF APPEAL
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Port Macquarie News,
11th February, 1981.

, Lake Cathie Progress Association
claims the once popular lake is fast losing ;
its appeal for visitors and residents.
Association
presl· constructive to restore the
dent, Mr Barry Cat. , lake to its or!ginal state,"
terall, said this was due
Aid Patu Flack, ~ho
to the severe siltation pressed for the work 'belng
problem which has done while ~ mem~r of the
been occurring at the former Hastings Shire Coun·
lake for more than cll, called for action, on the
four yean.
'.'
problem at ~onday s meet·
n of the Ing of Hastings Municipal
H e sal'd filar
I 10
Council
..
whole area from Lake Innes
Aid flack moved that t1ie
!o the ~ntrance had resulted council urge the Public
In restncted water flow and Works
Department ': to
exagg~raled growth of urgently proceed with the
..
' agreed upon study of the
bacteria.
The assOCI8 tlon had been I k
tryi ng for almost four years a ;he said that tlie depart.
to have work done .at !he. ment had been asked more
lake to rectify the siltation than 18 montjls ago to carry
problem.
.
I th Study .
Representations had beel'! ou
e
,.
"The depa.rtment ~as been
made to both the former
Hastings Shire and Port very slow. !n , startln~ the
Macqua rie Municipal coun· study ~nd If It IS no~ go~ng to
cils,
do
It
alternallve
ar~
Association members also rangements can be made,
conducted several on·site Aid Flack said.
meetings with ' represen·
" For example, the study
tatives from the Public could be carried out by a
Works department. .
university deparUnent," she,
"It was probably difficult said.
"Something must be done .
to gef anything ,done before
because of the Involvement as it is a crucial time for
of both councils," Mr Cat- Lake Cathie with the in ..
terall said.
troduction of sewerage to
"However, we an: hoping the area."
.
that the new council and the
.
public works department
Mr Catterall sa~d many
can come up with something people had S8Jd the problem
was caused by nature and
thai nature should be allowed to rectify it.
"However, humans have
already interfered with the'
lake and now we must interfere with nature again to
stop the problem," he said.
"The two bridges built in
close proximity to the lake's
entrance have impeded the
natural flow, causing the
siltation problem."
"Work must be carried
out at the lake to ensure the
continued use of the lake by
tourists and people from surrounding areas."
A

Port Macquarie News,
1st May, 1981.

SAND DREDGING
CONSIDERED
Hastings Municipal Council is COD.
sidering dredging sand from Lake Cathie
for use in construction jobs.
The council believes that dredging of the lake could
also overcome its "dramatic" shoaling problem.
The chief engineer, Mr. Bill Russell, says tbe souras
of sand in the Hastings district are a1mast non~tent, and
the council wiu have to look to rivers and estuaries (or
future supplies.
As well as Lake Cathie, there are adequate deposits
within sections of the Camden Haven and Hastings Rivers,
he said. .
The Land Board Office at Taree has told the council
that the general proposal to dredge sand from Lake Cathie
is acceptable.
However, it says any extraction or treatment plant.
could not be situated on a Crown recreation reserve, or on .
Crown lancl with a potential for such use.
.
It said it considered other sites should be examined as
well.
The Lands Board says any decision on dredging of
sand would be subject to an inter-departrnental conference,
involving all relevant authorities_
.
The council will invite the relevant authorites to take
part in an inspection of the p'r opa;ed dredging -sites.
No date for the inspection has been set. .

Main bridge, Lake Cathie, Flood Event 1963
(courtesy of Port Macquarie News)

The mayor 8tood on
the bUrning deck •• !
When ftood8 were at
their peak the mayor, Ald. A. L. Crisp,
and council's engineer Mr. John Ola.rk,
ht.:d caU" from here,
there and everylNhere
and one of them was
for
"road
closed"
sign"
for
Oathle
brlelge. In the dark
of night, the mayor
and engineer approached the brldge 01l
foot to lind out what
the trouble WB8 and
COUldn't _
much am1M•• .. NflXt day, thlR
Wn.'

tJ10

e""u"

fhnt

oonlron teel" thfllif'. _d
tI\oy dl8covercd they
hod been standing on
a seBled road with no
foundation
beorath,
but a ra/:,ing torrent.
Work on repa.lrlng
the damage Is pro0_1I111t . under mOl'lt

Itlmcnlt
conditions
because of the continuing flood

rains.

•

••

:

Twelve thousand yards of fill are required for
the approach81. at both ends of the new
bridge at La~e C .. thie and I.. te on Frid .. y
.. fternoon when these pictures were ta~en
most of it w.. s in place - and "two bird.
are being ~ill.d with the on. stone". A deeper
channel h..s b.en cut to allow the opening
once .. g .. in of La~e C .. thie to the , .... elos.d
up a f.w wee~s bac~ in heavy seas. The bridge
wor~ is nearing completion and with the consolidation 'If the appro .. ches it should not be
long before"traffic is using it .

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1

'

-"-

-

---- ---~

Main bridge, Lake Cathie, during
construction 1972; (courtesy of
Port Macquarie News)

Lake Innes and the dug
channel, tidal conditions,
August 1977;

The dug channel and the
Lake Innes entrance delta,
tidal conditions,
August 1977;

Eastern shore of Lake Innes,
November 1980;
tidal conditions,
salinity 41 ppt.

Cathie Channel intertidal
and supratidal flats,
tidal conditions;
Aerial photographs courtesy
of Mike Dodkin, N.P.W.S.;
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INTRODUCTORY COMMENTS
The patterns of landform that comprise the coastal region of N.S.W.
may be agglomerated into specific catchment types with defined landform
and process characteristics. Roy (1982), discussing the evol ution and
present day configuration of N.S.W. estuary types stated:
It is hypothesised that, in the early Holocene, marine
processes interacted with coastal typography and river
discharge to produce three distinct types of estuaries
with characteristic entrance conditions:
1.
2.
3.

lJr>owned river vaZZey estuaries with fuZZ tidal
exchange
Barrier estuaries with attenuated tides
Saline coastal lakes with ephemeral entrances
and no .tides.

The Cathie 1agoona 1 system conforms in all characteristics to Roy 's
type 3. Previous research (Creighton, 1983) developed a method of land
evaluation and appraisal applicable to the barrier estuaries of the
N.S.W. coast (Roy's type 2) .. This method was applied to the' Camden Haven
catchment (Creighton and Norgan, 1982). At the time of this research
it was recognized that the evolved method may not be applicable to
Roy's type 1 and type J estuaries. The Cathie catchment, adjacent to the
Camden Haven catchment was selected as a pilot area for the investigation
of the method's applicability to the coastal lagoon catchments of the
N.S.W. coast. The aim of this portion of the research project can be
stated as follows: .
To apply and where necessary modify the land classification and'
appraisal method developed during research of a barrier estuary to a
coastal lagoon catchment.
Lake Innes, a shallow waterbody surrounded by wetlands was isolated
from the Cathie lagoonal system until a channel was dug in 1933. Changes
to the lagoonal system subsequent to this connection may reduce the
applicability of the study.area as a case study of ephemeral entrance
coastal lagoons. The objectives of the research project were formulated
to account for this constraint and, to provide specifi'c information
suitable for the implementation of ~ catchment management plan. Objectives
of this portion of the research project can be. stated as follows:
.
To map the catchment lands with recognition of the geomorphological
processes that have interacted to establish the observed catchment
configuration ..
. To provide a niap base which allows for the delineation of.
catchment lands within two broad classes - coastal (or shorelands) and
non-coastal (or uplands) .
. To map the coastal land areas·of the catchment in a manner which
would facilitate the description of storages, interlinkages, control
systems and flow pathways of materials, biota and energy.
To provide information on the catchment alteration that accompanied
the tidal connection of Lake Innes to the Cathie lagoonal system.
METHOD
a)· Context and Terminology
To define the environmental features and processes of a catchment
some form·of land appraisal is required which would result in a spatial
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disaggregation of the catchment into as Cocks' (1977) termed, 'functional
areas'. These 'functi6nal areas' should exhibit siqnificant differ~nces,
in possible functions between areas yet still provide considerable similarity
in functional possibilities within areas. 'Additionally, as Cocks (1977)
s ta ted, thisdisaggY'egation, should be consistent with the avaiZabi l{ty of
Y'esouY'ces and the range of possible land uses identified. A mapping program
based on these concepts would provide a suitable map base for the assessment
of both the functional attributes of th~ catchme~t and the impact of land
use.
Land resources surveys eva~uate and map landscapes using concepts and
information relating to geology, geomorphology, climate, landform, soils
and vegetation. Prior to discussing the role of the~e attributes in this
mappi ng program some bri ef notes on termi riol ogy are app 1i cab 1e. Appropri ate
definitions of ,land systems and land units are as follows (~.g. Christian
and Stewart 1953, 1968; Gibbons and Downes, 1964;).
A land system is an area or group of areas which are distinct from
the surrounding terrain and throughout ~hich there is a recurring pattern
of topogfaphy,soils and vegetation such that the variation in these
parameters, is predictable.
A land unit is a group: of related landform elements within a
particular land system that are uniform in their soils and vegetation and
hence in aerial photographi~ pattern. A land unit is the simplest uriit
, of country that can be readily identified at reconnaissance scales.
A land unit complex is a group of closely related land units within
whi ch a recurri ng pattern occurs. The i ndi vi dua 1 1and units of the complex
are of insufficient areal extent to allow accurate delineation.
b) Mapping Scale
Water-caused interrelationships provide the strongest argument for
recognizing a coastal catchment and its resources as a linked system.
However, within this system issues of concern vary. The mapping scale
adopted should reflect these variations. Woodruff, Longley and Reed
(1978) detail an ecological systems approach to the delineation of boundaries
'applicable to coastal management. Within coastal catchments four
'component sys terns can be defi ned. Briefly these are:,
Coastal Waters; Coastal waters extend inshore or upstream to the
farthest extent of aqueous environments defined by measurable seawater
content (i.e.: the tidal limit).
Shorelands: Shorelands are defined in a functional manner. This
is interpreted in an ecological context to denote two-way flows of energy
or sustai"ina materials betWEEn shorelands 2ni c~s~t21 w3ter~. 5~0reler~~
al"e thus: il adjacent to coastal waters
ii) ,strongly influence coastal waters (e.g. through the
contribution of organic and inorganic materials)
iii) ~re dependent upon coastal waters for a~y one or
a combination cif sustaining materials, biota 'and
energetic processes.
'
. Non-coas ta 1 Waters: Non-coas ta 1 waters are defi n'ed as those
aqueous environments without a measurable amount of seawater (ie. ,fresh
water portions of rivers and creeks and isolated freshwater wetlands).
Uplands,: Uplands are those land areas within a catchment that
while they may provide sustaining components to the coastal waters, ,are
sustained in turn by the coastal waters only through the circuituous
processes of evaporation, and precipitation.

FIGURE . A2-1:

. PRELIMINARY

PRELIMINARY
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APPRAISAL

OF

LAND
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Field inspection and collect.ion of available data

MAPPING

Catchment
Geology

API
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All other
Land Systems
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Lagoonal

API

Alluvial Areas

FIELD

SURVEY

FINAL

MAPPING

:

Vegetation
Landform

API

Land Units

Formalize boundaries, .collect information on vegetation
floristics and structure, soil type,. hydrology and land
use; Remap where necessary;

Preparation of maps and descrIptions for land systems
and land units.

F
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Using the above concepts and definitions it i sposs i b1e to del.i neate
within coastal catchments as being· of two ·broad classes - coastal
(or sh6relands) and non~coastal (or ~plands)i These two sUb-components of
a catch~ent are composed of mappable environments, each wtth·it~ o~n
distinctive 'suite of biological , geological,. typographi:c and process
characteristics.
,.
,; "
l~nd·areas

This delineation of the sUb-components of a catch~entprovides a basis
fo·r the definition of mapping scale. Inherent within the delineation of
coastal and upland areas is the definition of impact processes and pathways.
Within upland areas management of'the catchment lands is req~ired such that
·land use practices result in minimal impact upon the coastal resources.
The emphasis within upland areas is upon particular a~pects of resource
management. Resource allocation is of lesser importance. Mapping at
land system sc~le is sufficient for this purpose.
Within·lands defined as coastal, mapping scale 'and method should
account for and display the mutual, interaction between the land areas
and the aqueous environments. ,Mapped functional areas within;coastal lands
must therefore display both the linkage of the area to the,aqueous
. environment and, the capability of the land area to sustain some form of
land use. Under these conditions mapped functional areas must provide
information· relevant to both resource allocation and resource management.
Mapping at land unit .level provides sufficient detail for 'such analysis
and allows for the fLilfilmentof the stated aims of the project.
c)

Mapping Method
FigureA2-1 displays the method of land evaluation utilized to map
the Cathie-Innes catchment. The method may be best described·as being a
combination of the genetic and landscape approaches.· The 'genetic approach'
i~ described by Mabbutt (1968) as a method whereby land is progressively
subdivided'on the basis of presumed causal factors which govern morphogenesis
and thus current land characteristics .. The genetic approach is strongly
geomorphologically orientated using origin, process and stage of development
. as key classification factors. Such an orientation is particularly
applicable to the mapping of the coastal region.
Classification 6f land using the genetic approach provides for the
intial subdivision of the catchment lands into land systems. The division
of land at larger scales such as land units can be best undertaken utilizing
the 1andscape approach., The '1 andscape approach' (Mabbutt, 1968) i nvo 1ves
multi-attribute, classification of'land into landscape components and their
patterns.· The patterns discernab1e from aerial photographs are differentiated
on the basis of similarity of the spatial arrangement of landscape components
and the recurrence of such arrangements ,(e.g.: Austin and Basinski, 1978).
The .land units are thus defined on the basis of the similarity of their
visible features (e.g.: lithology, landform, vegetation, land use) and
the inferred similarity of those features not readily apparent (e.g. soil
type) .
.
. The m~thod involves the following stages:
. Reconnaissance: general overview of the catchment including field
appraisal and the collection and collation of available literature;
. Preliminary Mapain g : aerial photographic interpretation and preliminary
..
description oflan systems and unfts; Sites for field inspe~tion are
selected during this phase.
'
. Field lriS~tection: Land systems and. units are investigated in order to
confirm or a ter preli.minary descriptions and boundaries. Field inspection
includes additional aerial photographic interpretation, the selection of
·additidnal field sites and the ~6llection of further data (e.g:: aspects·
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of landform such as microrelief and slope, soil types, aspects of hydrology,
vegetation structure and composition, and furth~r ~~ta pertaining to .land
use allocation and management).
Fi na 1 Mappi ng: Boundari es of the sys tems and un its are formal i zed and
. final descriptions written.
Land systems and units are described utilizing the following attributes:
occurrence, geology, landform, soils, hydrology and vegetation. Aspects
of land use, tenure, present infrastructure and management are noted at the'
end of each description. Terminology used in the description of al·l·
. attributes conforms with the Australian Soil and Land Survey Field Handbook
(McDonald et.al, 1983).
.
RESULTS
a) LAND SYSTEMS
. The following notes provide background information on all land
systems of the catchment. The location of all land systems together with
'. sub-catchment boundaries is.presented by Map 2.
Jolly Nose Land System (JNLS)
Occurrence:
The land system is found in the following locations:
- portion of the southern catchment boundary, including
Jolly Nose, 248 metres (408hectares);
- two areas just to the north of· the above occurrence
(11 hectares, 61 hectares);
- two areas adjacent to Cowarra Creek, the northernmost
occurrence partially fringes the wetlands associated
with Lake Innes (22 hectares, 181 hectares);
Geology:
.Triassic conglomerate and sandstones of the Camden Haven
Group (Leitch, 1980);
Landform:
steepto rounded,moderately dissected withmodeliate 0
length ridges; Slopes are convex ranging from 6 to 25 .
Relief within the land system varies.from 200 metres to
50 metres with a maximum elevation of 248 metres (Jolly
Nose Hill).
Soil s :
shallow yellow and red podzolics, medium to coarse grained;
Hydrology:
. free draining, moderate tributary stream development; A
portion of the northernmost occurrence is within the
Honeysuckle Creek sUb-catchment.' All other land areas of
the Jolly ~ose land system are within Cowarra Creek
sub-catchment.
open fo~est, 30 to 35 metres; Ridgei and exposed shallow
Vegetation:
soil areas exhibit a white mahogany association - EucaLyptus
acmeniodes, E. panicuLata, E. propinqua co-dominant .with
associated species including E. pituLaris., E. microcorys,
Syncarpia gLomuLifera, Tristania conferta and Casuarina
toruLosa. Valleys associated with major creeks exhibit a
limit~d extent of black butt and moist hardwood association E. piLuLaris, E. grandis, E. microcorys co-dominant with
associated species including those previously listed ..
t~anagement
A portion of the land system is contained within.Queens Lake
Aspects:
State Forest. The remainder is freehold with grazing and
'private forestry being the principle activities. All areas
have been at least selectively lbgged. Local. environmental
plan zoning 'Rural A' applies to all areas not contained
within Queens Lake State Forest. Soils exhibit a'moderate
;
"

.
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erosion potential with care required. in planning roading
and loggi ng acti vit.i es. A11 occurrences are di stant from
major acCess roads.
Herons Creek Land System~ (HCLS)
south-western portion of the catchment bounded by Broken
Occurrence:
Bago 1and system to the north and by Lake. Ca thi e and Jolly
Nose land systems to the northeast and east (785 hettares);
Tiassic sediments, particularly sandstones and shales of
. Geology:
the Camden Haven Group;
rolling, moderately to coarsely dissected with long ridges
Landform:
and convex slopes (1.5 0 -5.5 0 ); Relief within the land
system is less than 50 metres with a ~aximum el~vation less
than 70 metres.
mediuin grajned yellow to red podzolics;
Soils:
·generally free-draining with moderate stream development;
Hydrology:
lower slope areas adjacent to Cowarra Creek may be·temporarily
waterlogged;· The land system is contained within Cowarra
Creek sub~catchment.
. Vegetation:
open. forest to 35 metres dominated by a blackbutt and
mixed hardwoods association - E.piZularis, E. maculata,
E. microcorys, E. paniculata, E. propinqua, E. acmeniodes,
E. globoidea, S. glomulifera, C. torulosa; a flooded gum
association may be present in valley floors -E. grandis,
E. microco:t'ys, E. piZularis, E•. gummifera, S. glomulifera,
T. conferta, Acacia flo:t'ibunda, A. elata, C. torulosa,
Archontopoenix cunninghamiani, Ackama paniculata, Doryphora
sassaf:t'as, Laportea gigas (the listed rainforest species.·

Management
Aspects:

being of limited occurrence);
Approximately 50% of the land system is contained within
Queens Lake and Burrawan State Forests. The remainder is
freehold with grazing. and private forestry being the
principle activities. Improved pastures and cultivation
occur in lower slope locations adjacent to Cowarra C~eek.
All areas not contained within State· Forests are zoned
'Rural A'. Soils exhibit a high to moderate erosion
potential . The Pacific .Highwaytraverses the land system
adjacent to the headwaters of Cowarra Creek.
.

Broken Bago Land System. (BBLS)
wes tern catchment boundary, bounded to the south by
Occurrence:
Herons Creek land system and to the east and north-east
by Lake Cathie and Hastings River land systems (388 hectares);
Triassic conglomerate of the Camden Haven group;
Geology:
fine to moderate dissection, generally steep with slopes
Landform:
greater than 100~ maximum elevation 137 metres;
coarse yellow podzolics;
Soil s:
free-draining with moderate to high tributary stream
Hydrology:
development; The land system contains upper stream areas
ofCowarra, Honeysuckle and Karikeree sub-catchments,
notably Sap 1i ng Creek, a major tri butary ofCO\'/arra Creek.
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Vegetation:

open forest to 30 metres, particularly a dry blackbutt
and mixed hardwoods association - E. pilulaY'is, E. maculata, '
E.rriicY'ocoY'Ys, E. paniculata, E. pY'opinqua, E. acmeniodes,
E. globoidea, S. glomulifera, C. torulosa; understorey
,
may include Acacia sp, Hakea tY'ineUY'a, Callistemon
acuminatus;

Management
Aspects:

,

'.

the land system is almost wholly contained within Cowarra
and Burra~an State Forests. Th~ remainder of the land
system is freehold with limited clearing and grazing. Soils
exhibit a high to moderate erosion potential. No major'
access roads traverse the land system.

Lake Cathie Land System (LCLS),
The land system (2,090 hectares) contains all: land areas
, Occurrence:
surrounding Lake Cathie thence n6rthwards to the western
shoreline of Lake ,Innes and the Hastings River land system.
Outliers of Jolly-Nose and Lake Innes land systems are
found within the Lake Cathie land system.
schists, phyllite, greywacke and slate of lower Palaeozoic
Geology:
age;
Landform:
The iand syste~ is undulating to low hilly, coarsely
dissected and with slopes less then 90 . Relief is generally
less than 30 metres with a maximum elevation of 44 metres.
Alluvium areas are found adjacent to Cowarra and Honeysuckle
Creeks and, associated with the small watercourses draining
to Lake Cathie. Temporarily waterlogged depressions may'
be found associated with local run-on areas,
'
Soils vary from red and yellow podzolics (medium grained)
Soil s :
on ridges and side-slopes to gleyed podzolic silty loams
in local run-on depressions to silty loams with high organic
content in alluvial areas.
upper slopes and ridges ,are well-drained; local depressions
Hydrology:
and alluvial areas are seasonally waterlogged; The land
system comprises all of the hinterlBnd areas of the Lake
Cathie, sub-catchment and significant proportions of the
Cowarra and Honeysuckle Creek SUb-catchments.
Ridges and shallow soil side-slopes display open dry
Vegetation:
sclerophyll forest, 25 to 30 metres in height, dominated by'
E.,pY'opinqua and E. paniculata. Associated species include
E.micY'oaoY'Ys and E. pilulaY'is with a low tree layer dominated
by C. torulosa. A shrub layer of Acacia and Jacksoonia
species may be present. Grassy groundcover where present
is dominated by Themeda austY'alis, and Cymbopogon Y'efY'actus.
Lower slopes and gentle ridges display a moist sclerophyll
forest to 35 metres dominated by E. rriicrocorys, E. pilularis,
E. acmeniodes and E. iriteY'media. E. gY'andis, S. glomulifera
and T., confeY'ta may be present. The lower tree storey in
these locations is dominated by CasuaY'ina sp.
,Areas of temporary waterlogging are dominated by Melaleuca
quinqueneY',Via (to 25 me,tres) in association with E. robusta
(to 30 metres). These open woodlands contain a grassy
understorey dominated by Blechnum indicumand T. australis.
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r~anagement

Aspects:

Alluvium areas associated with Lake Cathi.e dfsplay an
· open forest. 20 to 25 metres, dominated by M. quinquerte1'via
, and C. gZauca. E.' robusta and E. tereticomis may be
present in areas· of high local relief. Theunderstorey
is dominated by Bawnea and Lomandra sp'ecies.
A small portion of the land system is contained \'Jithin
,Queens Lake State Forest, the remainder being freehold.
All forested areas have been at least selectively logged.
Cleared areas support grazing, hobby farm development,
agriculture, and a portion of the Lake Cathie urban area.
Local Environmental Plan Zonings vary from 1{ f) forests,
1(c3} rural smallholdings, l(a) rural to residential.
Major access roads within the land system include the,
Pacific Highway, the coastal access road and the Lake CathieBonny ~ills road.

Hastings River Land System. (HRLS)
Occurrence:
The Hastings River land system forms the bul k of the northwestern portion of the catchment, s~rrounding Lake Innes
to the north and to the west thence extending to the
catchment boundary (2790 heCtares),
Geology:
Perini an slates and slaty sands tones denoted by Leitch (19S0)
as Thrumster Slate; Areas of altered dolerite denoted by
· Leitch (19S0) as Karikeree Metadolerite extend in a northsouth direction through the land system:
Landform:
hilly to low hilly with moderate dissection; Cainozoic
alluvium areas, mapped as HS(aJ are found associated with
lower slope· areas adjacent to Lake Innes. Low slopes
predominate with slopes in all areas being less than So.
Soils:
yellow to red podzolics on hills and side-slopes; silty
loams in alluvial areas adjacent to creeks;
Hydrology:
El eva ted a reas of the 1and sys tern are' free-dr'a in i ng wi th
moderate tributary stream development. Lower slope
all uvi a1 areas may reta i n wa ter foll owi ng ra.i n events.·
,Associated \'Jith hobby farm development, extensive damming
of small streams and watercourses has occurred. The land
system includes Timberl ineand Western Bay sub~catchments,
most of Karikeree Creek SUb-catchment and portions of
Touchwood and·Honeysuckle Creek sub-catchments.
Vegetation:
Hills and mid-slopes display open forest to 30 metres
dominated by E. piZuZaris, E. microdo1'Ys and E. inte1'media
with a low free layer of Acacia species (<10 metres).
.
A flooded' gum association (E. grandis, E. gwnmifera,
E. microco1'Ys) may be present in valley locations, often
associated with a thick lower tree storey of regrowth.
Alluvium areas are dominated'by M. quinquenervia (forest
20-25 metres) with sparse C. gZauca . . Lower tree.storey
« 6 metres) is dominated by MeZaZeuca sp .. A. cunninghamiana
and CaZZistemon sp. may be present.
Management
A small portion of the land.system is contained within
Aspects:
Cowarra State Forest. The remainder of the land system
is freehold' with grazing, pasture improvement,agriculture
· and hobby farms beingthe principal activities. Soils
exhibit a low to moderate erosion potential. The Pacific.
Highway traverses the land system from south to north.
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Tacking Point Land.System. (TPLS)
Occurrence:
Two occurrenc~s ·(78 hectares, 286 hectares) of the land
system are found to the east and north east of Lake Innes
and Innes Swamp, forming a portion of the north eastern
catchment boundary.
. Geology:
· early Palaeozoic cherts and slates, with ch~rt~rich
horizons·(Leitch, 1980);
Landform:
long hilly ridges with convex slopes generally less than
50; side-slopes vary up to 10 0 maximum slope; maXlmum
elevation of 117 metres (Transit Hill - northern catchment
boundary);
.
Soil s:
Krasnozem soils dominate the land system. The soils have
· strongly structured, reddish brown, light clay to clay
loam topsoils with dark red, light clay subsoils. The
N.S.W.Soil Conservation Service in a soil capability
· survey (1980) stated the following:
.
The soiZs are sub~plastic in behaviour, and therefore do
not reflect their high clay content (50 to 60%) in other·
soiz properties such as permeability. The subsoiZs typically
have liquid limit values of 50% and plasticity indices of 10%.
. f .

Hydrology:

Vegetation:
Management
Aspects:

free-draining, nioderate tributary stream development; . . The
two occurrences of this land system form portions of the
Touchwood and Innes Swamp sub-catchments. Two major streams
(unnamed) drain to the M. quinquenervia fringing areas of
Innes Swamp. Both these streams and a large number of
tributary streams have been dammed in association with
agri cultura 1 and pastoral acti vity.
The land syst~m has been largely cleared for agricultural,
pastoral and urban develop~ent.· Remnant areas of·wet
sclerophyll and palm forest remain in some valleys.
The land system is generally freehold with urban development
replacing agricultural and pastoral development. With
respect to soil properties the N.S:W. Soil .Conservation
Service (1980) state the following:
The soils ape stable due to their strongly aggregated
structure and steep batters can be formed with little
. risk of erosion. Mass movement and lands lip failure are
not expected on these materials, or Were observed. The
low linear shrinkage value 0/ 6% indicates a minimal
shrink-swell behaviour.
.

The Lake Cathie-Port Macquarie road traverses the eastern
occurrence of this land system.
Lake I nnes Land Sys tern. (U LS)
Occurrence:
The land system occurs in the following locations:
· north-south ridge separating Lake Innes from Innes
Swamp (341 hectares); .
· east-west ridge separating the Western Bay of Lake
Innes from wetlands associated with.Cowarra Creek (78 hectares);
· two small 'islands' within the wetlands associated with
the eastern fringe of Lake Innes « 3 hectares).
one small 'is.land' within Innes Swamp « 2 hectares)
· . a low rounded hill within the Coastal Sands land system
to the southeast Of the main north-south ridge « 4 hectares).
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Geology:
Landform:

Soil s :

early Palaeozoic che~ts, slates and saridstones, with
chert-ri ch hori zons 1argely abse'nt;'
The main 6ccurrence, the north-south ridge is coarsely
dissected, hilly to undulating with convex slopes generally
less than 100 . Relief.is less than 40 metres with a maximum
~levation of 56 metres.
All other occur~ences are rounded
hills with elevations l~ss than 20 met~es.·
broWn and red podzolics; A detailed soil description for
the land system is as follows:
The soils have dark clay loam surface ho'rizons overlying'
fine sand and silty A2 hprizons, with brown to red clay
suhsoils. The suhsoils are well structured, but their high
clay content (60%) and moderate linear shrinkage values
(11%) indicate that permeability will be affected.
(SCS, 1980).

Hydrology:

Vegetation:

free-draining with limited stream development; Occurrences
are contained within the Touchwood; Innes Swamp, Cowarra
Creek, Honeysuckle Creek and Coastal Sands sub-catchments,
often forming portions of the SUb-catchment boundaries.
ri dges and upper slopes di sp 1ay a dry scl erophyll fores t
30-35 metres; Blackbutt (E .. pilularis) is dominant with
associated species including E.. microcorys, E. resinifera,
E. intermedia and C.torulosa. Lower slop~ locations and
gullies display a wet sclerophyll forest to 40 metres
dominated by E.grandis with E. pi~ularis, T. conferta and

s.

Management
Aspects:

glomulifera.

.

The two major occurrences of this land system are freehold
and have been subjected to intensive logging. The ruins
of Major Innes' convid-builthouseand associated outbuildings
are located on the main north-south ridge. Roading is
presently limited to private access tracks: The northsouth ridge is presently subject to ~ development proposal
(rural homesites) .
. Soii properties as detailed by the N.S.~J. Soil Conservation.
Servite. (1980) are as follows:'
.
.
The soils are stable to wetting, and short batter grades of
.moderate slope gradient should be stable. The clay subsoils
have a very high liquid limit (99%) and high plasticity
index (55%). Shrink-swell potential is low.
These soils. in steep locations or where soil water movement
is concentrated such as the heads of drainage areas, are
susceptible to mass movement.

The small rounded hill occurrences of this land system are
all Crown land. The low hj'll within the .Coastal 'Sands
sub-catchment marks the eastern l~mit of the corduroy built
by Major Innes across Innes Swamp. This 'area is now the
.site of soil removal operations (presumably local residents)
. and car and rubbish dumping.
Cathie-Innes Lagoonal Land System. (CILLS)
Occurrence:
The land system is defi~ed a~ those areas subject to
innundation during ocean entrance closure. The land areas
within the land system that are subject toinnundation
during tidal events are defined by t~e land unit delineation
.·of the land system. The land system while continuous,can
be broadly described to occur within four locations, viz:
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.Geology:
Landform:

Soil s:
Hydrology:

Vegetation:
. t.

Management
Aspects:

surrounding Lake Innes (1471 hect~res);
Innes Swamp (620.hectares);
adjacent to and associated with Cathie Channel
(293 hectares);
associated with Lake Cathie (180 hectares).
unconsolidated sands of Pleistocene age subjected to
fluvial, aeolian ~nd vegetative processes;
generally flat, with relief less than 1 metre; microrelief
up to 0.5 metres may be present; maximum elevation of all
areas is less than 1 metre R.L.;
Note: Levee formations and backswamp areas are discussed·
with land unit descriptions.
Soils vary from loamy sands to loams and peats; sands with
minimal organic matter m~y be found in intertidal locations
(e.g.: adjacent to Cathie Channel).
All areas are subject to a fluctuating water table as a
function of ocean entrance condition and climatic events.
During periods of tidal flow standing fresh to brackish water
may be present in depressions and backswamp areas with
waterlogging in all areas following rain ~vents. All land
areas are subject to innundation during ocean entrance
. closure with depth of water varying as a function of
microrelief and climatic events. Above tide level channel
development is a~sociated with major creeks (e.g.: Honeysuckle
and Karikeree Creeks, Cowarra Creek tributaries), the Innes
Swamp outlet to Cathie Channel (land unit CIL-4) and Lake
Innes outlets to Cathie.Channel (l~nd units CIL-ll). A
channel was dug in 1933 connecting Lake Innes to Cathie Channel,
. thereby allowing tidal ventilation of Lake Innes .
Vegetation within the Cathie-Innes Lagoonal land system varies
as a function of microrelief, hydrology and tidal infl uence.
Precise definition of the communities present is contained
within the land unit descriptions. An communities can be
broadly described as wetlands, including sedges, rushes,
reeds, salt marshes and MelaZeuca .and Casuarina dominated
swamp forests.
Tidalventilatiori of Lake Innes (after the digging of the
channel in 1933) has led to the alteration of vegetation
structure and floristics within those areas of the land
system surrounding Lake Innes and the northern areas of
Cathie Channel. If restoration works are not effected in
the short-term irreversible. changes to the lagoonal system
are expected.
.
Most of the lagoonal land system is designated Game Reserve
under the NPWS Act .. While a nature reserve proposal exists.
management to date is confined to a line on land tenure maps ..
Uncontrolled grazing thoughout the land system has led to
compression of peats with resultant variation in microrelief
and the creation.of channels. Cattle may also be responsible
as carriers for the observed weed species.
Associated with the dug channel and vegetative changes,
increased tidal velocities and volumes are causing erosion
.of the islands and land areas adjacent to Cathie Channel
and Lake Innes. Islands ~ithin Lake Innes are now largely
absent. .
.
.
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Reduced tidal flushing of L~ke Cathie associated with the
construction of Kenwood Drive bridge has led to infilling
and biotic changes within Lake Cathie and surrounding lands.
Fu~ther detail of these management aspects is contained
. within. the text of the report .. (Appendix 3).
Coasta 1 Sands Land System. (CSLS)
The Coastal Sands land system.extends'along the Lighthouse
Occurrence:
Beach embayment. Coastal Sands development south of Lake
Cathie ocean entrance is limited to a fringe abutting the
Lake Cathie land ~ystem(25 hectares). North of the ocean
entrance 'the Coastal Sands land system extends up to:l.5
kilometres landwards, abutting the Cathie-Innes Lagoonal
land system (758 hectares). Several small occurrences of
early Pleistocene age are found landward of the Cathie-Innes
Lagoonal land system, notably adjacent to the north-south
tidge and the east~west ridge of the Lake Innes land system.
and, adjacent to Cowarra Creek and Cathie Channel southwards
to Lake Cathie land system. .
Geology:
unconsolidated quaternary sediments of beach deposited
quartzose; Holocene development is 1i mited to the immediate
shorel ine throughout the embayment. All remaining areas, of
Pleistocene age, contain indurate at depth.
present and ~rior barrier formations ~ ridges and swales;
Landform:
Elevation throughout the land system is less than 20 metres~
Soil s :
Where well-drained a humic A horizon (cO.3inetres) overlies
unconsolidated sands; Soils in p06rlydraihed ireas are
humic. podzolics, humic
gleys or acid peats;'
..,
.
,.
Hydrplogy:
South of Lake Cathie ocean entrance the Coastal Sands are
free-draining to the ocean. No major streams or run~on
depress ions are present. North of the ocean entrance the
outer barrier of the Coastal Sands drains to the ocean.
The remainder of the land system drains to local run-on
depressions associated with the dune swales or, to the west·
of the sUb-catchment boundary, to the adjacent Cathfe-Innes
Lagoonal land system and associated watercourses. A channel
.dug during sand mining operations connects the northern
area of dune swale to Innes Swamp.
. ,
Backswamps are assotiated with the relic barriers adjacent
to the Lake Innes and Lake Cathie land systems. Fluvial
processes have resulted ina discontinuous relic barrier
which partially separates Kooloombung.Creek (Hastings
Catchment) from ,Innes Swamp. (Refer to the land unit CS-5
for a detailed description of these relic barriers)~
Vegetation within the Coaital Sands land system varies as
Vegetation:
a function of 1andform ,aspect and hydrology . Detailed
description of the communities present is contained, \'Jithin
the land unit descriptions. Br,iefly, the following'
communities are present:
.. primary stabilization ground cover- incipient foredune;
coastal Banksia woodland - outer barrier;·
dryand wet heaths.:. low relic dunes and swales;
swamp communities - local run-oh de'pressions wi thin
swales;
"

",
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Eucalyptus and MeZaleuca woodlands - inner barrier

Management
Aspects:

dry scl erophyll forest - rel i c hi gh dunes and elevated
portions of the inner barrier.
'.
The Coastal Sands land system is predominantly trown land
and presently subject to a nature reserve proposal (NPWS).
Freehold areas are found within and adjacent to Lake Cathie
village.' Most of the outer barrier and portions of the'
swale have been subject'to heavy mineral mining. Beach
access tracks have caused 10caJized erosion along the length
of the embayment. A municipal dump is adjacent to the Lake
Cathie-Port Macquarie road which traverses the land system
from north to south.
The N.S.W. Soil Conservation Service (1980) describe soil
limitations as follows:
· The unifoT'm sands are low in fertility, and due to their'
weakly developed structure are highly erodible. Suitable
stabilisation measures, including vegetationwiU be'
required on batters and water disposal areas to prevent
excessive erosion.

B: LAND UN ITS
The following notes provide background information on all land units
of the Coastal Sands ~ndCathie-Innes Lagoonal Land Systems. Land units
are described utilizing a similar format to the previous descriptions of
land systems viz: occurrence, geology, landform,. soils, hydrology and vegetation.
Aspects of land use, tenure, present infrastructure and management
are noted at the end of each land unit description. The location of all
land units is presented within Map 3.
Note: Where applicable land units are grouped within land unit complexes.
Specific land units of land unit complexes are denoted on Map 3 by subscripts
(a,b,c,).
COASTAL SANDS·LAND SYSTEM
CS-l: Frontal dune ridge and associated incipient foredune.
Occurrence:
The land unit is present on the seaward margin of the catchment,
the length of the Lighthouse Beach embayment. Areal extent
varies from south to north. The frontal dune ridge is largely
absent south of Lake Cathie ocean entrance. Northward of
the ocean entrance the dune ridge increases in both areal
extent and elevation.
.
unconsolidated quaternary sediments of beach deposited
Geology:
quartzose; Sands of Holocene age associated with the.
1imited formation of the outer barrier overl ieindurate'
formations and associ ated sands. of Pl ei s tocene age.
Landform:
semi~continuous active sand ridge aligned parallel to the
shorel ine; maximum elevation of 10 metres above t1HW; The
1andform pattern is obscured in the northern regi ons' of the
· embayment by presently acti ve transgress i ve dunes ali gned
northwest-southeast toa maximum elevation of 20 metres.
The incipient foreduneis subject to periodic destruction
· by wave action. Indurate formations may be exposed the
length of the embayment following significant storm events.
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.Soils:
Hydrology:
Vegetation:

unconsolidated sands; A humic A hBriz6n « 0.2 metres) is
present in well-vegetated locations~
free-draining to the ocean; groundwater flow above the
indurate may be observed after rain events;
The sparse groundc'overon the i nci pi ent foredune is domi na ted
by Spinifex hirsutus, Senecio spathuZatus and,Pestuca
ZittoraZis. A sharp erosive face to 10 metres in height
separates this portion of the. land unit from the frontal dune
ridge. The dune ridge is dominated by B. integrifoZia
(woodland, to 10 metres in height) .. Bitou bush (Chrsyanthemoides
moni lifera) is present throughout the dune ri dge. Di s turbed
sites suc~ as sand mining rehabili,tation areas and public
. access points are dominated by bitou bush. Species associated
with B. integrifoZia in the low woodland areas include
Leptospermum Zaevigatum, Aaacia ZongifoZia var. sophorae
and Leucopogon ~ichei.

Management
Aspects:

Porti ons of the uni t have been mi ned for heavy mi neral s.
To the north and south of the ocean entrance aboriginal
middens are exposed in the erosive face of the unit. The
unit. is disturbed throughout the embayment by a series of
vehicular and pedestrian access points. Control of ~ccess
and the implementation of sand stabilization techniques is
recommended, particularly in the high use areas adjacent to'
Lake Cathie village. Classification of bitou bush as a
noxious weed and the eradication of this species is required.'
The land unit is Crown land with, portions northward of the
lagoonal entrance presently subject to a nature reserve
proposal.

CS-2: Established foredune and associated low ridge.
The land unit is present throughout the Lighthouse Beach
Occurrence:
embayment abutting the frontal dune.' Extent of deVelopment
increases from south «0.25km width) to north (> 0.5 km
width).
'
Geology:
uncbnsol idated quaternary sediments of beach deposited
quartzose; Sands of Holocene age associated with th~ limited
formation of the outer barrier overlie indurate formations
of Pleistocene age.
Landform:
continuous sand ridge aligned parallel to the shoreline;
maximum elevation 20 metres; Beach ridges of reduced
extent are presented in several locations. Dan Exter (1975)
suggests that the formation of an extensive Holocene
barrier may have. been inhibited by a lack of sediment
offshore or, the steep offshore slope. The presence of
indurate beneath the present barrier indicates that the
prior barrier waslocat~d to se~ward of the Recent
. equilibrium shoreline position. Reworking of this prior
barrier by Recent coastal processes has led to the formation
of this present barrier system (land units CS-l andCS-2)~
Soil s:
poorly developed sand podzol - a humic A-horizon « 0.3 metres
.
depth) overlying uncorisolidated sands;
Hydrology:
free draining to the ocean or to the inter-barrier depression
(land unit complex CS-3);
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Vegeta ti on:

woodland to 10 metres;

The woodland is dominated by

B. integrifoZia and L. laevigatum, .with associated species
including c. ZittoraZis, A. longifoZia var. sophorae, and
Angophora lanceolata. The understorey is dominated by
T. austraZis and Lomandra sp. The 1andward fr.i nge of the

Management
Aspects:

unit may display a dry heath association similar to land
unit (CS-3a).
All of the unit south of the lagoonal entrance is freehold,
forming a significant portion of Lake Cathie village. North
of the lagoonal entrance, apart from·a small portion of
the unit. contained within the residential area, the unit is
Crown land and subject to a nature reserve proposal. The
majori tyof the northern occurrence of the unit has been
mined for heavy minerals. Further economically viable
.. reserves are'contained within the unit and have been the
subject of applications for mining. Mining application have·
to date been unsuc~essful· .. The Port Macquarie-Lake Cathie
road traverses the land unit.
-

CS-3: Inter-barrier depression (Land unit complex)
Occurrence:
This land unit complex is located north of the lagoonal
entrance, landward of unit CS-2. The complex is bordered
to the west by the inner barrier formation (land unit
complei CS-4). The two occurrences of the complex are
separated bya low relief extension of the inner barrier
formation associated with an outlier of the Lake Innes
land system. Major run~on depres~ions of the complei are
mapped as CS~3b·on Map 3.
.
Geology:
unconsolidated quaternary sediments of beach deposited
quartzose; indurate present at depth;
.
.
. Landform:
low. ri ses and depress ions; Both occurrences of the camp 1ex
are parallel to the shoreline, generally.0.5 km to 0.75 km
iri width. Elevation is less than 5 metres with microrelief
within the complex less than 3 metres.
Soils:
.deep sand podzolics on low rises, organic podzolics and
acid peats within the lower areas and the run-on depressions;
Hydrology:
seasonal fluctuations in t~e water table; low rises are
free draining to the lower swampy depressions; standing
water generally present in lowest areas (mapped as CS-3b);
A channel dug during sand mining operations connects the
northern occurrence to Innes Swamp.
Vegetation:
The mozaic pattern of dry and wet heath and swamp communities
reflect variation in microrelief. Dominant species and
th~ir_occurrence within the complex~re as follows:
Banksia serratifolia
Leptospermum flavescens .
Boronia pinnata
Ricinocarpus pinifoZius ..
. Eriostemon lanceo latus
Actinotus heZianthi
Lomandra glauca
Isopogan anemonifoUus
Epacris pulcheZZa
Banksia aspZeniifolia
Banksia ericifoZia
Melaleuca nodoSQ

f.j

Dry Heath

Lwet He,th
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Management
Aspects:

Gahnia sieberana
xanthorrhoea·minor
. Wet Heath
Leptospermum liversidgei
Blandfordia grandiflora·
Sprengelia incarnata
Melaleuca quinquenervia "
Blechnum indicum
Callistemon pachyphyllus
Swamp
Restio tetraphyllus
Triglochin procera
EZaeocharisequisetina
A11 of the complex is Crown 1and and presently subject to

. a nature reserve proposal. The Port Macquarie-Lake Cathie
road traverses a portion of the northern occurrence. A
~unicipal dump is located adjacent to this road.
It is
recommended that the drainconnectirig the northern occurrence
to Innes Swamp be filled in, thereby restoring the previous
hydrological regime.

CS-4: Inner Barrier (Land unit complex)
Occurrence:
The complex extends north-south parallel to the shoreline
of· the Lighthouse Beach embayment, north of the lagoonal
entrance. Three units, denoted C5-4 a,b,c, are displayed.'
on Map 3. These units relfect variation in vegetation as .
. a function of variation in relief.
Geology:
unconsolidated sediments of beach. deposited quartzose
(Pleistocene age),indurat~ pres~ntat depth;
Landform:
lowr·idge, maxlmum elevation less than 10 metres; The
variation in landform adjacent to the outlier of Lake Innes.
land system reflects themode'of formation of the inner
barrier. Generally, the ridge isles's than 0.25 km in
width ..
podzolswith fine sandy loam surface horizon;
Soil s:
Hydrology:
fr~e draining; The complex forms a sub-catchment boundary
between the Coastal Sands sub-catchment and Innes Swamp/
. Cathie Channel SUb-catchments. The complex .is subject to
a: seasonally fluctuatirtgwater table ..
Variation in species composition is a function of the
Vegetation:
variation in elevation of the complex~ Lowest areas
(CS-4a) are predominately M. quinquenervia woodland
(15-20 metres). E. robusta maybe present. Sl i ghtly hi gher
areas (CS-4b) display a E. robusta/M.quinquenervia open
forest to woodland (20-25 metres) with a low tree storey
dominated by B. integrifoZia and Acac.ia sp. Areas of greatest
elevation (e.g. adjacent to Lake Cathie village) display
'open forest to 35 metres dominated by E. piluZaris, E~ robusta,
E. intermedia,E. planchoniana and E. gummifera with scattered
M. quinquenervia and T. suavoZens. A sparse low tree layer
of B.' integrifoZia, Casuarina sp. and Persoonia sp. may be
present.
. '
The southern-most areas· of the complex (portion of CS-4c)
Management
Aspects:
have been cleared and. developed, being part of Cathie village.
The remainder of the complex is Crown land, largely
undisturbed and. presently ~ubjec~toa ~aturereserveproposal.
A caravan park is proposed for the lands of the complex
immediately 'north of the present township.
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CS-5: Prior barrier remnants (land unit complex).
Occurrence:
The complex is found in four locations viz: adjacent to
and east of the north-south ridge of th~ Lake Innes land
-system, adjacent to and north of the east-west ridge of
the Lake Innes land system, adjacent to Cowarra Creek and
Cathie Channel southwards to the Lake Cathie land system
and, adj~cent to Lake Innes land system and a serpentinite
formation, the complex separating Innes Swamp from Kooloonbung
-Creek sub-_catchment (Hastings River catchment).
_Geology:
, unconsolidated sediment !,of' beach deposited quartzose
-(early Pleistocene-age), indurate present at-depth; Bird
(1978) reports the presence of similar remnant formations
of early Pleistocene age within the Gippsland Lakes region.
low 'ridges of maximum elevation less than-l0 metres with
Landform:
associated back-swamp areas; ridge portions of the complex
are denoted CS-5a. Back swamp areas, mapped in all
occurrences except the Innes Swamp/Kooloonbung Creek
-occurrence are denoted,CS-5b. Back swamp areas are genera 11y
less than 2 metres lower than the ridge areas.
podzolswith fine sandy loam surface horizon, organic,
Soil s:
-content hi gher withi n backswamp areas;
Ridges (CS-5a) are free draining. Backswamps are subject
Hydrology:
to seasonal innundation and waterlogging. The ridge
separating Innes Swamp from Kooloonbung Creek is generally
free draining with two 'channel' areas displaying at time
of inspection free standing water. Inspection was carried
out following a major rain event (ocean entrance open) and
while flow could be observed at the southern end of Innes
Swamp towards Cathie Channel, no flow was observed from
Innes Swamp to Koo100nbung Creek. Vegetation variance
between·these two areas suggests that the ridge separating
Innes Swamp from Kooloonbung Creek constrains flow to major
events only, particularly, to periods of ocean entrance
closure and high water levels.
The higher ridges display an open forest to woodland
Vegetation:
(30-35 metres) dominated by E. piLuZaris, E. grandis and
E. intermedia wi th sparse B. integrifoZia, Casuarina sp.
and M. quinquenervia. A shrub~layer dominated by Acacia sp.
and Persoonia sp. maybe present. Understorey is dominated
by T. austraZis: Lower_ridge areas display vegetation
structure and composition similar-to land unit CS-4a. The
backswamp areas and the 'channel' areas of the Innes Swamp/
Kooloonbung Creek occurrence display an open forest to
25 metres dominated by M. quinquenervia and E. robusta.
Understorey is dominated by Cladium procerum.
All occurrences are largely undisturbed. The Cowarra CreekManagement
Cathie Channel occurrence is presently the subject of a
Aspects:
_residential development proposal. With regard to catchment
hydrology, a topographic survey of the Innes Swamp-Kooloonbung
Creek occurrence is required. Such a survey would provide
precise information on water levels, channel cross-s~ctions
and expected flows from Innes Swamp to Kooloonbung Creek.
As pr~viously stated,it is expected that such flo~s are
minor and may only be significant during exceptionally high,
water levels. -'
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CATHIE-INNES LAGOONAL LAND SYSTEM
CIL-l:

Innes Swamp

Occurrence:

Geology:
Landform:
Soil s:
Hydrology:

Vegetation:

Management·
Aspects:

Compl~x.

.: .

major portions of Innes S~amp,'which:extends parallel lo
and eastwards of the nort~south ridge of. Lake Innes 1and
system; Width of the complex varies from 0.75 km to
1.25 km over a length of.3 km ..
unconsolidated sands of. Pleistocene age subjected to fluvial
and vegetative processes, indurate at depth;
depression, ma~imum elevation less than 0.5 metres with
mitrorelief less than 0.5 metres; An outlier of the Lake
Innes land system is contained within the complex.
acid peats;
subject to season~l inn~ndation, sta~ding water present at
all times in areas of lowest relief; The complex drains to
Cathie Channel (via land unit CIL-4) and during periods of
high water level to Kooloonbung Creek (via land units CIL-2 .
and complexes CIL-3 and CS-5). The channel dug in '1933
connectin~ Lake Innes to the Cathie. lagoonal system has
resulted in alteration of the hydrological regime, with
Innes Swamp draining at an increased rate dur.ing periods
of tidal ventilation.
'
The complex is dominated in areal extent by sedges and
rushes (Eleocharis~ Carex~ Scirpus, Gahnia, Bawnea and
Restio spp). Significant areas, of a lesser areal .extent
are dominated by Phragmites australis with, additional
areas of high microrelief dominated. by M. quinquenervia
(saplings, < 4 metres).
.
The complex is largely undisturbed. The M. quinquenervia
saplings may be the result of longer-term reduced water
levels associated with the present hydro16gical regime.
All of the complex is Crown land and subject to a nature
reserve proposal.

CIL-2: Innes Swamp - northern el evated area'
Occurrence:
The larid unit is found to the north of the main area of
Innes Swamp and is bounded to the north and west by prior
barrier formation of varied elevation.
Geology:
unconsolidated sands of pleistocene age subjected to fluvial
and vegetative processes, indurate at depth; "
Landform:
depression', maximum elevation less than 2 metres with variation·
in microrelief less than 0.5 metres; The unit is generally
of greater elevation than complex CIL-I.
Hydrology:
The unit is subject to seasonal innundatinn, with standing
water present during periods. of.ocean entrance closure and .'
high watet levels. During these periods.o~ high water level,.'
overflow from Innes Swamp complex through this unit .to
Koo 1oonbung Creek may occur, At all other times the un it
drains southwards to Innes Swamp'complex.'
Vegetation:
wet heath with M. quinquenerv.ia saplings interspersed
throughout the unit; . species present include: B. grandiflora,'
Banksia' robur, L. liversidgei,
B. irldicum and ·C. procerum;

'G~sieberana,

C.

pachyphyllus,
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Management
Aspects:

i
I

I

The unit has been fenced and grazed in the past ,
disturban~e is limited to rough grazing.

present

"

.. '.

'

CIL-3: Innes Swamp fringe (land unit complex)
The complex fringes Innes Swamp (CIL-l,2). The complex
Occurrence:
extends parallel to and landward of the inner barrier
·formation (CS-4) from Cathie Channel to Tacking Point
land system,thence west adjacent to Tacking Point land
system and complex CS-5 fringing unit CIl-2. The complex
theh extends southwards adjacent to Lake Innes land:~ystem
and the mapped prior barrier formations.
unconsolidated sands of Pleistocene age subject to fluvial
Geology:
and aeolian processes; indurate at depth;
low terrace, being the reworked lower slope component of
Landform:
the inner and prior barrier formations; Adjacent to lake
Innes land system the complex may include all areas of the
·prior barrier, the elevated areas·of the prior barrier and
the associated backswamps not being of sufficient areal
. extent to be mapped. Adjacent to Tacking Point land system
the complex includes the lower slope components of the
streams draining this land system. All areas of the unit
are of higher elevation than units CIL-l and 2. Microrelief
within the unit is less than 0.5 metres.
acid peats to sandy loarns as a function of microrelief;
Soils:
Hydro logy: .
The complex is generally waterlogged. During periods of
ocean entrance closure and high water levels standing water
may be present.· .Areas of the complex adjacent to Innes
Swamp channel (unit CIL-4) form'a high level spillway for
the channel.
.
Vegetation: .. The complex is dominated by M. quinquenerviaforest/woodland.
Structure and composition together with understorey species
varies as a function of relief. Areas of highest elevation
support M. quinquenepvia forest to 25 metres with sparse
E. robusta. Understorey in these locations is dominated by
grasses (e.g. :T. austpalis) and sedges (e.g;: Restio sp.).
Slightly lower areas support M. quinquenervia to 20 metres
with anunderstorey dominated by B. indicum and C. ppoaepum.
M. quinquenervia woodland (10 to 20 metres) with an understore
of sedges (e.g.: E. equisetina) is present in low areas .
adjacent to the Innes Swamp entrance channel. Lowest areas
support dense. stands of M. quinquenepvia saplings .
. The complex is largely undisturbed.· The dense sapling growth
Management
of the lower areas may be associated with changes in the.
Aspects:
hydrological regime concurrent with the dug channel and
artificial openings of the ocean entrance. The corduroy
constructed by Major Innes once traversed this complex and
the adjacent unit CIL-4.
CIL-4': Innes Swamp Channel
Occurrence: . . The unit is 1ess than 0 ;25 km in wi dth and 3 km in 1ength
, joining Innes Swamp to the fringe areas associated with
,Cathie Channel (land unit CIl-ll).
unconsolidated sands of Pleistocene age subject to fluvial
Geology:
processes, i ndur'a te and depth;
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Landform:

drainage channel of lower relief than the fringing unit
· (CIL-3); The limited variation in mic~orelief is a~sociated
.... with vegetati ve processes (swamp hummocks).
Soil: ..
acid peats;
Hydrology:
The unit is subject to innundatibn with standing water
~resent during periods of ocean· entrarice closure and high
water levels. Water of depth may also be present for
extended peri ods follow; ng ·rai n events, the channel provi di ng
the main outlet for overflow from Innes Swamp. The un)t was
· inspected following a major rain event {ocean entrance open) .
. During this period water of 0.6 metres depth was flowirig
thro~gh the unit towards Cathie Channel.
.
Scattered M. quinquenervia to 20 metres with a dense
Vegetation:
monospecific understorey of E. equisetina.
Management
The unit is largely undisturbed. The corduroy constructed
. Aspects:
by Major Innes once traversed this unit. A drain constructed
during sand mining operations connects this unit to the dune
swale of the Coastal Sands (complex CS-3).
· CIL-5~ Lake Innes shoreline (ex-levee)
· Occurrence:
The unit e~tends around the present tidal shoreline of Lake
Innes .and is of variable areal extent. The northern, north
eastern and north-'western shorel ine fringe is I imited to
les~ than 10 metres and is not mapped in Map 3.
From above
the peninstila on the western shore and a similar position
on the eastern shore southwards to the dug channel the unit
.extends up to 0.25 kilometres landwards from the present .
• lake edge. Variation in areal extent of the unit reflects
both the prior processes of formation of this shoreline levee
and, the present processes of degredation.
· Geology:
unconsolidated sands of Pleistocene age subject to fluvial,
. aeolian and vegetative processes;
..
Landform:
prior shoreline levee, presently subject to erosion and
· degredation; swamp hummocking still evident;
..
Soils:
loam to depth with a dense root m~tt at surface, areas of
highest elevation may display a silty loam formation;
M. quinquenervia stumps indicate that the levee has been
reduced in elevation some 50 to 70 cm.
.
The unit is subject to innundation with standing water
Hydrology:
present during periods of ocean entrance closure ar)d high
water levels. Standing water may also be present in
· depressions fo~ extended periods followi~g rain events. At
all other times the unit is waterlogged.
· Vegetation:
The levee once supported a M. quinquenervia woodland to
open forest, with rotting boles indicating a height of some.·
lD to 15 metres .. Present vegetation varies as a function
of microrelief: Lowest areas support Sarcocornici quinquefZora
and Carpobrotus gl-aucescens (often in standing water).
.
Sel-l-iera radicans ·and Sporobol-us virginicus with S.virginicus
often in dense monospecific stands is found at slightly
higher but still waterlogged ele~ations. Higher elevations
support Juncus kraussii, Bawneajuncea, P.·australis and
. El-eocharis sp. as a function of variation· in microrel ief and
hydrology. For example,P.austraZisdoininates areas of
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fresh

wat~r

input (e.g:: Karikerree Creek outlet) while

J. kraussii dominates the southern supratidal areas.

Management
Aspects:

CIL-6:

'·The limited shoreline fringe at the ndrthern end of Lake Innes
supports regenerating M. quinquenervia (to 5 metres) with
scattered c. glauaa in highest areas. Depressions in this
.area support B. jW'laea with sparse s. virginiaus. Areas of
intermediate elevation support P. australis with scattered
c. proaerum on the landward margins.
The unit once formed a levee surrounding the open water of
Lake Innes. Islands, presumably of similar vegetation and
soil type are no longer present within the Lake. Erosion
associated with increased wave action (note the previous
contribution of islands and emergen·t. vegetation to wave
modulation) and the loss of previously stabilizing vegetation
(associated with the saline intrusion) has led to the .
reduction in elevation and areal extent of this unit. Extensive'
areas of the unit are now below tide level, their previous
exi s tencedefi ned by Me la 1euca stumps, as observabl e by boat.
The levee at present is of sufficient extent and elevation
to allow the long-term regeneration of pre-1933 conditions.
Presently degenerating areas of the unit could be util.ized
as a source of peat for restoration works, partiCularly as
topsoil for the area of the dug channel. Excavation
'operations could be planned to allow the retention of small
areas, thereby recreati ng is 1ands and channels adjacent to
the lower western shoreline. If such remedial 'works are not
effectedi n the short-term, long-term changes to the hydro 109Y
pf the landward areas of surrounding wetlands (Complex CIL-6)
are expected to occur concurrent with the removal by erosion
and subsidence of the remaining shoreline levee.

Lake Innes Wetland (Land unit complex).

Occurrence:

Geology:
Landform:
Soil s:
Hydrology:

Vegeta ti on:

The complex is fdund landward of the Lake fringing levee
·(unit CIL-5) extending around all areas of Lake Innes
excepting the eastein shore south of the site of Major Innes'
boatshed (present main access point to the lake). The
complex extends.up to 1.5km landward of the lake-fringing
levee.
unconsolidated sands of Pleistocene age subject to fluvial
and vegeta ti ve processes;
.
depressions and low rises with further variation in micro-.
relief associated with swamp hummocking; maximum microrelief
variation. < O.5m;
.
loams to depth with a large. amount of vegetative matter at
·surface;
· The unit is subject to innundation with standing water.present
during periods of ocean entrance closure and high water levels.
· During periods of tidal ventillation pools of water up to
30 em deep may be present for extended peri ods fo 11 owi ng rain
events. All areas Of the unit are at least waterlogged.
No attempt was made to map the complex within specific units
because of vegetation variation over time, as observable from
· available aerial photographic coverage. At time of survey
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the northern area of the complex was dominated by sedges,
particularly B. juneea and to a lesser extent J. kr>aussii and
EZeoeharis sp with clumps of P. austraUs throughout the
complex. Close to the Lakeleilee.p. austraUs forms a
dense fringe to the complex. M. quinquenervia to ·5 m and.
clumps ofM. stypheUo.idesare scattered throughout this
area .. S. radieans may be present as ground cover. '
The north-eastern area of the complex is dominated by
P. austraZis with scattered areas of sedges and stands of
M.quinquenervia to 5 m~
The complex on the western shore of Lake Innes displays a
slightly more regular pattern of vegetation, with regular
bands of sedges fri nged by P. austraUs low ri dges. Scattered
'. M. quinquenervia to 5 m is also present, particularly
associated with the areas dominated by P. austraZis.
Pools of water may support TrigZoehin striata and algaes
(e.g.: Enteromorphia sp.). .
.
,:,'

I

Management
Aspects:

Species.composition of this co~plex has been affected by
the saline intrusion and alteration to lake hydrology
associated with the dug channel .. Dick reports. that J. kraussii
was not present around Lake Innes until several years after
the saline intru~ion (Appendix 1). Records suggest that
c. proeerum, various freshwater sedges (e.g.: E. equisetina,
MaeheoT'ina artieuZata, Typha sp) and waterlillies (e.g.
Nymphaea earpensis) once dominated this complex.
No MeZaZeuea stumps. were observed in this unit during field
inspection. Present growth of M. quinquenervia may be related
to alteration in lake hydrology associated with the dug channel
and entrance manipulation.. Damage associated with the presently
unrestricted movement of several mobs of cattle includes
compaction of peats and localized alteration of hydrology.
Cattle may also be carriers for the observed we~d species.

CIL-7: Western Bay Levee
Occurrence:
The unit extends in a north-westerly direction landward of
the' south-western occurrence of complex CIL-6, separating
this complex from the Western Bay complex (CIL-B). The
~nit, is generally less than 0.5 kmin width.
A similar
smaller occurrence, less th~n 0.25 km in width is located
· on the eastern side of the lake fringing unit"CIL-5.
Geology:
unconsolidated sands of Pleisto~ene age subject ·to-fluvial
and vegetative processes; The Western Bay occurrence may
· be associated with a: low ridge of a prior barrier formation
reworked by fluvial processes to form a' low levee.
Landform:
low ridge or levee formation, with microrel ief less than.
30 cm associated with swamphummocking;
.
.
Soils:
loams with ~ 10 cmsurface layer of rcitting vegetative
matter;
,
'.
.
Hydrology:

The unit is subject to.innundation withstanding water present
during periods of ocean entrance closure and high waterlevels.
· During periods of low water le~elthe unit.separates the
Wes tern Bay complex from the rema i nder of the 1ake associ ated
wetlands. All areas of the unit are at least waterlogged.
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. Vegetation:

The unit is dominated by P. australis to 2 metres with a
scattered B. iridicum understorey. Scattered M. quinquenervia
regrowth· is prese~t in the Western Bay occurrence. This
.
regrowth is denser in the eastern occurrence of the unit.

Management
Aspects:

Scattered Melaleuca stumps are present throughout the unit.
Presumably the unit once supported a Melaleuca open woodl and.
Records indicate that the unit is of sufficient elevation
·to have. isolated. the Western Bay complex from saline intrusion
for an extended period .. Changes to vegetation composition
in the Western Bay complex are still occurring (refer to
complex description as follows) .

CIL~8:

Western Bay Wetland· (Land unit complex) •

Occurrence:

. Forming the niajor portion of the Western Bay wetlands, the
complex extends up to 1.5 km landward of the low levee
(unitCIL-7) .

Geology:

unconsolidated sands of Pleistocene age subject to fluvial·
and vegetative processes;

Landform:

depressions and low rises with further variation in microrelief
associated with swamphummocking;

SoilS: .

loam with rotting vegetative matter at surface;

Hydrology:

The unit forms a backswamp complex behind the low 1evee.
Standin9 water is present for extended periods following rain
eVents (ocean entrance open); When the ocean entrance is
closed; the unit.issubject to inundation .

Vegetation: .

Management

CIL-9:

. S~ecies distribution reflects the variation in microrelief
throughout the unit. Species present include sedges
(Bawnea sp, Juncus sp, Sci.~us sp)Typha sp, T. procera,
P. aust;raZis, B. iridicum, C. pachyphyUus and scattered
C. glauca (sapl ings, no mature growth). .
Fox (1969) classifies this area as wet heath, noting the
presence of 'Banksia, Leptospermum and Xanthorrhorea
species.with an undercover of restiads and· sedges'. Such.
a description does not correlate with tho~e sites sampled
during the present survey. It is suggested that vegetation
composition has altered coincident to long-term hydrological
changes associated with the dug channel and entrance
manipulation. Damage caused by cattl e is obvious throughout
the unit.

Fringing Backswamps of Lake Innes Wetland (Land unit compl ex)

Occurrence: .

the complex extends around the margins of the Lake Innes·
wetlands adjacent to the hinterland land systems. Width of .
the complex is generally less than 0.5 km.

Geology:

unconso 1 ida ted sands of Pl ei s toncene age together with reworked
lower slope formations of the hinterland land systems;

Landform:

depression with variation in mi-crorelief associated with
swamp hummocking;

Soil s:

loams and silty loams (associated wit~ run-on of hinterland
creeks and local watercourses);
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Hydrology:

. The complex retains standing water for extended periods
following tain events (ocean entrance 6~en).The tomplex
is subject to inundation when.theocean entrance is closed.

Vegetation: .

The complex is dominated by a M; quinquenervia monospecific
forest to 20,m. C. glaucO. may be present as scattered·
isolates or as a localizedmonospecific forest. Silty loam
areas in the vicinity of major creeks may support species
. such as A. cunninghamianiasassociate species to the
M. quinquenervia forest. Understoreyspecies include,
B. indicum. N.. carpensis and E. equisetina.
The mature character of the forest indicates that the complex
has been largely undisturbed by the saline intrusion and
alteration to the hydrological regime associated with the dug
channel. Fox (1969) sugges ts that those areas of fres hwater
wetla:nd that are associated with this compl ex are "of high
value to waterfowl" and, are "now the remnant of a habitat
once dominant over the wh()l e system.'"

Management
Aspects:

CIL-10:

Lake Innes Prior Drainage Channels (Land unit complex).
The compl ex forms the backswamp complex associ a ted with the
Lake Innes wetlands on the south eastern and south western
fringes of the wetlands, adjacent to Lake Innes land system.
The compl ex is generally less than 0 . .25km in width .

Occurrence:

Geo logy:

. unconsolidated sands of Pleistocene subject to fluvial and
vegetative processes;
.

. Landform:

depression with variation in microrelief associated with
swamp hummocking;

Soil 5:

loams and sa ndy loams with orga ni c surface 1ayer to 20 cm .
••. depth;

Hydrology:

Vegetation:

Management
Aspects:

It is suggested that these depressions were once the drainage
channels for low level overflow from Lake Innes to the Lake·
Cathie lagoonal system. The compl ex is waterlogged and,
subject to innundationduring periods of ocean entrance
closure. During periods of tidalventillation water is
present for ex tended periods fo 11 owi ng ra i ri events.
.

even aged M. quinquenervia to 5 metres, wi th scattered
veterans; Understorey is dominated by J. lo:>ausii with scattered
areas of B. juncea. P.australis and B. indicum.
.
Even aged Melaleuca growth and the widespread dominance of
the sedge J. lo:>aussii indicates that the complex has been
altered by the saline intrusion and alteration to the
hydrological regime concurrent with the dug channel. While
no prec i se records are ava il ab 1 e the complex may once have
supported a freshwater swamp with scattered M. quinquenervia
Changes to comparative elevations of land areas assoc.iated with·
the saline intrusion (eg. the subsidence Of the shoreline·
levee) may have negated the reduced elevation of this complex.
If restoration works are to be effected a detailed topographic
survey is required to predict the path of overflow waters
fY'om Lake Innes to the Cathie lagoonal system.
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CIL-ll:

Lake Innes -Innes Swamp Dispersal Fan (Land unit complex)~

Occurrence:
Geology:
Landform:
Soils:
. Hydrology:

Vegetation:

Management
Aspects:

CIL-12:

adjacent to Ca thi e Channel a nd the dug channel, ex tendi ng
northwards towards Lake Innes and Innes Swamp;
unconsolidated sands of Pleistocene. age subject to ·fl~vial
and veg~tative processes;
dispersal fan, limited variation in microrelief associated
with swamp hummockingand channels;
loam with sandyloams along the hinterland margins of the
compl ex;
The compl ex acts as a dis.persal fan for waters flowing from
Innes Swamp (via unit CIL-4) and Lake Innes (via compl ex
CIL-10, eastern occurrence). The complex is subject to
. i nnunda tion duri ng periods of ocean entrance closure and
high water levels. Following rain events (ocean entrance open)
water drains through the compl ex· to Cathie Channel for
.
extended periods. At all other times the complex is water.logged.
Three major structural associations can be recognized within
the compl ex. The dominant association in areal extent isa
M;quinquenervia woodland (10-20 metres) with a P. australis
and occasionally a sedge und~rstorey. Areas adjacent to the
major drainage channels of the fan are dominated by P.. australis
. with scattered M. quinquenervia. Areas adjacent to Cathie
Channel not associated with drainage channels are dominated
by sedges, particularly J. kraussii and B. juncea,with sparse
P. australis.B. indicum and C. procerum may be associated with
the M. quinquenervia woodland in those areas remote from
sal ine waters, such as adjacent to units CIL-4 and CS-4.
Disturbance within the complex is related to the dug channell
the associated sal ineintrusion and .the alteration to the
hydrological regime. Erosion of the shoreline of , this complex
is attributed to increased tidal flows and water level
changes. ~ Vegetation changes are also apparent. Presumably
sedges such as J.' kroussii were largely absent from the
compl ex prior to 1933.

Intertidal and Supratidal Flats of Cathie Channel and Associated
Isl ands (Land unit complex}

.Occurrence:
Geology:

.. shoreline margins of Cathie Channel (discontinuous fringe)
and low elevation areas of the Channel isla~ds;
unconsolidated sands of Pleistoncene age subject to fluvial
and vegetative processes;
.

Landform:

intertidal and supratidal flats with minimal levee development;

Soi 1 s:

loams, sandy loams and sands, mudflats largely absent;

Hydrology:

Intertidal flats are
Supratidal flats ~re
areas are subject to
entrance closure and

Vegetation: .

The species composition of thiscompl ex refl ects variation in
relief with respect to tidal events. Lowest areas may be

subject to frequent tidal innundation.
seldom inn~ndated by tidal events. ' All
inrilindationduring periods of ocean
associated high water levels.
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washed sand flats with miriimal vegetative cover. The
variation in vegetation composition with increasing
'elevation is as follows:-·
. s. quinquefZora, c. gZaucescens (intertidal flats)'"
J. kraussii mixed.with s; virginicus (intertidal to
supratidal flats)
, ,:
·B. juncea with limitedJ. kraussii(supratidal ,flats)
P. austraZis may be present within the supratidal flats,
particularly associated wi.th areas ·of local run-off .
Note: Mangrove species are largely absent from NSW
coastal lagoonal systems. In Cathie-Innes lagoonal system
mangroves are limited to several individuals (species: '
· Excoecaria agaZZocha).
Management
.. Aspects:

The islands and shoreline fringes adjacent to the dug
channel display scattered MeZaZeuca stumps. Presumably
this area was o.nce subject to minimal tidal influence, with
fresh to brackish water from Lake Innes and Innes Swamp
'. flowing through these areas for extended periods.
Tidal flow has led to the erosion of these land areas, with
islands and lagoonal shore 1 i ne di s pl ayi nga steep eroded
scar~ of organic material overlying sands.
Small ,intertidal
· erosive fans are associated with all channels in this area.

CIL-13:

......

Lagoonal Islands and Shoreline - above tidal level.
.

Occu rre nc e:

Geol cigy:

.

.

This unit is limited to the highest elevations of the
lagoonal islands and a small levee formation adjacent to
Lake Cathie entrance channel.
· unconsol idated sands of Pl eistocene age subject to fluvial
processes;

Landform:

low rises above tidallev.,els;

So i 1 s:

sandy loams and sands;

Hydrology:

free draining; The unit is subject to variations in water table
during tidal periods and to innundation during' periods of ocean
entrance closure and associated high water levels.

Vegetation:

The unit. is dominated by c. gZauca woodland (to 10 metres).
Understorey is usually dominated by sedges,. particularly·
J. kraussii.

Management
Aspects:

The limited occurrences of this unit are largely ,undisturbed.
All areas are crown land.

CIL-14: . Reworked Inner Barrier Lagoonal Fringe
Occurrence:

,eastern shoreline fringe to Cathie Channel (discontinuous),
extending from Cathie village to the Perch Hole, landward of
complex CIL-12; .

Geology:

unconsol idated sands of Pleistocene age subject to fluvial
processes;

Landform:

reworked lower slope portions of 'the' inner barrier;

1;1
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. sand podiol (A horizon < 0.3 metres);

Soil s:
.Hydrology:

Vegetation:
Management
Aspects:

The unit is free-draining to ·the channel during periods of
. tidal flow. The unit is subject to innundation during periods
of entrance closure and·. high water levels.
M. quinquenel'via forest ( 25-30 metres) with a mi xed unders torey
of grasses and sedges as a function of microrelief;
The unit is largely undisturbed. All areas are presently.
. crown land.
.

CIL-15: . Cowarra Creek Wetland (Land unit complex) .
Occurrence:

adjacent to Cowarra Creek, extending some 2.5kmupstream from
the Creek junction with'Cathie Channel;

Geology:

unconsolidated sands of Pleistocene age subject to fluvial
and vegetative processes together with lower slope formations
of the adjacent hinterland land systems;

Landform:

depression, variation in microrel ief 1 ess than 0.5 m, swamp
hummocking present;

. Soils:

loams, sandy loams and silty loams; .

Hydrology:

The complex is waterlogged during periods of tidal flow,
receiving runoff from the surrounding hinterland land systems.
The complex is subject 'to innundation during periods of
entrance closure and high water levels .

Vegetation:

. The complex is dominated by M; quinquenel'via open forest
(15-20 metres) with scattered C. gZauea. Understorey is
dominated by P. austpalis with scattered c. pl'oeel'um .
.
B. juneea and S. radwans may be present in areas of low relief
associated with the adjacent supratidal flat.

Management
Aspects:
CIL-16:

Western freehold portions of the compl ex have been cl eared, .
presumably for grazing purposes. The remainder of the complex
is largely undisturbed.

Lake Cathie Wetland - supratidal complex.

Occurrence:

northern portion of Lake Cathie; dissected·by a dendritic
pattern of tidal 'channels; .

Geology:

unconsolidated sands of: Pleistocene age subject to fluvial and
vegetative processes;

Landform:

depression with microrelief less than 0.5 metres, .

Soil s:

loams;

Hydrology:

The unit is waterlogged at all times, and was once innundated
dUri'ng extreme tidal events. Areas of comparatively low
elevation hold standing water. The unit is subject to
innundation during periods of ocean entrance closure and high
water levels.

Vegetation: .

J. k.r>aussii dominates the unit withoccassional clumps of
P. austpalis as a function of microre l·i ef; scattered .
M; quinquenerviaand C. glauea saplings ( < 1.0 m);

Management
. Aspects:

Kenwood Drive bridge has effectively isolated Lake Cathie from
the lagoonal system. Tidal interchange of waters is now very
limited.(refer to Appendix 3). Remedial works to the bridge
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and associated causeway are requ.ired to provi'de full tidal
ventillation and t6 allow un~es~ricted funotf 6f floodwaters
associated with rain events.
. . . . .'
CIL-l?:

Lake Cathie Wetland - 'elevated' complex
.

Occurrence:

.

southern portion of Lake Cathie,: extending' northwards behind
levee of lake entrance channel;

u~consolidated sands of Pleistocene age subjett to fluvial
and ~egetative pro~esses;

. Geology:
Landform:

depression with microrelief less than 0.5 metres;':

Soils:

loamsand silty loams;

Hydrology:

Vegetation:

The unit is waterlogged at all times. Areas of' comparatively
low el evation hol d standing water for extended periods
follbwing rain events. The unit is subject ,to innundation
. during periods of ocean entrance .closure a.nd high water levels.
B. junaea dominates the unit, with occassional clumps, of

P. australis, as a function of microrel ief;

Management
Aspects:
CIL-18:

Refer to. notes contained in previoys description.

Lake Cathie Fringing Wetland

Occurrence:

The unit is present as a fringing community, surrounding
Lake Cathie. The unit is generally less than 0.1' km in width.

Geology:

reworked,lower slope formation of Lake Cathie land system·
together with unconsol idated sands of Ple.istocen~ age;

Landform:

low terrace, swamp hummocki ng present;

Soils:

silty loams;

Hydrology:

The unit is generally waterlogged, recelvlng runofffr6m the
surrounding Lake Cathie land system. The unit may hold
sta nding wa ter for extended peri ods foll owi ng ra i n events.
During periods of ocean entrance closure and high water levels
the unit is subject to innundation .

Vegetation:

. open forest to 25 metres dominated by c: glauca and
M. quinquenervia, .E. robusta may be present in areas' of high
.microrelief;ihe understorey is a mixture of sedges and grasses
as a function of microrelief.

Management
Aspects:

Landward fringes of the unit have bee~ cl eared for grazing ..
. Rema i ning areas are 1arge 1y undi s turbed. .'

'. DISCUSSION
The preceding .section together with Maps 2 and 3 provides a data base
of catchment land types and their spatial array. This c;lata .base allows for
the attainment of the projects stated objectives.· . Part.icular issues are
detail ed withi n the fo 11 owi ng di scuss iori.
'.
Coastal Lands and·Uplands: Within the introductory comments to this
section of the report coastal lands were defined.·as being those lands sustained
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by and sustaining the aqueous environments (eg. materials, biota or
energetic processes). Uplands were defined as those land areas within a
catchment that while theymay provide sustaining components to the coastal
· waters,are sustained in turn by the coastal waters only through the
circuituous processes of evaporation and precipitation. Coastal lands are
as follows:.
all lands of the Cathie-Innes Lagoonal land system
unitsCS-l and CS-2 of th!! Coastal Sands land system .
· All land areas of the catchment not listed abo~e are defiried as uplands.
Uplands - Resource Management:. The biophysical and locational
attributes of the upland areas vary. Any resource allocation and resource
management strategy adopted for these upland areas should recognize this
variability. The mapping program allows for the delineation of the uplands
into land systems. These land systems provide an agglomeration of a series
of similar biophysical characteristics - the inherent properties of the
land resource. This subdivision of uplands can be regarded as a 'first· order sieve', partitioning the. resource: base into discrete areas of similarity.
. Land system mappfng allows for the formulation of a management
.
strategy within the framework of the physical capacity of the environment
to sustain use; It is usual to denote the environmental features and
processes of an area with respect to the us~-b~ing considered as the area's
capabil ity. Land capabil ity under these terms can be equated to a measureof the potential of the area to fulfil a use function based upon the inherent
biophysical characteristics of the area (Duggin, 1982). Land capability
for a particular use will vary in a predictabl e fashion throughout the.
· upland areas as a function of the vilriation in land system characteristics.
Each particular land use will display a similar use capability within a land
system. This use capabil ity will vary for each land system.
. .
As an example consider soil erosion and the attendant coastal management
problems of sedimentation and increased turbidity. Each land system
description provides detail of soil characteristics, including erodability.
Management factors such as soil erosion control can be varied throughout the
catchment in response to the variation of soil. properties displayed by the
mapped 1and systems. Agenci es such as the Soi 1 Conservation Service and
the Forestry Commission can utilize this data to direct agency activity.
As well as providing a basis for the direction of agency acitivity, the
mapping program provides a basis for the evaluation of agency function. Overview of agency function with respect to specific issues may lead to improved
co-ordinatinn of the policies and activities of public agencies. Within the.
NSW coastal region agency overview is· predominantly the role of the Coastal
. Council of NSW. A.State-wide mapping program based upon the concepts employed
. ~ithin this study would provide a data base suitable for the attainment of the
·Coastal Council's principal functions (Coastal Protection Act, 1979) ..
Recent Geomorphological ~rocesses: Leitch (1980) maps and describes
the geology and process characteristics of the upland areas of the Lake CathieInnes catchment. Den Exter (1975( provides one interpretation of Recent
geomorphologiCal processes within the embayment. Den Exter failed to detect
the prior barrier formations, nor was he aware that the channel ,connecting
Lake Innes to the Cathie system was dug in 1933. Den Exter also ~ailed to map
and interpret the present configuration of barrier systems and.associated .
land areas. The mapping system adopted by this study allows for the precise
description of Recent geomorphological processes. This is achieved through
the recognition of geomorphologital processes and topographic characteristits
within. the mapping method, together with·the review of relevant literature.
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(e.g., Bird, 1965, 1978; Thom, 1978; Thom, 'Polack and Bowman,'1978; Hails,
· 1969; Roy and Stephens, 1981 ;Wiriward,1974; Chapman, Geary, Roy and Thom,
1982) :
Recent geomorphology can be summari zed as fall Qvis:i) Last Pleistocene·~ar~ne Transgression: Drowning of~he sub-aerial landscape occurred during the last Pleistocene submergence. Marine erosion of
the bedrock margin resulted. This is still' evident, .withthe hinterland
areas displaying a steep scarp to the· present Cathie-Innes lagoonal land
system. With a declining rate of submergence, sand derived by marine reworking of coastal and fluv.ial sediments formed the prior. barrier formation.
· Remnants of this formation are still apparent (land uriit CS-5). All other
areas of this barrier formation are believed to have been re-'worked, contributing sediments for shoreline progradation and infilling of the later
formed waterbodies .
. During the latter part of this marine transgression offshore bars
formed between Tacking Point and the hinterland.represented by.the present
Lake Cathie land system. These offshore, bars, as a result Of further wave
action and declining sea level ,emerged to form the' inner barrier (land unit
CS-4l. An area of comparatively low elevation was thus formed between the
hinterland and this barrier. This depression is now represented by Lake
Cathie and Lake .Innes together with the surrounding wetlands and Innes Swamp.
ii) Last Pleistocene Interglacial Submergence: With reduction insealeveT
and a subse~uent period of still-stand a further Plei~tocenebarrier was
. formed eastward of the inner barrier. This barrier again resulted in an
enclosed depression (represented by the present land unit CS-2). During this
period the depressions encompassing the present lagoonal land system
experienced sedimentation by fluvial,aeolian and paludial processes.
iii) Last Glacial Emergence: Following this still stand there was a further
reducti on in sea 1eve 1. Because of the reduced importance of fl uvi al
processes within thesmall catchments, the barrier. formations and 'associated
· barrier flats remained largely intact. The presence of later-formed ,indurate
beneath Cathie entrance suggests that for the proceeding periods the system
of depressions/waterbodies remained isolated·from tidal action ..
iv) Holocene Transgression and Recent Still Stand: The 'post-glacial rise
in sea level was accompanied by a rise in the level of the water table within
the barrier formations ; Indurate resulted from the precipi·tationof humic
colloids. Indurate is present beneath all the barrier formations of the
embaynient. During the later part of this period(" 5,000 years before present
to present) erosion and reworking of the .sea~lard barrier accompanied a rise in
sealevel. This resulted in the exposure of the present beach indurate formations. With a recent still stand in sea level the present land units C5-1
andCS-2 were formed. The present out1 ineand bathymetry of Lake .Cathie and
Lake Innes represents the partial submergence of the original 'depressions,
as occurred with the increase 'in sea level. The barrier formation at Lake
Cathie is believed to have been breached during the earlier part of this period,
thus forming the lagoonal system as it existed prior to 1933. Recent shoreline recession and the connection of Lake Innes to Lake Cathie is documented
within Appendix 1 and Appendix 3.
. .
. Lagoonal Lands - Structure and Function: Mapping the 'coastal lands
at land unit scale allows for the description of.storages, interlinkages and
flow pathways withi n the lagoonal system. The descri,bed uni ts of the Cathi eInnes lagoonal land system provide detail on re1ativfelevations,~egetative
communities and hydrology" 'From this data specif1c conclusions can be inferred
concerning the structure and "function of thesystemduHngboth tidal and
water level events,
.
"
'.
.
Wetland areas *ithin .the'Lake Cathie-Innes lagoonal system subject to
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tidal, inundation are very limited (land units CIl-H, 16;'" 113 hectares).
, ,Compare this system with that of a barrier estuary. Barrier estuaries of
the N.S.W. coast have a comparatively greater tidal range than that exhibited
by lagoonal systems. ,The tidal range of barrier estuaries together with the
presence of extensive floodplain areas has provided ideal conditions for the
, development of estuarine connected wetlands. These estuarine connected wet-,
, larids are subject to varying degrees of tidal' inundation. Refer to Hayes
(1975) for a detailed description of the variation in morphology and vegetative structure of'estuaririesystems as a function of tidal range. ,Creighton
, and Morgan (1982) describe the components of such a system, as displayed by
the Camden Haven barrier estuary. This appraisal of the ,Camden Haven barrier
estuary exploited methods of land appraisal similar to those applied in the,
present project~
No similar methods of land appraisal ,and subsequent investigation of
ecosystem structure and function are known to have been carried out within
coastal lagoonal systems. In fact, that literature available on N.S.W.
coastal lagoons provides virtually no detail of the structure and function
of lagoonal wetland systems. In the ,absence of such studies conclusions must
be based on general ecological principles rather than specific information.
It is suggested that during tidal conditions, productivity within N.S.W. coastal
lagoons is based u~on the attributes, structure and function of the component
waterbodies. Additionally it is suggested that, during tidal conditions the
wetland systems would only contribute to this productivity via runoff or via
a-particular group of motile species (e.g.: avifauna, insects). Flow path'ways, areas of standing water and'so on can be inferred 'from ,the 'map base.
Some examples are as follows:,Innes Swamp during tidal conditions displays standing non-tidal water
within land unit Cll-l and following significant rain events with C1l-2.
Runoff isvia'land units Cll~4 and Cll-11 t6 the C~thie Channel.
, • lake Innes wetlands subject to standing non-tidal 'water for long
periods during tidal conditions include Cll-8, 9 and 10. Run-off from the
Innes wetland system is believed to have once occurred via units CIl-IO and
11., Present runoff pattern is confined to,depressionsassociated with major
creeks such as Kari keree Creek and ground water/subsurfacefl ows vi a the '
levee formation (Cll-5) .
. lake Cathie once displayed a larger intertidal area (C1l-16). The
restriction implied by the configuration of Kenwood Drive bridge and associated road approaches has reduced tidal amplitude within lake Cathie.
Changes to the ecosystem structure have resulted.
During periods when the ocean entrance is closed and water levels are
sufficient to overtop the shoreline levees all wetland areas are directly
connected to the waterbodies. Several aspects require brief commerits.
Firstly, the wetland areas provide shelter and presumably food for juvenile
species. ' Dip netting was carried out within the wetland areas during the
later period of 1981. An abundance of juvenile fish and insect larvae were
collected. Further detail of this aspect is included within Appendix 4.
: Secondly, if biomass can be di'rectly related to productivity, the enlarged
, wate~bodies can'be assumed to have a greatly 'ihcreased productivity. As to
what particular species such an enlarged productivity base would favour; no
detail is available. Table A2-1 provides detail of the areal extent of wetlands and waterbodies.
Ni xon (1980) provi des an exce 11 ent review of the ,function of wetl and
sys~ems. While his concern is primarily for the intertidal areas such as those
found within barrier estuaries, his comments demonstrate the present lack
of knowledge on wetland function., This general lack of knowledge, together
with the total absence of any detailed studies of N.S.W.'coastal lagoonal wet"lands prohibits further analysis' of the Cathie-Innes wetland system.
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TABLE A2-l
High Water Level
Water bodies
541 ha;
Wetlands, all
areas inundated
above a leve·l of
0.7m AHD
2,677 ha;

AREAL EXTENT OF WATERBODIES AND WETLANDS
Area and Extent

ake Innes
Lake Cathie
Cathie Channel

-ffi

Suprat~dal

Flats

(Hectares) ·
464} Hater bodies 541 ha;
32 .

45

42]71

Inundated as a function
of entrance and tidal
conditions, 131 ha;

Lake Innes Wetlands
1471
Lake Cathie Wetlands
180
Cathie Channel Wetlands 293
620

Detailed investigation of N.S.W. coastal wetlands is warranted and
would provide a frame of reference for the management of these systems.
Such an investigation could utilize a similar map base to that developed for
the Cathie-Innes ·lagoonal system. Simulation modelling of productivity would
be required for both tidal and high water level conditions. Johnson (1980)
details a model which would be applicable for such an investigation.
Given .the lack of knowledge of the function of lagoonal wetland systems
any management strategy advocated may require reappraisal as information
becomes available. This author advocates the following policy:
f¥herever
possible, allow the systems to function in their natural mode . -This policy
implies that entrance manipulation as is commonplace in a large number of
N.S.W. coastal lagoons should be prohibited.
Brief reference to the work of Brown, Brinson and Lugo (1980) illustrates the relevance of such a policy. Brown et a1 discuss productivity within
various American wetland ·systems. They suggest that wetlands · of all types
are highly productive and can sustain a considerable harvest of biomass as
long as the physical forces responsible for the high rate of energy flow and
productivity remain intact. When these forces are altered Brown et a1 suggest
that the ecosystem loses its vigor and rapidly deteriorates. They maintain
that the cardinal rule of wetland management is to protect the external forces
that regulate the ecosystem.
Appendix 4 provides detail of the Cathie-Innes fishery. The evidence
available supports the concepts of Brown, Brinson and Lugo (1980). Particularly,
.it is suggested that for maximum productivity and, to allow the system to
function in the manner to which it was once accustomed, entrance manipulation
should be prohibited in all but extreme events. Further data on lagoonal
hydrology, known water levels and flood-liable lands is included in Appendix 3.
This data provides further support for such a .management strategy.
Additionally, it is suggested that Lake Innes would best function as a
fresh to brackish wetland system, isolated from the Cathie system during tidal
flows and connected via the wetlands during periods of high water level. Such
a system would provide the entire spectrum of fresh, brackish, estuarine and
marine environments within a small discrete area. Detail on Lake Innes catchment alteration, together with specific recommendations on possible restoration
works, is provided in later discussion.
Coastal Lands - Resource Allocation: It was previously suggested
that mapped functional areas within coastal lands should display both the
linkage of the area to the aqueous environment and, the capability of the
land areas to sustain some form of land use. Recommendations for use allocation for the lagoonal wetlands and the coastal foredune areas are presented
in the following discussion.

Remnant pockets of vegetation associated with
Karikeree Creek inlet to the Lake Innes wetland system .

Black swans, Lake Innes October 1981; Total population
is estimated at exceeding 4000 individuals during periods when
the ocean entrance is closed and there is a reduction in water
salinities associated with freshwater runoff .
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. Lagoonal Wetlands -In the preceding section the role of , the
1agoona 1 wetlands and thei r 1i nkage to the 'coasta 1 watens "was"
discussed. To attain maximum productivity wi thin such a coastal system
these particular land areas can ~nlysustain those l~nd uses that do not,
irreversibly alter their structure~ The 1agoonal wetlands are obviously'
subject to the environmental hazard of flooding (refer to Appendix 3 for
det~il).
Virtually all land uses would require major alteration to the
structure of the wetlands and involve draining and filling. Thus,to retain
productivity, possible land uses for these areas are very ,limited. "
The importance of wetlands and their interrela~~on_wiih land use type
is recogniz~dwithin the Department of Environment and Planning Rural Land
E~~luation Manual (1981).
Zoning proposed for these ~reas,is ~nvironmental
ProteCtion 7b. Within a Department of Environment and, Planlling 'circular,
(l~_~]_~L!hi s _~~~e with respect to us~ i sdefined as follows:-: '
ENVIRONMENT PROTECTION 7b) - ESTUARINE WETLANDS
- Zone

7b) Environmental
Protection

Purposes for which development
may be carried out onl~ with
development consent
Agriculture; Dwelling-houses;
Fishing; Open Space, Oyster'
Farming; Roads; Subdivision;
Utility installations other
than gas holders or generating
works,

Purposes for which
development is
prohibited
, Any purpose other'
,than those permitted
by the preceeding
column;

The notes accompanying this definition of permitted use type provide
further guidelines for use allocation. Note 2 reads in part:- If it is
possible ,to confine the zone to the actual wetland area, then agriculture
(not involving buildings, clearing, filling 01' alteration to landform) would
be the only likely use.
'

This' zoning ~nd restriction of land use i~ recommended for all areas of
the Cathi e- Innes Lagoonal 1and system. I f the area is to be dedi cated as a
nature reserve, as is presently proposed, further restriction would be required.
Allocated use would then be nature conservation. All other uses should be
'
prohibited. Particularly, as part of the management program, fencing would be
requi red tocontro 1 the present 1/ -unrestri cted access of cattl e. Unrestri cted
grazing has led to the compaction of peats with alteration in the microrelief
and hydrology (cattle pads become localized draining channels). Restriction
of cattle access would also ensure greater protection for_nesting waterfowl.
Management aspects for waterfowl _are detailed further in Appendix 5~ The
_management of these lands also requires interdepartmental cooperation in the
formulation of a strategy to control the artificial openings of the-ocean
entrance. This has been previously discussed. Further hydrological detail
is cont~ined within Appendix 3.. Coa~tal Foreshore:-' Land units CS-l and CS~2, the present barrier
are defined as coastal lands. These lands in their natural ,state-provide a
barrier, allowing for the unrestricted,acretion and erosion that accompqnies
present shoreline processes. Allocation of use and man~gement of the barrier
s~stem'should account for, these presently active processes.
Appendix 3 provides detail on coastal processes, including an estimated
rate of 1ittoral drift for the embayment, storm surge, present use and,
-condition of the barrier system. -,Department of Environment and Planni,ng
Guidelines (1981) suggest that these areas should be zoned Environmental
Protection If) - Foreshore. These,guidelines lack direct applicability to
to the foredune landforms in that 'foreshore' under the definition and use
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constraints presented applies equally to ocean, river and lake adjacent areas .
. The mapping method displayed by this study provides a more precise basis for
foreshore definition, utilizingthe specific biophysical characteristics of
thel~nds which compose: foreshore areas.
It is recommended that those foredune areas presently supporting no
infrastructuraldevelopment be retained as public 9pen space: This has
largely been effected by Hasting Municipal Council's Local Environmental Plan.
Management is required, particularly of access .. Detail of proposed management
.programs, including restoration works is included in Appendix 3. The foredune
area north of Cathie entrance is recommended for inclusion within the propGsed
nature reserve. Facilities including car parking bays and picnic areas could
be provided in the areas landward of the foredune and adjacent to the Port
Macquarie-Lake Cathie road.
.
Lake Tnnes - Catchment Alteration: Change to the vegetation structure
and composition and changes to hydrology are documented for each land unit of
the Lake Innes wetland complex. These changes can be summarized as follows:- .
. Loss of shorel ine reed swamp (e. g.: Phragmites austrp.lis, Cladiwn
procerwn) .

, . . Loss of vegetation of the shoreline levee formation (e.g.: Melaleuca
quinquenervia)· .

Subsi dence (0.4 to 0.6 metres) .and eros i on of the shore 1i ne 1evee
and islands.
.
. Changes to vegetat i on throughout wetlands (e. g.: present domi nance,
of Juncus krausii and loss of species such.as Cladium procerwn).
Bird (1978) discusses the Gippsland Lakes and the changes that occurred
fo 11 owing the construction ofa permanent ocean entrance. He documents
similar changes to those apparent within Lake Innes. Figure A2-2 is adapted
from Bird and demonstrates the presumed sequence of events within Lake Innes
that has led to shoreline erosion.
Bird (1978) suggests that further changes t6 the Gippsland Lakes
system are expected. He notes the changing mode of sedimentation, with
sedimentation now apparent in the waterbodies proper.' Bird suggests that
prior to the artificial entrance, sedimentation was predominantly via the
fringe communities with gradual progradation of the shorel ine. AdditionalJy,
Bird notes the increase in soil salinity within backswampareas. He suggests
that with high salinities throughout the system, residual 'salts are retained
after flood events in the waters and thus soil s of the backswamp areas.
Increased soil sal inity has been accompani ed by vegetati ve changes with salt
'marsh species now dominant. Si~ilar changes are apparent within the Lake
Innes wetlands..
. .
To what extent the changes that have occurred within Lake Innes are
irreversi ble is not known. The example of the lagoonal systems adjacent
to the Murray River .is, however, worth noting. Bird (1978) describes the
c'hanges to these systems as observed thi rty years after barrages were constructed isolating the systems from saline waters. Once estuarine,vegetative
strLicture is now simila,r to that of a freshwater lagoon. Lake Innes has been
subject to estuarine influence for some 50 years .. The reversion of the system
to its prior,condition, at least in outward appearance, may be achieved in
the short-term, say 10 to 20 years. 'Most, if not all of the previously
,dominant vegetative species are still present, albeit in reduced areal extent.
,Recolonization could be effected from these areas.' The process of recolonization could be accelerated with plantings. Such a scheme would require
on-going assessment as the proposed restoration program proceeds.
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Restoration works, if carried out, may be requir~d to include the
restoration of the shoreline levee separating Lake InnesfroJ]1 Cathie Channel;
, ' As is noted in the land unit descriptions,subsidence isest'imated at 0.4 to
, 0.6 metres for this area; The increase in elevation of the shoreline levee
by dredge and fill wor,ks, would restore the hydrological regime to the
previously assumed condition. If such restoration works were effected, planting would be required. If the levee,was left. as is, it is expected that
normal processes ,would restore the levee to its previous elevation in the
long-term.
'
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To provide further information on Lake Innes and the impact of the
saline intrusion comparisons are required with lake systems' that display'
~ttributes similar to those of pre-1933.
A review of the literature revealed
very limited information upon which to base comparisons. Timms (1977) groups
Lake'Innes (as pre-1933) with the Bridgewater Lakes and Lake Barracoota,
Victoria and Lake Bondi,' southern N.S.W. Timm's grouping is based upon the
inferred geomorphological history (Type 1 - past oceanic connection) .
, However, Timm's detailed description of Lake Barracoota (Timms, 1973) does
not conform with the observed characteri sti cs of Lake Innes. Timms (pers.
comm., 1983) confirmed these observations.
Lake Bondi (southern N.S.W.) is within Bournda State Recreation
Forestry Technical Services (1982) presented information on this area
withi~ a draft plan of management for the S.R.A.
Information presented is
both incomplete and incorrect. That information included within the report
is, however, slJffi ci ent to suggest that compari sons between, Lake Innes and
Lake Bondi would be futile.
'
,

Area.

It would seem that Lake Innes was, to quote Timms (pers.comm., 1983)
'a fairly unique ecosystem'. No similar lakes with extensive wetland areas
and with a high water level connection to a lagoonal system are known to
exist within N.S.W.
'
CONCLUDING COMMENTS
Each of the stated objectives of the project are discussed within the
preceeding section. The mapping program has provided a data bas~ whi.ch
allows for:the definition 'of Recent geomorphological processes;'
the delineation of coastal and upland land areas;
a land resource base suitable for the investigation of the structure'
and function of the wetland systems; and"
. the description of the changes that have occurred within the Lake
Innes system following the saline intrusion.
Further aspects requi re investlgation prior to formulating a management plan
, for the catchment. Aspects of hydrology and the physical chemistry of the
waterbodies are detailed in Appendix 3. Appendix 4 provides data on the
lagoonal biota, particularly the fishery. Appendix 5 details the avifauna
, of the catchment, both prior to 1933 and, at present.
'
The overall aim of this portion of the research project was to evaluate
a specific method of land appraisal. This method of land appraisal was
developed through research of the Camden Haven barrier estuary (Creighton
and Morgan, 1982) .. The method has' required.no alt~ration to the. general
principles.
Differences between the two ,catchment types are refl ected by the
delineated, land systems. Particul~rly the catchment types display a differing
spatial array ,and type of wetlands. Management of the catchment types should
reflect this variation. Presently the general philosophy of lagoonal manage,ment ;s to replicate estuarine conditions by manipulation of the ocean entrance.

M
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The results of this preliminary investigation suggest that this may be an
inappropriate management strategy. Further investigation of the structure
and function of lagoonal wetland systems is warranted. Such investigation
could be based upon the method of resource appraisal -illustrated by this
study.
It is suggested that the general principles of land classification
based upon a combination of the genetic and landscape approaches are
applicable to the catchments of both the barrier estuaries and the coastal
lagoons of the N.S.W. coast. A State-wide mapping program could utilize
_this method of land appraisal. Similar investigations of all coastal catchments of N.S.W. would provide a resource base suitable for the formulation
and implementation of specific land use allocation and management guidelines.

Lake Cathie entrance, September 1967;
(Photo courtesy Hastings Shi~e Gazette)

Lake Innes, the dug
channel and Cathie
Channel
March 1981, ocean entrance
closed.

Lake Cathie,
ocean entrance closed,
March 1981.

Dug channel and Lake Innes,
October 1981;
Ocean entrance closed,
water level 1.35m R.L.;

Lake Cathie and ocean
entrance, October 1981;
water level 1.35m R.L.

All photos courtesy of
Mike Dodkin, N.P.W.S.;
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APPENDIX 3:

ASPECTS OF HYDROLOGY, COASTAL PROCESSES AND PHYSICAL
. CHEMISTRY, CATHIE-INNES LAGOONAL SYSTEM.
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APPENDIX 3:

ASPECTS OF HYDROLOGY, COASTAL PROCESSES .AND PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY,
CATRIE ~ INNES LAGOONAL SYSTEM

Piajmans, (1978) ina feasitlility report on the possibility of a
national wetland survey suggests that the hydrological regime is one the
· the most important characteristics of a wetland system.Piajmans states
that regardless of the importance of 'the hydrological regime there is a
· general lack of factual information on the components that comprise the
hydrological inputs and outputs of wetland systems. Cheng (1981) suggests
that the literature on Australian coastal lagoons is sparse and partly
inaccessible.
With these comments providing a context, the general aim of this
portion of the research project can be stated as follows:To collate that data available and to collect additional data which
may assist in the definition of the hydrological processes and physical
· chemistry which characterizes N.S.W. coastal lagoonal systems. The detailed
study of the Lake Cathie-Lake Innes lagoonal system is to be undertaken with
this aim providing the context.
.
The literature that is available on Australian coastal 'lagoons is
often limited to specialist investigations of particular aspects that may
· include background descriptions of hydrology and physical chemistry .. Examples
of such studies are asfollows:-:.,
.
.'

Geomorpho lOgy: Bi rd, 1978; Chapman, Geary, Roy and, Thom, 1982;
Fauna and Flora (especially benthos): Timms 1976, 1980; Hutchings
and Nicol 1978; Higginson 1865; Powis and Robinson 1980; Hutchings 1973;
Poore 1982;
. Inventory and General Overview: Bell and Edwards 1980; Timms 1974,
1977, Goodrich 1970; Forestry Technical Services 1983; Univer;sity of Wollongong
Study Group 1979;
.
. '
A further group of studies is available that provide a-more detailed
description of aspects of hydrology and physical chemistry. Examples include
the following: Timms 1972, 1982; Gordon and Cooke 1972; Atkinson, Hutchings,
Johnson, Johnson and Melville 1981 and Wollongong City Council 1976.
A review of all . these studies, while providing very useful information,
does not provide information that would allowfor the pred.iction of the hydrologi.cal processes and the physical chemistry of the Cathie-Innes lagoonal
system. The comments of Jennings and Bird (1967) are applicable. Jennings
and Bird suggest that while the N.S.W. coast possesses a basic uniformity
and while estuarine syste~s may be grouped within specific types, there exists,
innwnerable .contrasts and departures at aU levels of magnitude and each
present different research problems. This is not to suggest that the CathieInnes system is necessarily unique. Examples of ephemeral entrance lagoonal
systems that from pre1 iminary inspection by the author may demonstrate similar
hydrological processes and physical chemistry to the Cathie lagoonal system
include CudgenLake, Lake Aragan, Cakora lagoon, Woo1go01ga lake, Smiths Lake,
Wambera1 Lagoon, TerY'igal Lagoon,'Dee Why Lagoon and Narrabeen Lagoon.
The connection of Lake. Innes to the Cathie lagoonal system and.the
alteration to the hydrological processes of the system associated with the
road bridges does imply that specific resear.ch problems exist and require
investigation. These areas of research together with the more general aspects
are accounted for within the specific objectives of this portion of the
research project.' These specific objectives are as fo110ws:To pravi de backgrciunddata on the' bathymetry, sa 1in i ty. temperature
t'urbidity and sediments of the Cathie-Innes iagoonal system.

n.~(
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· To provide .data on the tidal and fresh water processes which
characterize the Cathie-Innes lagoonal system.
To evaluate the performance of the road bridges with respect to
tidal flows and the observed sedimentation pattern.
To predict the.perforinance of the road bridges during a flood
event.
· To estimate flood discharges. and flood levels thereby providing
.design criteria for.future works.
To provide data on coastal processes relevant to the description
of ocean entrance behaviour.
· To examine the influence of the connection of Lake Innes to the
Cathie lagoonal ·system on the behaviour of the ocean entrance.
To provide data on the hydrology and physical chemistry of Lake
Innes with a view to describing the changes that have occurred following
the connection of Lake Innes to the Cathie lagoonal system, and to predicting
. the long-term changes.
.
METHOD
.

Data ori bathymetry and water level variation was obtained through
the use of a series of tide boards placed throughout the lagoonal system.
These tide boards were placed atthe following 10cations:- Lake Cathie,
Kenwood Drive Bridge (upstream and downstream), Main bridge (upstream and
downstream), the dug channel and Lake Innes (3 locations). Tide boards
were cal i brated by reference to a Hasti ngsMuni c1 pal Council survey of the
lagoonal water level during July 1981. Boards were calibrated during calm
conditions following an extended period of no rainfall.
During the period when the ocean entrance was closed and the subsequent
return to tidal conditions, wate~ level data was collected using these tide
boards. Variation between boards during each survey was less than 2 cm.
Bathymetry data was obtained with a lead-l ine during calm conditions and
known surveyed water level. The tide boards were also used to provide reference levels.during the various tidal gauging exerci·seS. It should be noted
that While the effect of seches and runoff was assumed to be negligible, the
resultant survey of bathymetry based on these reference levels may incorporate
errors in a range of ±5 cm. This was considered to be of sufficient accuracy
for the purposes of the investigation and to be of greater accuracy than if
the survey was carried out during tidal conditions . .
Sal inity, temperature and turbidity data were collected over the period
October 1980 to December 1981. These surveys include tidal conditions (prior
to January 1981) , the peri od when the ocean entrance was closed (January to
November, 1981) and the return of the tidal regime November 5th, 1981 onwards}.
Data were routinely collected at a series of some 45 discrete locations being
as·fol·lows: 5 locations within Lake Cathie, 26 within Lake Innes and 14 within
Cathie Channel and the lower reaches of Cowarra Creek.
Salinity and temperature data were collected with a Hamon salinitytemperature bridge .. A Secchi disc was used to collect data on turbidity.
All the surveys ~Iere timed to provide data on the varying climatic conditions
(especially rainfall) and the variation in entrance·condition. Rainfall
data were collected with the assistance ofa local resident. . Salinity and
temperature data were collected at surface (,,5 cm below water level) and at
bottom~ Whe~e pronounced stratification was present, additional data were
collected at intervals of 0.5 metres. Generally data were.collected during
calm conditions. Additional data were collected to provide information on
specific events. These data i.nc1ude the following:-·
I, ,

I.. ,
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the influence of a 1.B metre flood tide on Lake Innes
the impact of freshwater inputs such as Innes Swamp and 'Cowarra
Creek .'
the salinity and temperature of the surrounding wetlands during
the period when the ocean entrance was closed and standing water
was present throughout the wetlands.
turbidity during choppy conditions and tidal water levels.
Dissolved oxygen data were collected on one occasion (August 1981,
ocean entrance closed) using a Y.S.I. dissolved oxygen meter in association
with the Hamon salinity-temperature bridge. Data were collected at some 12
. discrete locations throughout the lagoonal system over 24 hour periods.
Sites were chosen to provide variations in sediments and benthic flora.
Sediments of the lagoonal system, the entrance berm and the nearby
ocean beach were sampled using a vacuum corer and a grab. The vacuum corer
allowed samples to be taken to 30cm depth. All samples were sieved in situ
thereby providing a preliminary classification of the sediments. Further
sieving and analysis within the laboratory of representative samples allowed
for the description of sediments within· discrete groupings of 0 values.
Additional sampling and laboratory analysis confirmed the preliminary results
of the first survey.
~'.:
Duri ng November 1980 a Brays troke current meter was used to collect
The s~rvey period was
tlmed to coincide with a ocean tide variation of 1.8 metres. The resul.ts
are thus representative of near-maximum tidal interchange for the given
ent rance cond itJo_n .
_
.
_____ ._._.. ____..~ . ~_ .._____.
___. _ _ __. __ . __ . __ _

d~ta on the tidal characteristics of the dug channel.

'.

Following the opening of the ocean entrance ·by bulldozer in NOvember
198l"; stream gauging and water level data were obtained for the dug channel,
Kenwood Drive bridge and the Main bridge using Braystroke current meters
and the calibrated tide-boards. This survey was carried out with the assfst~
ance of the Department of Public Works and local residents. Data were
co 11 ected over an extended period to allow for the cal cul ation of water
vol umes above ti da 1 1eve 1s and to provi de data on the performance of the road
bridges. This event simulated a flood condition, providing. data on expected
flood velocities as well as flood volumes. After the return of tidal'
conditions tidal gauging of the major components of the system was carried
~lJ~jJy the Department_~..-"ub 1 ic:__Works..,_______
. __________
Further data on the hydrology of the catchment was obtained through
the application of the flood estimation method described by McDermott and
Pilgrim (1982). Flood magnitudes for return periods of 2,5,10,20,50'
and 100 years were calculated for each of the following areas:
Lake Cathie,
Lake Innes, Cathie Channel and the entire lagoonal system.
A map ·of flood liable lands was prepared utilizing the data provided
by the land evaluation method described within Appendix 2. This map was
checked at a water level of 1.3 metres' R.t. '(October, 1981). The recorded
maximum water level of the system is 2.5 metres R.L.) _, (pers. comm. Hastings Shi re Council) .At the time of inspection flood-free areas generally
displayed a steep slope to the standing water, with· landward margins in excess
of 2.5 metres R, L. .
. Data on coastal processes were obtained through the ieview of ~xisting
. information and the examination of foredune areas from available aer.ial photograph~ (1940 to 1982).
All available data on the behaviour of the entrance
were collected and collated with regard to the data available on coastal processes. Empi ri ca 1 and ana lyti ca 1 approaches appl i cabl e to the determi nati on
of inlet stability were reviewed. Several approaches were appl ied to the
specific data available for the lagoonal system.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
'. Bathymetry: Figure A3-1 displays the bathymetry of the lagoonal
system with respect to Australian Height Datum (~MSL). Depths presented
in Figure A3-1 therefore represent average depths during tidal conditions.
Actual depths during tidal conditions will vary in response to entrance
conditions and run-off. For example, the run-out associated with the opening of the entrance in November 1981 provided sufficient entrance scour for
water levels within the lower reaches of the system to conform closely with
ocean tidal levels for an extended period. As a comparison, during 1983,
following heavy rains and with the entrance channel being of reduced depth,
average depths throughout the system increased by the order of 0.3 metres.
The shoreline of Lake Innes is steeply sided. Intertidal shoreline
a reas are of very reduced extent. Apart from the remnant islands, the
entrance delta and in some cases a reduced shoreline fringe, all areas of
Lake Innes are below normal tidal levels. Lake Innes has three bay areas
denoted the Main Bay, the Eastern Bay and the Southern Bay. Within the .
contour lines as displayed in Figure A3-1, depth is largely uniform. All
other areas within Lake Innes are of reduced depth.
Apart from a dendritic pattern of'small channels, all of Lake Cathie
is at intertidal· level. The Cathie Channel contains significant areas of
intertidal sand shoalsfringing·the channel. The channel ranges from 0.8to 2.0 .metres in depth. Associated with the dug channel (depth 2.2 metres,
uniform throughout) isa scour hole of 3.6 metres depth. A similar scour
. hole of 3.3 metres depth is associated with Kenwood Drive bridge. Depth
under the main bridge. adjacent to the southern shore is 7 metres.
No precise data are available on recent bathymetric changes within
the system. It.has been suggested that significant shallowing of all areas
of Cathie Channel has occurred in recent times. For example, recoids
indicate that a channel of some 8 to 10 metres depth once extended along
the southern shore of the entrance area-from Lake Cathie to the ocean entrance.
Present shoaling patterns in the lower channel areas replicate the expected
configuration of an acreting environment. The prograding reverse delta
within Lake Innes and.thesmaller deltas in the upper channel areas are
the result of the impo~ition of a tidal regim~ on Lake Innes .
. Ocean Entrance Closed, Water Level Variation: Table A3-1 includes
the observed changes in water level during the period January 1981 to
November 1981. Water level reached a maximum height of 1.39 metres (R.L.)
prior to the artificial opening in November, 1981. Maximum recorded level of,
the system is 2.5 metres (R.L.)· (pers. COnm1. ,.. Hastings Municipal Council).
Variation in water level is a function of available storage area,
rainfall and runoff, evaporation, percolation losses through the dune barrier
and, duringhigh levels, losses to Kooloonbung Creek via Innes Swamp. Once
the system reaches a~ater level of approximately 0.7 metres (R,L.)· available storage area increases from some 820 hectares (area of lagoonal waterbody
and the main area of Innes Swamp) to some 3130 hectares (area of lagoonal
waterbody plus all the surrounding wetlands). No data are availableoh the
height of the partieil barrier separating Innes S\~amp from Kooloonbung Creek.
Similarly no data are available on evaporative and percolation losses during
. the period of survey. In retrospect, further data should have been collected
to 'allow for the accurate prediction of water levels in response to specific
climatic events and storage areas available .
. Sal inity: Table A3-,1 summarizes the collected data on sa; inity
variation within the lagoonal system in response to varying climatic and'
entrance conditions. 'This data represents all expected events within the
~ystem ~xcepting significant iainfall and runoff with tidal conditions
prevail ing. Figures A3.,.2, 3, 4 and 5 present mapped isohol ines in. response
to varying cl imati c and entrance conditions ..
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.
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Figure A3-2 presents· s~hnjty at bottom during ,tidal c.onditi.ons,
November 1980. Rairifall since June 1980 totalled 70mm. Average rainfall
for the same period over 50 years of records is 360mm (Station - Laurieton).
The isohalines demonstrate the limited tidal flushing that occurs within
Lake Innes. Salinity at bottom in all areas of Lake Innes excepting the
entrance area was greater than 36 ppr.
Evaporati ve losses together with
the low degree of tidal flushing contributed to the observed pattern of high
salinity. Surface readings during the same survey period indicated that for
the given entrance condition the tidal wedge of a 1.8 metre tide did not
. proceed past the narrow ·neck of the lake just north of the Southern Bay .
.The Cathie Channel areas during the same period approximat~d ocean
conditions at surface with sal inity at bottom in all locations less than
35.8 pp~~
Due. to the lack of access to Lake Cathie during tidal water
levels (rock-fill associated with Kenwood Drive Bridge prohibits boat access)
. no full survey of Lake Cathie was possible. Readings were however taken on
·the last of the out-tide, adjacent to Kenwood Drive Bridge (ocean tide level
0.0 m). Salinity during the last·of the run-out peaked at 37.2 ppt.
While'Lake Cathie is"'in ciose.·proximity to the ocean entrance, it·
displays the characteristics of a water body with limited tidal ventilation.
Further detail on the .tidal interchange of waters within Lake Cathie and
the restriction resulting from the configuratiori of Kenwood Drive bridge
is presented in later discussion.
.
Figure A3-3 displays surface salinity throughout the system on the
26th f1ay, 1981. This survey followed a total of 182 mm of rainfall i~ the
preceding three days. The ocean entrance was closed and water levels
averaged 1.19 metres (R.L.).
This water level represents an increase of
some .49 metres for the preceding two week period. Sal inities at surface
two weeks previous to this event ranged from 12.7 ppr. .. to 17.3 Pf'f.
Salinities at surface during this survey ranged from 2.0 ppt.. ·to 14.7
p:pt . with the variation in surface salinities reflecting the influence
. of major discharge points to the waterbody - Cowarra Creek and Innes Swamp.
Maximum surface salinities for Lake Innes and Lake Cathie during this survey
were 14.7 ppt
and 7.7 ppt.' respectively. Sal,inityat bottom during
this survey ranged between 11.0 and 16.4 Pff:· ..
No reduction in surface salinity was observed adjacent to Karikeree
Creek outlet (north-western side of Lake.'Innes). Runoff associated with
Karikeree Creek was assumed to be well mixed with the standing waters
covering the adjacent wetland areas prior to any subsequent transport to
the open ~Iaterbody. A survey of wetland fri.nges of Lake Innes in July 1981
c,onfirmed this assumption.
The landward ·fringe areas of wetlands surrounding Lake Innes together
with Innes Swamp and Karikaree Creek were sampled during July 1981. At the
time of survey Lake Innes displayed a range of salinity at surface of 5.2
to 13.1 pp'/:,
with salinity at bottom ranging from 11.8 to 13.1 Ptif.'
Landward wetland fringes displayed a range of salinity at surface of 5.3
to 12.9 ppt
with salinity at bottom ranging from 11.3 to 12.2 pft.
Karikaree . Creek displayed a transition of increasing salinity with salinity lowest in the wetland areas adjacent to the hinterland. Salinity trans-.
itions for Kari.karee Creek are as follows: surface 10.8 to 12.9; bottom
11.7 to 12.9 Salinity within all areas of Lake Swamp sampled was less than
1 pp't.,
This salinity data indicate that a significant ·jJroportion of
all waters contained withi~the Lake Innes wetlands originated from in'flow
into Lake Innes via the dug channel and associated areas. Subsequent mixing
and overtopping of the reduced shoreline levee resulted in the comparative
salinity concentrations for the Lake and the wetland areas ..
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TABLE A3-2

DATE

TEMPERATURE

OF

VARIATION,

TEMPERATURE

SURVEY

LCI900II entrora

,

Lake

Cathie

Tb

20'5

20'5

N.A.

N.A.

20/10/80 . 22'5 . 22'5

N.A.

24/11/80

22'8

22'8

N.A.

13/5/81

IB'I

19-4

18·0

26/5/81

18'8

17·8

18'1 - 19'3

15/7/81

14'3

11·8

21/9/81

22'9·· 21'0

19/10/81

18'3

4/11 (81

Ts

CATHIE - INNE S

Range

Tb

Ts

SYSTEM

".
LOCATIONS

VARIOUS

Perch hole

Ts

Range

AT

LAKE

(OC)

Below dug
channel
Ts

21'B

21'8

23'0

23'0

22'4 - 23'4

22'4- 23'4

N.A.

22'4

22'3

22'3

22'2

22'4 - 23'4

22'4 - 23'4

N.A.

23'0

22'7

22'6

22'2

24'2 - 24'9

24'2 - 24'9

18·3

17'8

18'1

18'7

16-9 -

17'4

16·3 - 17·2

18'2 - 19-1

20'0

18'0

18'6

18'0

1&2 - 19·4

17·2 - 18·2

12'3 - 13'5

12'2 - 12'5

13'3

12'0

12'8

11'8

11'3 - 13'0

11'0- 12'0

23'0 - 23'7

22'8 - 23'7

23'4

20'6

22'0

20'7

21'0 - 21'9

20'2 - 21'4

19-0

16'7 - 17'5

18'3 - 19'0

18'9

19·3

18'4

19'3'

18'8 - 19'8

18·5 - 19-5

22'7

21'7

20'5 - 21'2

21'3 - 21'5

20'4

22'0

22'2

22'2

21'4 - 22'5

21'4 "22'1

20/11 /81

20'6

20'6

N.A.

N.A.

20'3

20'4

19·6

19'6

19·8 - 20'6

20'2 - 21'3

1/12181

22'7

22'7

N.A.

N.A.

22'9

22'7

22'8

22-7

23'3 - 25'0

18·2

..

Range

Innes

Tb

10/10/80

Tb

Lake

Ts

Range Tb

23'3 -.,·25'8
..

12/12/81

. N.A.

22'0

22'1

N.A.

22'0

21'9

Data

on

22'0

22'0

25'3 - 28'0

23'3 - 28'6
--

Ts
Tb
N.A. "

Temperature

at

'. Temperature

at

Data

not

surface
bottom

available

previous
each

entrance
condition,
rainfall since
survey . and
waf er height
for

survey

is

presented

in

Table A3-2 ;

......:

(

.
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. The system remained closed to the ocean until November 1981. D~ring
the period following July salinities within the system fluctuated in response
to inputs (rainfall and runoff) and outputs (evaporation and percolation).
All d~ta collected are contained within Table A3-1.
Following the opening of the ocean entrance~th November) three
.surveys were carried out to measure the recovery fo the system to tidal
conditions. Figures A3-4 and 5 present data at 28 and 40 days after the
artificial opening. Recovery within the Cathie Channel areas to tidal conditions and concurrent salinity levels was almost complete within 28 days.
Full tidal interchange was apparent, however, the reduced salinities of
Lake Innes and the outflow of fresh water from Innes Swamp modulated the
salinity concentrations within Cathie Channel. Salinity concentrations
within Lake Innes during this period responded to the observed degree of
tidal flushing with tidal waters not proceeding past the narrow neck of
.the lake just north of the Southern Bay ..
This pattern of recovery was still apparent 40 days after the opening
of the ocean entrance. Rainfall during this period was less than 5 mm and
can be assumed to have had negligible impact on the observed salinity
gradient. The Southern Bay of Lake Innes had by this time returned to
approximately tidal conditions. The salinity gradient within the lake was
still well established with' minimum salinities observed at the northern end
of the lake (16.0 ppt.. ... bottom and surface) ..
. Temperature: All data on temperature variation within the lagoonal
system are presented in Table A3"'2. Temperature variation responds to the.
influences of tlimatic and hydrological events. No attempt was made to
convert the available data intorelationsh;ps displaying variation in water
density.
Temperature variation from bottom to surface was limited throughout
the lagoonal system during the tidal period of late 1980. Waters were
genera 11 y well-nii xed, with the lower ti da 1 water 1eve 1s and the ti da 1
currents increasing the mixing function of the observed wave action. Sim.ilar
comments are applicable to all areas following the return of the tidal regime
in November, 1981. Lake Cathie ·and deeper aections of the Cathie Channel
displayed minor temperature inversions « 3 C) during the later period of
1981 (ocean entrance closed). No temperature inversions were observed within
lake. Innes throughout the period of survey .
. Turbidity:N.S.W. State Pollution Control Commission (1979) revi.ew
the impacts of suspended materials upon biota and aspects. of water use such
as recreation and aquaculture. Hart (1974) recommends that for recreational
use water clarity should be sufficient to allow a secchi disc to be visible
at a minimum depth ofl.2 metres. Hart suggests that similar criteria may
be applicable to aquatic biota.
Table A3-3 summarizes all data collected on turbidity for the Cathie. Innes lagoonal system. Turbidity within the lagoonal system varied in
response to the influence of climatic and hydrological events. During the
tidal period of late 1980 secchi disc readings were higher within the channel
areas than within Lake Innes. Lake Innes during this period was subject to
wave-induced mixing which was particularly effective because of the low water
depths. This mixing allowed for a high degree of fine particulate matter to
remain in suspension for extended periods~ Following entrance closure and
the greater depth of water within Lake Innes secchi disc readings increased,
with the algae-covered bottom often clearly visible. During this period,
with no tidal flows ahd significant runoff, it was possible to trace the
sources of suspended sol ids and. water colour within the system.

TABLE

A3- 3,

TURBIDITY,

LAKE

. CAn-HE -

INNES

LAGOONAL

SYSTEM
i

DATE

OF

ENTRANCE

SURVEY

CONDITION

RAINFALL
SINCE

WATER

LAST

HEIGHT

SURVEY

TURBIDITY

AT

VARIOUS

Lagoon entrance Lake
(rood

bridge)

Cathie

(range)

LOCATIONS (metres,
Perch

halo

(u.s Coworra

Ck

input )

Secchi

disc)

COMMENTS

DIS Dug chcme Lake Innes
(range)

!Innes Swamp
input)
.

Tidal wate~s. humic brown water coloJr
absent;

10/10/SO

Open

14mm since
I/S /SO

Tidal

1'1

N.A.

O'S

O'S

04 - O'S

20/10/BO

Open

9mm

Tidal

0'7

N.A.

0'7

O'S

0'2 - 0'4

Turbidity variation in Lake Innes a
function of position with respect to
0.4 m waves

24/li /SO

Open

49mm

Tidal

2'0

N.A.

I'S (bottom)

I'S (bottom)

0'3 - 0'7

Turbidity variation in Lake Innes a
po~ition with respect to
0.3 m waves;

13/5/81

Closed

05

N.A.

O'S

0'4 - 0'7

suspended solids and water colour (humic

function of

Turbidity values reflect presence of

0'7m RL.

50Smm since
dasure

OS

brown);

2S/5/SI

.Closed

IS2 mm

1'19m R.L.

0'35

15/7/SI.

Closed

45mm

1'23m R.L.

07

21/9/81·

Closed

Smm

H2m R.L.

19/10/SI

Closed

91mm

4/II/SI

Closed

230mm

Open

5mm

0'4

04

0'5 - O'S

O'S - 1'0
(bottom)

O'S

I'S( bottom)

1'3 - 2'2
(bottom)

0'5

0'7 - 0'9
(bottom )

0'8

1'2

HSm R.L

04

OS - 0'9

O'S

1'0

1·2 - 2·1
(bottom)

1'39m RL

0'2

r·o -

1'2
( bottom)

0'3

0'5

1-5 - 2·4
( bottom)

Tidal

1'3

N.A.

I-I

1'0

O'S - 1'1
(bottom) .

.

0'4 - 0'9

1'2 - 2'1
( bottom)
.

..

Turbidity values reflect presence of
suspended solids in"entrance area and Wctter
.
. Tokp r. ,po "nd Lake Cathie:

Calm conditions on Lakes; suspended
solids near en~ance;
Calm conditions on Lakes; suspended
solids near entrance;
Choppy conditions on lakes; suspended
solids near entrance; Cowarra Creek outlet turbidity 0.7 m;
Suspended solids near entrance;

.

20/11/81

.
1(12/SI

Open

Nil

Tidal

1'5

N.A.

1·2

..

.
12ii2/81

Open

1'0

O'S - 1'1
. (bottom)

.
..

Nil

~.A.

Tidol

09

N.A.

0'9

0'5

OS -1'0

Influx of tidal waters, calm conditfons;

.
Influx of tidal waters, humic brown
water colour largely absent;
"

Choppy conditfons on Lake lnne!?; ~?we~
turbidity ~n southern reaches of lake;

Data not" available; During 'tidal conditions rock fill associated with Kenwoo'd Drive Bridgl? prohibits ac'cess by boat to
~~~thh.·
.
-
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Input'of suspended solids to 'the syst~~w~sconfined toC6warra Creek
and to the villag~ ar~a. Source~ are presumed to be a function· of natural
and land-use induced eros i on within Cowarra Creek catchment together ,wi th
sediment-laden runoff from the village area (e.g.: road batters). All
remaining areas of the lagoonal system incorporate extensive areas of wet~
lands which isolate the waterbody from sediment sources. Water colour of
humic-brown was associated with, runoff from wetland areas, particularly
Innes Swamp and is believed to be related to the tanins present within
species such as M. quinquenervia.
. Dissolved Oxygen: Creighton (.1982) reviews the sources, concentr" ation levels and fluctuation of dissolved oxygen within estua"rine waters.
Criteria for dissolved oxygen levels vary. Usually these criteria are
simply the minimum observed und~r 'natural' conditions 'or, observed species
toxicity levels. The report of the National Technical Advisory Committee on
Water Quality (1968) recommends that the dissolved oxygen concentrations
,in coastal waters should not be less that 5.0 mg/l, except when natural
phenomena cause,' thi s val ue to be depressed. A val ue of 6.0 mg/l i srecommended
by the U.S. Water Quality Criteria Report (Environmental Protection
Authority, U.S.; 1973). Both documents suggest,that dissolved oxygen
concentration in marine and estuarine waters should not be less than 4.0 mg/l
at any time or place except where natural conditions cause this value to be
depressed. Hart (1974) recommends the adaption to Australian waters of
these criteria subject to recognition that"a lack of data exists on the
variability of dissolved oxygen concentrations and levels required by Austral'
ian species. As data become available it may be n'ecessary to alter these
, criteria.
At the period of project initiation it was proposed that the monitoring of dissolved oxygen levels over 24 hour periods would be undertaken, for
varying entrance conditions. Unfortunately, equipment availability, funding
and time constraints limited the collection of data to one survey only.
This survey ,was carried out in August 1981 when the ocean entrance was closed.
Transport mechanisms normally associated with dissolved oxygen concentrations include tidal currents, wind and wave action, vertical miXing,
fresh water ,flow and the relative partial, pressures of oxygen in the atmosphere and in the surface waters. ,In the case of thi s survey wi nd and wave
action, tidal and fresh water flow can be assumed to have had negligible
impact upon the concentrat i on 1eve 1s observed. Under the prevail ing hyd rOlogical and climatic conditions the survey therefore provides an indication
of the production and consumption of dissolved oxygen for the various sites.
The production in a localized area is a function of the photosynthetic
organisms within that area together with the oxygen made avai1able, to the
system from the atmosphere. The consumption of dissolved oxygen within a
localized area is primarily a function of the biochemical utilization/'
depletion of available, o x y g e n . '
,
,
Table A3-4presents data on the sites monitored including location,
, water depth, substrate, benthic flora and range of dissolved oxygen concentration over a 24 hour period. All sites displayed some degree of
diurnal variation. ,In most cases minimum concentrations are greater than
4 mg/l; The concentration ranges are similar to those, obtained from a
'survey using similar methods within the Camden Haven eS,tuary (Creighton,
1982). Limited detailed data are available for ~ther lagoonal ~ystems.
That data available (e.g.: Spencer, 1959; MacIntyre, 1967; Timms, 1973;
Study Group - University of Wollongong, 1979; Atkinson et. aL, 1981;
Poore, 1982) suggests 'that the Cathie-Innes lagoonal system displays similar
,fluctuations in dissolved oxygen concentrations to other N.S,W. coastal
lagoonal systems. It should be noted, however, that the reduced depth of
waters within the Cathie-Innes lagoonal system compared to depths within
, Lake Macquarie may preclude the occurrence of oxygen depletion phenomena,
as reported by MacIntyre, (1967)."
.
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TABLE

DIURNAL

A3- 4'

VARIATION

IN

DISSOLVED

OXYGEN

DISSOLVED
SITE

LOCATION

SITE

OXYGEN

DESCRIPTION
BOTTOM

SURFACE

Dense algae and scattered Rupia sp QverI

Lake Innes, centre of main bay, 2.1 m depth;
Lake Innes, sedge fringe

2
3

4

~

10 m landward

8'1

lying humus to 0.8 m depth;
~uncus

of shoreline, 0.8 m depth;

krausii, algae and Melaleuca stumps,

peaty substrate;

Lake Innes, Western Bay, 1. 2

~

-

Sample

Humus to 0.8 m depth, Melaleuca stumps in

depth;

mgtl;

RANGE.

10'2

at

7'2

mid- depth

-

9'0

3'1 - 9·0
5·2 - 8·2

5·6 - 8·4

water;
L:.lke Innes, Entrance delta, 1.0 m depth;

Sands, subject to intertidal influences

Sample

at

mid- depth

6'0 - 8'1

Sample

at

mid- depth

5·3 - 7·6

when ocean entrance open;

5
."
6
7

Lagoonal channel, below dug channel, 1.B m
• depth;

Sands;

Lagoonal channel, 2.1 m depth;

Scattered Zostera sp on sands;

4'3 - 7'9

4'6 - 8'0

Entrance channel, west of main bridge, 2.8 m

Sands;

5·7 - 7·1

4·0 - 6·6

Sands;

4'9 - 6'7

4'4 - 7'6

-

5-0 - 9'0

depth;

8

Entrance Channel, east of main bridge, 1.4m
denth'

9

Lake Cathie Channel, mid channel, 1.4 m depth

..

Sands with sparse Zostera sp

4·9

9'0

.

10

Lake Ca"thie, adjacent to shoreline of open,
.'

water, 0.8 m· deoth·

II

Lake Cathie, l.andward of open water
"S

m~tres,

approx~

Humus to 9.7 m depth, subject to

-Juncus krausii", peaty substrate

0.6 m depth;

Lake Cathie, centre of open water, 0.9 m
depth;
NOTES'

Sample

at

mid-depth

5·3 - 7·7

"

Sample

at

mid- depth

5·6 - 7·6

Sample

at

mid - depth

5·0 -7'1

..

..

12

inter~ldal

influences when ocean entrance onen·

..

Sparse algae and Rupia SP, humus to 0.7 m
deDth'

Refer to Figure A2-6 for display of the site locations; Survey period 26-28th August 1981; Ocean Entrance
closed since January 1981; Salanities ranged from 10.3 to 14.6%ofor different sites.

Salinity fluctuation

during the period of survey was virtually nil, with only very light winds, no wave action and no rainfall.
Turbidity (Secchi disc) was 0.5 m at locations 8/9, 10/11 and 12/13.
disc was clearly visible at bottom.

At all other locations the Sec chi

80 '

... :;

·

Sediments: Buchanan and Kain (1971) suggest that the nature of a'
sediment is determined by the complex interaction of a number of factors
which may be classified within three categories, viz.:factors determining source and supply of sedimentary material
'factors determining transportation
factors determining deposition.
The sediment types and their distributioA within the Cathie-Innes lagoonal
system reflect the interaction of these three categories. Termino10gyused
in the following description of sediments is based upon the Wentworth scale,
as detailed by Buchanan and Kain.
'
All areas of the Cathie Channel are dominated by sands, with the lack
of i~on staining in all sites remote from the ocean entrance suggesting a
Pleistocene source. These sand areas grade to ~uddy sands (10 - 50 percent
mud) in areas perifera1 to the main channel and in the associated intertidal
locations. Muds~(sand< 10 percent) areJarge1y absent from the channel areas.
Thi~ may be related to the limited source ~f f1uvati1e sediments with only
Cowarra Creek flowing unhindered by wetlands to the 1agoonai system. The
'lack of muds is also associated with the limited availability of depositional sites within Cathie Channel.
Depositional sites within the northern portions of Cathie Channel
(eg.: the channel west of the unnamed island group north of Cowarra Creek
entrance) display muddy sands with a large amount of fine detritus. This
'accumulation of fine detritus is associated with the erosion of the peat
deposits of the islands and shoreline. Inspection of available aerial photographs suggest that this erosion has occurred since the connection of Lake
Innes to the Cathie system and is the:resu1t of the imposition of tidal
flows on these areas. All small interconnecting channels in this area
display reverse deltas of washed sands., These sands originate from
the Pleistocene deposits that underlie the peats of the eroding shorelines.
,The detritus of these northern channe 1 backwater areas ; s absent from the
backwater areas of the lower channel. These areas are as previously
• described -muddy sands.
.
All sediments sampled within Cathie Channel, including those limited
areas of predominantly depositional conditions, displayed a mean grain size
within the range of 1.92 to 2.14 0 units. The ocean entrance berm, sampled
during entrance closure, displayed a similar range of mean grain size
(1.93 - 2.05 0 units). All samples, including the beach berm displayed a
quaiti1e deviation in the range of 0.33 to 0.36 0 units. These mean grain
sizes are well within the range of values found by Taylor (1972) for the
inlet channel area of the nearby Camden Haven barrier estuary (mean grain
size 1.62 to 2.67, deviation 0.23 to 0.62). The comparatively denser
cluster of mean grain size for the Cathie Channel confirms the expected
reduced variability in environmental conditions and sediment sources that
cha~acterize a lagoonal system.
.
Sediments within the dug channel are coarse to medium sands with
granules of indurate (mean grain size 0.77 0 units). This mean grain size
is well above the maximum found by Taylor (1972) during his extensive
, sampling of the Camden Haven estuary (maximum 0.91 0 units, Camden Haven
River above Watson Ta~lor Lake, lithic arkose composition). The dug
channel and Lake Innesentrance provide the only available documentation
of erosion rate and subsequent re-depo~ition that is associated with the
imposition of the tidal regime. The chane1 dug in 1933 was 6' wide and
2' deep (! 1;8 ~0.6 m). The dug channel in 1981 was surveyed at 33m wide
and 2.2 m deep~ The cha~ne1 is steeply sided with maximum depth achieved
within 2m of the shoreline. The volume of material removed from this area
over the period of 48 years is estimated to be of the order of 2,200 cubic
+

C'10c;on

of the dpn channel

ShOre] joe js c·ontinuinq.

v ..

"

The entrance af Lake Innes displays a reverse delta extending same
250m into. the Lake. A~rial phatagraphs indicate the pragradatian af this
delta aver the past 40 years. Sands af the reverse deJta display a m.ean
.
grain size gradatian fram 1.98 0 units adjacent to. the dug channel to. 2.13 0
units at a distance af same 200m fram the dug channel Quartile deviatian
at all sites sampled isin the range af 0.34 to. 0.36 0 units. These sands
are present 'to a depth af less than 0;5m overlying the silts and clays which
characterize the sediments af Lake Innes.
The sediments of Lake Innes and Lake Cathie are daminated by silts
and clays. Very fine sands may be present, particularly adjacent to. the
shareline margins. Overlying these silts and clays detritus is present in
varying quantities. In the Main Bay and adjacent to the entrance delta of
Lake Innes detritus farms a surface layer of less than 0,2m depth. The
Western Bay af Lake Innes and portians af Lake Cathie display a detritus
layer of up to 0.8 m in depth. In all remaining areas the detritus farms
a layer af 0.4 to 0.6m depth. The abundance af battam flara (algae species)
is related to. the depth of detritus with flara varying fram dense to. sparse
as a functian of increased depth af detritus.
Prior to the intrusian af the saline regime into" Lake Innes a series
of islandsdaminated the Sauthern Bay and the sauthern.areas af the Main Bay.
These small islands were vegetated with dominant species being M. quinquenervia
and C. proc~1'WTI. Aerial phatagraphs indicate the death af vegetatian and,
over time, the subsidence and erasian of these islands. At present remnants
of several of the larger islands can still be detected, with Melaleuca stumps
visible during tidal water levels. Prafessianal fishermen (abservations
circa 1940s) suggest that these islands were 'floating' and were camposed
entirely af vegetative matter. These islands may have had a simila~made
of farmatian as thase that ance daminated the Lagaan af Islands (Tyler, 1976).
Tyler's explanatian of the made af farmatian af islands within the Lagaon
af Islands is presented in Figure A3-7.
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A. Cross section of the basin showing
rhizomatous ~at With small Islands and underlYing water and peat with banded lake muds at the'
base. B. Caespilose sedge Care;c appressa raises soil above water level, and terrestrial.angiosperms
colont~ the tusso~k, C. As the Island spreads, bushes of Leprosptrmum and Clillistemon contribute
to the Island buildmg. D. Eventually,trees (Eucalyptus sp,) colonise some islands and the increasing
,~elght depresses the rhizomatous mat Forming a moat of water around thdsland. E, Waterlogging
cads to death of the Island, Woody remains of Former islands can be Found at the base of open
pools., F. Presumably, the rhizomatous reeds recolonise the pools .

Figure A3:"7

. P,rocess' of island building; Lagoon of Islands
(after ,Tyler. 1976) ',,,
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. Tidal Gauging: Figure A3-8 displays the location of all the
and gauging stations that were used during the collectio~ of
tidal data. These stations and boards 'were also used during the flood
simulation exercise, November 1981. Tidal gauging was first attempted'
during late 1980. A Braystroke current meter, obtained on loan from the,
. Water Resources Commission, was used to collect data on the tidal tharacteriitics of the dug channel.'
.
.
A full tide cycle within the dug channel was monitored on the 21st
November,1980. The tidal cycle monitored represented a 1.8 m oceanic
variation with a amplitude of 1.2 m at the Main Bridge. For the entrance
condition of the surveyperiod, tidal chara.cteristics of the dug channel
were as fo 11 ows: ______ ..
.- -.~.--- ..
---_ ..
tid~boards

TIDAL GAUGING, DUG CHANNEL, 21/11/80
Total Flow flood
'. 7.06 X 10 5 m3
Total Flbwebb
2;31 x 10 5 m3
Vmax - flood
1. 12m/sec .
Vmax -·.ebb
:0:2 m/sec
· Tidal Lag (Direction of Flow): 4 hours (flood),. 4.8 hours (ebb);
1.3 hours (flood), 0.9 hours (ebb);
Tidal Lag (Stage Height).
Tidal Amplitude
0.185 m
.
· Freshwater Flow
Nil (refer to previ ous di scussi on
of sal inity);
:

...

· Figure A3-9 displays the dug channel profile and across-channel .
stations used in. this .exercise. Figure A3-10 displays average velocity
as.a function of time for the four across-channel stations. Tidal waters
for this event did not proceed past the narrow. neck of Lake Innes, just
north. of the Southern Bay.
The flow is skewed both in Velocity and volume towards the flood tide.
Volume distortion may be the result of pumping action of tides combined ~tth
wind action,creating hydraulic gradients not characteristic to normal tidal
conditions. Given the relative storage areas and thus the hydraulic gradient it is suggested that except in the case of significant fresh water
runoff, maximum tidal velocities will be experienced on the flood tide.
This has led to the formation of the extensive reverse delta within the
entrance area of Lake Innes.
Instru~ent failure' prohibited full cycle tidal gauging at Kenwood
Drive bridge during 1980. The tidal characteristics were however, obser.ved
over a series of tidal cycles. Kenwood Drive bridge separating Lake Cathi.e
from the remainder of the lagoonal system was found to reduce the tidal
inte~change of waters within Lake Cathie.
For the entrance condition of
November 1980, no tidal flushing of Lake Cathie occurred below a ocean tide
.·height of 1.4 metres. The rockfil1 beneath the bridge was surveyed at 0.2m
R.L. (pers. comm .. Department of Public Works).
The tidal flow under the b~idge varied in direction during nonnal
tidal cycles as a function of relative water level i~ the main channel.
For example,' during the late period of a flood tide, once the waters of the
main channel were of sufficient height, flow to Lake Cathie was initiated.
Flow to Lake Cathie continued during the early stages of the ebb tide.
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Outflow from Lake Cathie replaced inflow as the ebb tide proceeded. By
mid-ebb tide the waters draining from Lake Innes provided sufficient head
.. for further inflow to Lake Cathie. Inflow continued until ebb tide water
·levels prohibited flow.·Outflow from Lake Cathie then proceeded until] the
level of the rock fill was reached or alternatively until water level in
the main channel was sufficient to produc~ inflow. This reduced period
cyclical flow varied as a function of ocean tide levels and ~ntrance condition.
.
.
. The Departm~nt of Public Works carried out full tidal gauging of the
system during April 1982 (Public Works Department, in preparation). Table
A3-5summarizes the results of this investigation.
TABLE.A3-5:

TIDAL

GAU~ING,

22nd APRIL, 1982 (PWD, in prep.·)
Main Bridge

Tidal Range (m);
Ebb
0.270
.0.370
Flood
Maximum recorded velocity(m/s) :
Ebb
0.195
Flood
0.405
Maximum Discharge (m 3 /s):
Ebb
10.4
Flood
32.5
. Vol ume (m 3 x 10 5 )
Ebb
2.26
Flood
3.64

Lake Cathie

Lake Innes

0.051
0.061

0.105
0.115 .

0.048
0.094

0.256
0.564

0.30
0~94

0.06
0.12

10.8
25.8
1.93
3.16

Tidal ranges for the three.sites are summarized below together with
tidal ranges for the same period at Fort Denison and Crowdy Head.
Flood-Ebb
Ebb-Fldod
. Delay (mins)
Main Bridge (TB2)
0.28
0.32
6
Lake Cathie (T85)
0.05
0.06
24
Lake Innes (T88)
0.11
0.115
}4
Fort Denison ·1.34
1.38
Actual
1.4
1.4
Predicted
Crowdy Head 1.39 .
Actual·
1. 36
Figures A3-11, 12 and 13 provide comparisons of water levels for all
tide boards and Fort Denison .. · Figure A3-14 displays the discharge characteristics for the Main Bridge, Lake Cathie and Lake Innes. The cross--sectional
area of thethtee sites and the velocity at metering areas is presented in
. FiguresA3-15, 16and 17. Comments on these results are as follows:. Very low tidal ranges were recorded at all tideboard locations.
These phenomena were caused by the presence of ocean entr·ance shoa 1ing. In
this instance the driving ocean tide had to complete nearly half its own
flood· cycle before the water had risen to sufficiently high level to
establish· complete flood cycle conditions inside the lagoonal system .
. Tidal. gradients as monitored by tideboards either side of the Main
. bridge shovied a slight variation. It is suggested that the Main bridge
provides a partial but possiblY inconsequential restriction to tidal flows
for th~ given entrance condition. Scour holes near the Main bridge may be
largely the result of flood flows rather than tidal flows.
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.The observed tidal range upstream of Kenwood Drive Bridge was very
reduced (Tideboards 5 and. 6). Additionally, the peak values for these tideboards were much lower than those encountered at tideboard4, located on the
. downstream side of the bridge. This shows conclusively that the present construction is significant in infl uencing tidal behaviour in Lake Cathie .
.-. Gauging at Lake ·Cathie was carried out well upstream·of Kenwood
DriV~ bridge.
Changes in direction of flow and modulation ~f velocities
while observed, were not as marked as those observed by the author at the .
bri dge duri ng 1ate 1980.
.
· Tidal range for the Main bridge «0.4m) was greatly reduced for
this survey compared ·with that observed by the author during late 1980
("'102m). This may be. accounted for by variation in the .shoaling at the
ocean entrance together with the influence of variation in ocean tide.
ranges (1. 39 metres - PWD survey, 1. 8 metres - 1980 survey). •
· Tidal flows in the dug channel displayed similar: characteristics
for both surveys. Variation in volumes, velocities and tidal range may
be partially accounted for by variation in ocean t.ide range and entrance
cond it ion. The rna rked difference in vo 1urnes for flood fl ows and t ida 1 1a.g
based on direction of flow suggests that the configuration of the lagoonal
syste~ together with variation in ocean entranc~ condition and ocean tide
levels may significantly alter the tidal characteristics of the system.
It is suggested that scale or computer modelling of the system would be
required to accurately predict tidal flows, entrance behaviour and
sedimentation within the system.
· Simulated F160d Study: A channel through the ocean entrance berm
(surveyed at2.5 m R.L during July, 1981) was dug by bulldozer on 5th
November, 1981. The channel was opened at 1600 hours with appreciable
flow by 1800 hours. Tide boards installed at the Main Bridge, Kenwood
.
Drive bridge (upstream and downstream), the dug channel and Lake Innes were
monitored for the foll owi ng fi ve days. . Stream gaugi ng was effected at
Kenwood Drive bridge and the dug channel f6rthefirst sixteen hours of
run:.out. With water levels prior to opening at 1.39m R.L. this exercise • f
provides data that would be comparative to a significant flood event
. within the Cathie-Innes system ..
Figures A3-18, '19, 20 and 21 summarize the relevant data. Figure
A3.:18 presents the storage areas for Lake Innes, Lake Cathie and the
remainder of the lagoonal system (principally Innes Swamp) as a function tif
stage height. These relationships are based upon planimetered areas and
observed variation in storage as a function of water level. Planimetered
areas correspond to the mapped land units of the lagoonal land system as .
detailed within Appendix 2. The storage-level relationships presented bY'
this figure do not account for variation in microrelief within the lagoonalc
land system, nor do they account for any loss in storage area that can be·:.
. attributed to the volume of the ~tandirig vegetation. The relati~nships are
therefore approximate but of sufficient accuracy for the purposes of this
investigation.
..
·
'. :
.
..
Figure A3-19 presents the relationship between discharge through the
dug channel arid variation in head between the dug channel and the Main
bridge; Maximum recorded di scharge of 85.57 m3 /sec was recorded on 7th
November when. tidal influences allowed for an increased head between Lake
Innes and the ocean entrance. During the first 22 hours of discharge no
tidal effects were observable at the Main bridge. Once flow was established,
discharge via the dug channel ~aswithin the range of 52 to 55 m3 /sec with
a maximum velotity of 0.75 m/sec (Head: Main bridge/dug thannel: 0.25m)
Total discharge in the first 22 hours via the dug channel was of the·order
of 4.2x 10 6 m3 • . From water level data and Figure A3-18 it is estimated
. that thi s di scharge represents 56·percent of the total di scharge fr.om Lake
Innes for this period.' Discha.rgethrough the adjacent wetlands for this
22 hour period is estimated to have, occurred at a rate of 42 m3 /sec for a
total·Volume of 3.32 x 10 6 m3 •
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Fi gure A3-20 di spl ays stage versus di scharge for Kenwood Dri ve
bridge, presenting the. discharge-head relationship predicted from collected.
data, the theoretical discharge head relationship and discharge from an
equivalent box' culvert. All data presentE!dwere collected and. interpreted
by the Department of Pub 1i c Works, Coffs Harbour. During the fi rs t 16 hours
of run-out, once flow was established, di~charge was within the range of
.
8.0 to 8.7 m3 /sec. Maximum recorded velocity for this period was 1.6 m/sec.
Increased head betWeen Lake Cathie and the ocean entrance during the later
period of the run-out allowed for higher velocities. The Kenwood Drive
· bridge,as displayed in FigureA3-20 provides a restriction to flow with
the observed discharge~head relationship being well exceeded by the theoretical discharge-head relationship.
.
FigureA3-21 di~plays all data collected on water levels for the
system over the peri od of the fi ve days of run-out. Water 1eve 1s in the
dug channel increas~d as. a functi~n of tidal influences 70 hours aft~r the.
start of run-out. Water ·level increase in Lake Cathie entrance channel
was not apparent until some 110 hours after the initiation of run-out.
Figure A3-21 also provides dClta on the rate of drainage of the wetlands
associated with Lake Innes. At 41 hours after the start of run~out water
levels were equivalent to the dug channel shoreline. All wetland areas
apart from the lower backswamp areas were above water level after 63 hours ..
To quote Fox (1969): such a cataclysmic change in water regime is disast~
raUB to nesting waterbirds and to' plant communities adjusted to slow rises
and faUs of fresh water. I f the dug channel was fill ed and revegetated
run-out would be over a longer period with flow across the levee area
· restricted by the wetland vegetation.
Previously calculated discharge
rate for the wetland area indicates that discharge for such an event to
the level of the levee would be over a period exceeding four days. Given
theheight of the levee at '" 0.7 m R.L:. flow would cease while water is
still retained within most of the Innes wetlands. The northern shoreline
levee of Lake Innes is estimated to be at an elevation 6f 0.4 m . R.L. A
water level Of 0.7m R.L . implies that water of 0.3 to 0.5 m depth would
be retained throughout the Innes wetland system.
Artifi ci a1 ocean entrance openings under such a regime wou 1d result
in reduced but possibly sti 11 substantial impact upon the biota. Full
consideration of the impacts of artificial openings upon biota should be
incorporated within a management plan for the catchment. Refer to Appendix
4 and Appendix 5 for further detail of this aspect .
. Flood Estimation: The Cathie-Innes lagoonal catchment of 116.44
sq. km. is surrounded by the catchments of the Camden Haven and Hastings
barri er estuaries and the small Bonny Hi 11 scoas ta 1 1agoon catchment. The
catchment, all sub-catchments, major streams and fl ood-l i ab 1e 1ands resul ting .
from this investigation are displayed in Map 1.
.
. .
A total of
ten sUb-catcHments· have been delineated. Of these
· ten sub-catchments, the Lake Cathie, Cowarra Creek, Cathie Channel .and Innes
Swamp sub-catchments are components of the Cathie lagoonal system. Honeysuckle Creek, Karikeree Creek, Timberline, Touchwood and Western Bay subcatchmentsdrai~ to Lake Innes.
The Coastal Sands SUb-catchment drains to
either the incorporated dune-wetland complex or to the ocean. A drain,
constructed during heavy mineral mining operations, connects the dunewetland complex to Innes Swamp. For the purposes of later investigation,
the dune wetland complex is assumed to be isolated from the Innes Swamp
complex. Similarly, it is assumed that the Innes Swamp SUb-catchment is
isolat~d from the Koo100mbung Creek sub-catchment of the Hastings catchment.
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TABLE A3-6
. Water Body

Sub-Cat"chment
,

Lake Cathie

C~arra

.'

Creek

Cathie· Channel

l

Lake Cathie

,

"

SUB-CATCHMENT AREA; STREAM AND STORAGE CHARACTERISTICS
Total Area
km 2

Area of
Hinterland
km 2

Flood-Liable
Area
km 2

-;-

Honeysuckle Creek
,Karikeree Creek

Stream
Characteristics

6.02

3.81

2.21

Incipient, <2 km;

32.10

29.91

2.19

0.41

0.23

0.18

CowarraCreek and tributaries';
Nil;

11. 91 '

5.28

6.63

Nil;

18.53

13.14

5.39

Honeysuckle Creek and
tributaries;

13.74

13.43

Cathie Channel

. 'Innes ,Swamp ,
,

"

Lake Innes

,

0.31
- .

'Karikeree Creek

Timberline

3.12

2.34

. 0.78

Incipient, <3 km;

Touchwood
Wes tern Bay ,.~d.
, Lake -:-

8.41

3.98

0~43

Incipient, <2 km;

9~32

5.57

3.75

Incipient, <3 km;

7.47

N .A.

N.A.

Coas'tal Sands,

Isolated

The areas of the waterbodies under tidal conditions are as follows:-

Nil

4.64 km 2 '
Lake Innes:
Lake 'Cathie:
0.32km 2
Cathie Channel: 0.45 km 2

00

m
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To provide data on floods and fl ood U ab 1e 1ands two methods of
investigation were utilized. Firstly, through the application of aerial
photographi c i nterpretati on 1and areas were grouped withi n : specific hydrological provinces. Design flood estimation techniques provide a second
method of appraisal of the catchment; Both methods are detailed in the
following discussion.
,

.

. . Fl ood-liab 1e 1ands: Appendi x 2 provi des deta il of the method of
aerial photographic i nterpret'ation that a 11 owed for the mapping and description of catchment lands. Catchment lands were mapped within land
systems. Land units were mapped for the Coastal Sands and Lagoonal land
· systems. This method provides for the description of hydrological processes
within the catchment. Land areas can be grouped with; n three di screte hydrological classes:~ free drainin~, local run-on depressions and waterlogged
areas and, areas subject to inundation as a function of lagoonal water level.
Map 1 .displays the land areas of the catchment within these particular
classes. ,
.
. .
. Those'areas'described.as subject to inundation as a function of
lagoonal water-level are defined as flood':'liable. Generally there is a
, steep sca rp between these 1and areas and the adj acent hinterl and .. Burrawan
Shores estate a~d alluvial areasassociated'with major cre~ks pro~ide
exceptions to this generality. To provide a basis for future planning and
the evaluation of development options,detailed topographic mapping is
.
required in,the Burrawan'Shores area. Topographic mapping would allow for
the precise definition of flood-liable lands as a function of water level .
. All development pre-1978 is believed to be above known flood levels .. The
event of 1978 which washed out both approaches to Kenwood Drive bridge did ,.
not result in flooding of the housing of this estate. Water levels for
, this event wer~estimated at 2.5m
R.L, (pers. comm., Hastings Municipal
· Council). No data are available that would indicate the frequency of floods
of higher level. In a later section maximum combined storm surge and wave
setup is estimated to be of the order of 2.6 mR:L .. The combination of
a maximum storm surge and a significant rain event such as a severe cyclonic
depressi on woul d be expected to result in hi gher water 1eve 1s .
.
, . .
.
.
Design Flood :E'S'timation:Characteristics of the ten delineated sub":
catchm~nts ofCathle.:.;lnnes system are summarized in Table A3-6.
Methods of de~ign flood,estimation 'such as the Rational method or
its modification by McDermott and Pilgrim (1982) provide an estimation of
the.magnitude .of the peak flow, rate at a site on a particular stream for
a given time interval. These methods do not incorporate the effect.,of
significant storages and waterbodies nor do these methods incorporate the
effect of tidal water levels and storm surges on the rate of discharge.
.
.
.
.
'The following assumptions were formulated to allow for the application
of the ~1cDermottand Pil grim method to the 1agoona 1 system:. Storm surge and tidal effects. are assumed to have no impact on the
rate of discharge. Given the characteristics of discharge detailed previously for the 1981 event this assumption is valid for all but extreme
ocean levels. During extreme events flow is ,expected to be initially retarded.
causing a further increase in water level throughout the system. Following
,the decline of the storm surge discharge is assumed to approximate that
:calculated ,given the controlling effect of the restrictions to flow (Kenwpod Drive. bridge, the dug channel,the Main bridge and the ocean entrance).
-

.
. For tidal conditions normal runoff coefficients are appl ied to all
areas of the hinterl and and the fl ood-l i ab 1e 1ands. Runoff coeffi ci ents for
the waterbodies are assumed to be 100 percent;. Storage effects are assumed'
· to have negligible impact upon the peak dfscharge.

. "': r
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TABLE .A3-8 :.
RETURN·

PERIOD

(Years)

Liike Innes

2

5

10

20

50

100

95.46 .
.150.63

117.25
175.73

145.18
211.03

227.09
284.96

318.89
365.58

15.09
25.04

24.18
32.90

34.40
41.41

- tidal·
- high water

65.14
110.96

Lake Cathie

-- tidal
- high water

6.56·
13.46

9.77
18.12

Cathie Channel

- tidal
- high water

49.51
68.92

72.84
96.21

89.69
114.46

111.21
139.09

174.86
199.01

246.66
266.45

Entire Catchment - tidal
.- high water

121.21
193.34

178.07
264.96

.219.05
311.09

271.48
375.16

426.13
516.87

599.95
673.44

.

ESTIMATED'
FLOOD

FLOOD DISCHARGES FOR VARIOUS RETURN PERIODS

.

12.11
20.90 .

I

DISCHARGE
(m 3/sec)
-

. I

.

--

00
.00
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. For hi gh water 1eve 1 condi tions norma 1 ru~off coeffi cients are
applied to.
areas of the hinterland. Runoff coefficients for the water. bodi es and the flood 1i ab 1e 1ands are assumed to be 100 percent. storage
effects are assumed to have negl i gib.le impact upon the peak discharge. The'
ocean entrance is assumed to open coinci dent with the rai n . event. Di scharge
associated with the water level prior to the event can be'calculated for
Lake Cathie and Lake Innes from the data provided in previous analysis.
Th~ method of McDermott and Pilgrim (i 982) was appl i~d t~ the system
for return periods of·2, 5, 10, 20, 50 and 100 years. Runoff coefficients
for these time periods are presented in Table A3-7.

all

TABLE A3-7:,

RUNOFF COEFFICIENTS FOR VARIOUS RETURN PERIODS

Return Period (years)

5

2

.219

Runoff Coefficient

.264

'.

10

20

50

100

,300

; 324,

.478

.623

The critical duration of rainfall, tcwas calculated using,the entire
catchment area; i.e'.:
0.38
. ,
tc= 0;76A
{= 4:63 hours) '.
wher.e: . tc:. critical duration of rainfall (hours)
A : catchment area '(= 116.44 km 2 )
'

,

To all O\~ for the. predi cti on of di scharge fo'r component areas of the catchment design flood estimates were calculated for the following areas:- the
entire catchment, Lake Cathie, Lake . Innes and Cathie Channel; ,
,

For tidal conditions the relationship can be written as:Q(Y),= ();278 c(Y).

I (t"Y).

Al +0.278 (1). I(t;Y)~.

A2

Nomencl ature is as fo 11 ows:
design flood magnitude
(~3/sec)
.runoff . coefficient
design rainfall intensity (mm/hr)
combined area of hinterland and flood'liable lands (kui 2 )
area of waterbody
. (km ) 2

. Q(Y)
C(Y)
T(t;Y)
Al

Az

For high water level c~nditions the relationship can be written as.fcillows:Q(Y)

=

0,278 C(Y).I(t,Y).Aa

+ 0.278 (1).'i(t,Y)A q

A3 :area of hinterland
A4: combined a~ea of water body and f1ood-liablel~nd~:
,
. .
Estimated flood discharges for the defined return periods are preS~~ted in
Table A3-8.
where:

While the data presented in Table,A3-8 are based ona series, of
assumptions there exists a correlation between the 5 year flood event tidal conditions and the previously presented discharge data Jorthe
artificial opening in November, 1981. This correlation is appl icable for
the calculated discharge rates for both Lake Cathie and Lake Innes.
KenWood Drive bridge was critical to flow for the November, 1981
event. Given the prev';ouslY documented tidal flow restriction, associated
with KenwoodDri lie bri dge it is suggested that the bri dge woul d. provi de a.
restriction to flow for all, flood events of return period of two years or
greater. The increased water 1eve 1s associ ated wi th thi s restri cti on to ,
'. flow may resu.lt in localized flooding, including the overtopping of the
causeway and the wash out of the bridge approaches as occurred in 1978.
USing the data presented in Table A3-8and the previously presented data
on discharge characteriStics for Kenwood Drive bridge it is suggested that
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overtopping would occur under any of the following conditjons:
Entrance open. tidal water levels
50 and 100 year flood events
Entrance closed. water levels >1.7m A.H.D. ,all flood events
Entrance clo~ed. water leveis >1.3m A.H.D. ,5,' 10. 20, 50 and 100 year
fl ood events
Entrance closed. water levels >l.lm A.H.D.
10. 20,' 50 and 100 year
fl ood events
Entrance closed, water levels >0.7m A.H.D.
20, 50 and 100 year flood
.,
events
It 1S recommended that Kenwood Drive bridge be enlarged to allow for
both tidal ventilation and unrestricted run out of flood waters. The data
presented in previous discussion can be used as a guideline to detennine
the extent of such restoration works. The data al so provide guidelines for
any further bridge construction that may occur within the catchment,including·the replacement in the long tenn of'the Main bridge. Design criteria
for a weir and/or levee emplacement that may be constructed to separate
Lake Innes from the Cathie lagoonal system are also provided by this data .
. Coastal Processes: Creighton and ~lorgan (1982) present all available data on coastal processes within the adjacent Camden Haven region.
The following revi ew ,of coastal processes is based upon the data presented,
in Creighton and Morgan., Additional data that is, pertinent to the Tacking
Point embayment and the the explanation of entrance processes are detailed.
Wave Climate: Wave data have not been collected offshore from the
study area. Data are available for Coffs Harbour, Newcastle and Botany Bay
(e.g.: Druery, and Nielson, 1980; Riedel and Byrne, 1981). Interpolation
of this data suggests that within the embayment the wave climate is moder:"
, ate to high with offshore significarit wave heights of 1.5 metres being
exceeded at least 50 percent of the time. This wave climate is dominated
by storm events from the southeast. Severe storm events from the 'north '
east occur at longer intervals.
,
Wind Cl imate: , Wind cl imate is affected by the coastal configuration
, and the sheltering effects of headlan,ds. Den Exter (1975) suggested that
close correlation exists between resultant local wind direction and landward sand movement. Transgressive dunes in the northern portion of the
Tacking Point embayment were found by'Den Exter to be aligned in the
direction of dominant south easterly winds (Figure A3-22).
Stonn Surge arid Wave Setup: Maximum combined stonn surge and wave,
~etup is estimated to be 2.6 metres '(R.L.);,
The following components
are incorporated within this estimatio~:Estimated Storm Surge
0.3 m
Estimated Wave Setup
1.3 m
1.Om
Estimated Spring Tide Allowance
Creighton and Morgan (1982) present detailed discussion as to the applicabi 1Hy of these estimates. Past events and extent 6f foreshore erosion
associated'with these events support these estimates. Recent events well
, documented by the local Press include:May 1963
coastal foreshore erosion and erosion of
the northern approaches'iothe Main bridge;
September 1967 ' ,
coastal foreshore erosion;
May. August~ Dec., 1968: coastal foreshore erosion;
June~ August,' 1974
coastal foreshore erosion, erosion of northern approathes of M~in bri,dge and adjacent
pi cni careas;
.
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FIGURE A3-22 : RELATIONSHIP
ONSHORe:

WIND

BETWEEN

DUNE

RESULTANT

ORIENTATION

(Den

AND

EFFECTIVE

Exter, 1975 )

Local and Offshore Currents: Den Exter ·(1975) cites Chen (1957)
who reported that the dominant current direction in the Port Macquarie area
as being offshore, with an onshore movement only during January. Chen
related these current patterns to seasonal changes of the coastal wind
systems, the effect of migrating tropical water masses and, the upwelling
of bottom waters. Hamon and Tranter (1971) noted a strong upwelling
adjacent to Laurieton from August to October 1971. This upwelling has
been further researched by Rockford (1982). Algal blooms (red weed Ceramiwn sp.) observed in the ne·arshore ·area during the Spring or 1980
and 1981 may be associated with this upwelling . Attempts to trace the
longshore movement of this red weed were unsuccessful.
Nearshore currents of varying directions were observed during field
work for the project: For example, during September 1980, associated with
a north-easterly swell of approximately two to three metres, a north to
south nearshore current flow was observed from Tacking Point south to
Diamond Head. Extensive reworking of onshore and offshore bar formations
accompanied this event. South-east swells during the winters of 1980 and
1981 were observed to generate a str·ong northerly drift, interrupted at
intervals by rip currents oblique to the shore. Sand transport northwards
.accompanied these storm events.
Given the prevailing south-easterly wave climate and the seasonal
presence of .a nearby upwelling, it is suggested that .a northward drift

Exposed aboriginal midden,
eroding foredune,
Lake Cathie;

Beach access, Lake Cathie
village, stabilization
programs are required;

Bank erosion, entrance
channel; storm event
September 1974;
Photo courtesy of NSW
Soil Conservation Service;

Heavy mineral mining,
Christmas Bell Plains, 197
Photo courtesy of NSW
Soil Conservation Service;
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predominates.

This conforms with the findings of Druery and Nielsen (1980):

Littoral Dri ft and Onshore Sand Losses: Roy (pers. comm.) suggested
that the embayment may be .best treated as a portion of an open compartment.
Variation in Holocene barrier development·throughout the region supports
such an assumption. A transition in Holocene bar~ier deve10p~ent is
apparent from Crowdy Head embayment through to Tackirig Point embayment .
. Holocene barrier development varies from extensive in the south to minimal
within the Tacking Point embayment. :
.
There has been to date no site-specific investigation of littoral and
.' aeolian processes within the Tacking Point embayment. Site-specific studies
of littoral drift in other areas·of the north coast include the following:'
Riedel and Byrne (198l) - Diamond Beach: northward loss of 10,000m 3 p.a'.
Druery and Niels~n (1980) - Hastings Engrance: northward loss of20,000m 3 p.a ..
Van Kervoort (1980) -Coffs Harbour region; northward loss of 30,000 to
100,000m 3 p.a~·'
'
.
PWD (Coast Eng. Bra'1ch - pers;,,:comm.) - Tweed region: northward loss of
.
'
300,000m 3 p~a.
With this dat'a -·providing a contexf, and noting the wave cl imate, onshore
currents and beach shape of the embayment, it is postulated ,that the embayment is subject to a northward 1 ittoral drift pattern. Quantitatively, this
littoral drift is estimated to be of the order of 20,000m 3 , ~.a. (~s'for
Druery and Nie1sen's'sou"thern coast cell'). This estimation does not
account for any sand by-passing that may be associated with Tacking Point.
Presently dctive transgressive dunes 6ccur to the north of the lagoonal
entrance. These transgressive dunes have been active at least since 1940
(available aerial photographic coverage). Watt (1972) recorded that the
blowout area extended over some 20 hectares with a frontal dune length of
7,038 metres. No assessment of annual losses associated with these trans.;.
gressive dunes is available. The presence of this blowout does however
suggest that the nett attoral drift past the lagoonal entrance is in excess
of the previously estimated 20,OOOm 3 p.a. 3
.
Onshore Geology: Appendix 2 provides detail of the Holocene and Pleistocene barrier development within the embayment (refer to land units cjf the
Coastal Sands .land system). Three separate barriers and remnants thereof'
of Pleistocene age are mapped. A late -'P1eistocene barrier lies adjacent
to the beach zone and is partially obscured by the formation of the Holocene
barri er and the present ly-acti lie transgress i ve dunes. The absence of a .
significant separate barrier of Holocene age within the embayment may be
attributed to changes in the littoral drift pattern associated with changes
in sea level.
.
Indurated sand is exposed throughout the embayment during peri ods of
short-term beach erosion. Evidence of recent erosion is readily avail able .
. (e.g.: aerial photographs, exposed aboriginal middens, local Press reports).
Use and Management: Inspection of available aerial photographs
suggests that changes in beach profile, erosion, acretion and sand drift,
while being associated with natural processes, are prim~rily a function of
use (e.g. : access pOints, heavy mineral,mining,. urbanization).
Access points are present at varied intervals throughout the embayment .. A large number of local izederosion points are within Lake Cathie
urban area. Restoration works and the control of access to a particular
series of points is required. • The construction of board and chain vehic1ar'
and pedestrian access points may be justified in areas of high use (e.g.:
adjacent to the. lagoonal entrance). In this area road works are also'
required to divert run-off.
: .
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FIGURE A3- 23: HEAVY
POINT

MINERAL
MINING
EMBAYMENT;

~1.L.12.15;

.Grants

Head

~Iined

I

TACKING

by Z.R.L. 1956 to 1963;

2

H.L.20;· Nined by N.D. 1974;

3

H.L.17;

~1ined

by H.D ..

4

~1.L.21;

~1ined

by

5

P.H.L.4; Hined. by

~1.

1967 to 1968;

D. 1974;

A.~1.

c. L. 1971;
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The urban area adjacent to and south of the 1agoon entrance has been
subject to a series of significant erosive events. In an attempt to control
erosion,rock and gravel fill has been emplaced along the erosive scarp of
thepresentshorel ine ... To provide long-term protection it is suggested that
sand fY'om the entrance berm be re-positionedand stabilized with vegetation.
Recognition of coastal processes should be incorporated within the assessment
of any future development proposals for this area.
The 1ocati on of economi c depos its of heavy mi neral s withi n the embayment is presented in Figure A3-23; These deposits are of the beach placer
. type (Winward. 1974). being concentrated by wave action and later removed
from the provenance of water activity by ·shore li ne progradati on and sea
level reduction.
.
.
Figure A3-23 also provides information on the mining of these deposits .
. All operations were with dredges and floating concentration plants except
at Tacking Point where the land-based plant was fed initially by dragline
and later by dredge (pers. comm .• Associated Minerals ltd.. Mineral
Deposi ts ltd.). While no precise data on recovery from past operations is
available. remining may be economically warranted at a later date. Further··
mining leases within the area have been: the subject of recent mining proposals. It would appear that local groups with the support of Hastings
Municipal Council have effected the sterilization of this resource.
The rehabilitation of the areas miried was car~ied out in accordance
wi th the requi rements of the Department of Mines at the time. The emphasi s
was on stabilization of the sand mass with plants such as spinifex grc:ss
(s. hir8utus).Acacia spp. (e.g.: A. longifoZia) and bitoubush (c. moni';'
lifera). No emphasis was given to restoration of topography and naturallY·
occurring vegetative species.
Entrance:Processes: The data presented in preceding discussion
provides a context for the examination of lagoonal entrance processes.
Fi gure A3-24 presents all avail ab 1e data on entrance condi ti on (open/ closed) .
The entrance can be best described as being subject to periodic closure
by berm progradation. Berm progradation results from periods of high
energy constructi ve swell under conditions where streamdi scharge and ti da 1
scour is insufficient to maintain the outlet. Aeolian processes assist in
the progradation of the beach berm.
.

.

. Data avai 1ab 1e on entrancecondi tion is i ncomp Tete. Some general
comments can. however, be inferred from this data. The period prior to
1933 represents the Cathie lagoonal system in 'natural' condition (i.e.:
prior to the connection of lake Innes to the Cathie system. the construction
of the road bridges and the imposHionof an artificial opening regime).
While data is incomplete. entrance condition prior to 1933 would seem to
vary with a long period between events.
Data for the period 1933 to 1959 (first road bridge constructed in.
1959) is incomplete. The documented artificial openings in the late 1930s
are associated with the intention of the time to convert. the wetlands surrounding lake Innes to arable lands.
Data for the period 1959 to 1972 is again incomplete. Entrance con~
dition would seem to have been of medium to short-term period. with artificial openings common. The present inain road bridge was constructed in
1974 .. The time span 1972 to present displays extremely short period entrance
condi.tlon with a large majorityof the openings being ·artificial.
While the data is tncomplete it should be noted that Dick records 26
closures in the period 1933 to 1974. Data have been available to account
for 12 of these closures. Presumably some additional 14 closures must be
incorporated within the figure for the period 1933 to 1974. This would imply
an entrance closure rate of once every 1.6 years (1933-74) as COinpared to a

FIGURE A3- 24: RECORD
NOTES:

DATA

ON

OCEAN

ENTRANCE

CONDITION

1840's - Entrance variable, no precise record of a] I. events
(Refer to Appendix 1);
1850's to 1908 - No recorded data;
1933 to 1974 - Dick records 26 closures for this peTi~d, data
is available on 12 of these closures and is
recorded on the figure;
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I
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OPENING

SCALE:
80mm
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.

1.1 years for the period 1974 to 1983.
Following the artifici·a1 opening of the entrance in November, ·1981 .
the Department of Public WorkS instigated a data collection ,system (voluntary
observer, Mr. Turne~i Lake Cathie). Data collected include entrance configurati on, weather and wave condi t ions, beach p.rofil e, entrance berm profil e and
water level (ocean entrance closed) . Entrance configuration over the period
November 1981 to May 1983 is presented in Figure A3-25. .Comments on entrance
behaviour based on these observations are as fo110ws:. The entrance channel· moves north-south between the headlands as a
. function of prevail ing wind/wave c1 imate.,During. periods of south-east wind
and wave climate the entrance channel moves to·the north, the direction of
prevailing littoral drift. Prevailing wind direction (e.g., Den Exter, 1975)
assists in the landward movement of beach sands. North-easterly wind and
wave conditions may, reverse the direction of entrance channel movement,. directing' the' entrance channel towards the southern headland and/or assisting
in the creati on of secondary channels through the beach berino
.
Significant rainfa 11 events result in entrance channel scour and
~e-alignment of the channel.
High tide levels, such as spring tides may result in a similar
re-alignment of'the entrance channel.
'
The ~cretion and configuration of sand, shoals in the upper channel
area reflects prevail ing wind conditions and the current direction downstream of the Main bridge. During tidal gauging exercises (PWD, in prep.)
it was noted that ti'da1 flow was constricted by bridge abutments, causing
,eddy flows in the'nearby channel areas. These eddy flows are reinforced
bY. the oblique angle of the bridge to the direction of ebb and flood flows;
. High tidal flows and moderate to heavy swell conditions assist in
the landward movement of beach sands.
Temporary closures of the entrance channel occurred on two occasions
during 1982. Similar temporary closures are not likely to have been recorded
in the data used to produce Figure A3-24. Actual frequency of entrance
~losur~,may be greater than that previously detailed in this discussion.'
The ~onfiguration of th~ entrance channel during the periods of temporary closure, is documented within Fi 9ure A3-25. In the fi rst occurrence "
(entrance closed less than one week) the channel was re-established during
a period of , southerly winds, moderate seas and runoff. Thisre-estab1ished'
channel was above ebb tide levels within two weeks. Flood tides washing
over the entrance berm during this period assisted in the landward movement
of sands and the increase in elevation of the entrance ber~. Water levels
within the system increased during this period as a function of runoff and
the overtopping of .the beach berm by southerly swells (max. water level .
recorded: 1.37m). Following lake openirig (believed to be by artificial
means:... Shovel Brigade) the channel adjacent to the ocean was recorded as
. 80 metres wide and 1.25 metres deep at low tide. Runout of accumulated
waters hindered tidal flows for the following three days.'
.
. To allow for the prediction of the influence of Lake Innes, the road.'
bridges and the present artificial opening regime on entrance cond~tion,
further data are required. The following discussion reviews that data and .'
thetheor:ies available regarding tidal inlet stability.
Very limited information is available on inlet stability for the' ,
l 'N~S.W. ,coast.
Site-specific studies where they exist ire usually concerned
x~
with, the performance of training walls (e.g.: Nielsen and Gordon, 1980N:\.'
Wallis Lake; Druery and Nielsen, 1980 - Hastings River; Floyd and Druery,
~X\
1976 - .Clarence River).' Similar surveys are available documenting overseas
*~:~;:
experi ence (e; g.: Dean and Wa 1ton, 1975 - Fl or; da; f4cLean and Burgess, 1975 ;ft,'t"r
Wanganu,i i Ri ve r, New Zealand).
onceev~ry

,

~~~:"

'

FIGURE A3- 25:

ENTRANCE

CONFIGURATION

1982-1983

NOTES: All configurations presented on the figure are at· low tide, with· the

exception of the 11/9/82. This figure represents the configuration at
a water level of .0.4 metres R.L.
The entrance was opened artificially on the 5th of November, 1981.
Sand banks offshore .were present for ·thr~e months follo'ving this opening;
30/1/82 : Configuration demonstrates the infilling of the channel area
between the mouth and the bridge.
20/3/82 : North-easterly conditions for several months has led to the
southward progradation of the northern entrance sand bank. The channel
at this time was 15 to 18 metres wide at entrance (low tide).
31/4/82 : Variation in wind/wave climate has led to ·the formation of severa
.channels less than 0.4 metres deep at low tide.
10/4/82 : Channel moving to the north; Easter tides carried sand into area
between entrance and bridge. The channel was 0.75 metres· deep and 50 metre
wide at low tide.
3/7/83 : Southerly wind/wave climate resulted in the northward movement
of the channel.
17/7/82 : Northward movement of channel restricted by. indurate formations
of the foredune.
28/8/82 : Continuatio'n of southerly conditions; Channel at entrance
0.15 metres deep and 25 metres wide at low tide; Sand acreting between
bridge and entrance; On the 30/8/82 the entrance was closed at half-tide
levels. During the high tide periods waves washed over the entrance berm,
lake level 0.18 metres R.L.
Hoderate seas and southerly winds resulted in a temporary re-opening of
the channel. By 11/9/82 the entrance was again 'closed at low tide levels.
16/10/82 : Channel is believed to have been reopened by the Shovel Brigade.
Lake level prior to this was 1.37 metres R.L. The system ran out
continuously for three days before tidal effects were noticeable. Channel
80 metres wide and 1.25 metres deep at low tide;
1/11/82 : Channel narrowing with bars re-forming near bridge; Channel 45·
metres wide and 0.8 metres deep at low tide;
22/1/83 : ChanneLshifting to the north in the direction of the observed
offshore littoral drift. Channel 20 metres \Vide and 0.30 metres deep at
low tide;
12/3/83 : Rainfall (130 mm in 12 hours), big tides and north-easterly wind/
wave climate resulted in the formation of a secondary channel south of the
main channel. North-easterly conditions over the following two weeks·
resulted in the infilling of the northern channel.
.
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Nielsen and Gordon (1980) suggested that inlet stability criteria may
be grouped wi thi n two categori es :-

the empirical approach: the identification of parameters relating
cause and effect followed by the development of simple 'relationships between
these parameters using coefficients which have been derived from many field
observations.
'
,
• the 'generalised analytical approach: the development of generalised
formulae from mechanism understanding anddesaription.
Aspects of both approaches and implications for the Lake Cathie-Innes
system are descri bed in the fo 11 owingsecti ons.
Empirical Approach: O'Brien (1931)0utlines the following relation-'
ship between tidal prism (n) and stable inlet cross-sectional area (AE.):AE ,:: 1000 L~n 0.85

, "

\64Of "

Jarrett (1976) and Byrne at. al.(l980), using the work of O'Brien demon..,
strated a relationShip between cross-sectional area and tidal prism for
, various stable inlets.' :Several comments are relevant. For the Cathie system
it is not possible to relate the entrance channel to an equivalent theoretic, ally determined stable channel cross-sectional area. The Cathie Channel
, meanders Over the entrance berm, area for some 800 metres and is of extremely
variable configuration. Secondly, the above relationship provides no
recognition of variation in sedimentary processes with time (e.g.: wave
cliinate, 'littoral drift pattern, water chemistry). Thirdly,no appraisal of
the impact on, inlet stabil ity of the connection of Lake Innes to the Cathie
system and the construction of the road bridges is possible using this
relationship.
At this point it is instructive to investigate the relationships between
storage area and tidal prism. It is usually suggested that ,Ab storage area is
proportional to 11 tidal prism. The Cathie system may be modelled as shown
in Figure A3-'26:'

FIGURE A3- 26: SCHEMATIC, MODEL, LAKE
LAGOONAL
SYSTEM
KEY: A- INTERTIDAL
R - RESTRICTION
,TIDAL' FLCHI

CATHIE- INNES
I

AREA
TO
LAKE

INNES

CATHIE 'CHANNEL

LAKE' CATHIE

PRE

1933

PRESENT
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Nomenclature for Figure A3-26 is as follows:Storage Areas
ALC Lake Cathie
ACC Cathie Channel
Lake Innes
ALI
Restrictions to flow
Ocean Entrance
RIO
Lake Cathie Entrance Channel
R2
Cathie Channel
R3
Rq
Dug Channel
Restriction R, will vary both with position in tidal cycle and short-term
entrance condition. Restrictions R2, R3 and Rq will vary throughout the
tidal cycle and to a lesser extent as a 'function of short-term entrance
condition.
The Kenwood Drive bridge has been shown to be critical with
respect to both tidal and flood flows (hence, RZI > R2)' It. is expected that a
significant reduction in the tidal prism is associated with this maninduced restriction, Lake Cathie being in close proximity to the ocean
entrance .. It is assumed that R13 '" R3 with, any increase being the result
of any increased sedimentation within this portion of the inlet, and any
reduction being the result of increased channelization of tidal flows
associated with the connection of Lake Innes to the lagoonal system. R1l.
is greater than Rl given the increased sedimentation of the ocean entrance
and any restriction in flow that may be associated with the main bridge.
Storage areas ALC and ACC can be assumed to be constant. Storage area ALI
Lake Innes is approximately 5 (ALC + ACC).
Historical data suggests increased sedimentation within the ocean
entrance following the addition of storage area ALI' Given O'Brien's.
relationship that entrance area is proportional to the tidal prism, this
would suggest that there has been a reduction in the tidal prism. All tidal
gauging data presented in previous discussion display a significant tidal ·lag
and ~ m~rked distortion of current velocity (Vmax-flood » max-ebb) within
the Lake Innes entrance channel. Given this heavily damped progressive wave
system and noting the relative sizes of the storage areas involved, it is
suggested that tidal modulation rather than reinforcement has occurred
post 1933.
.
Thus, in the case of the Lake Cathie-Innes system it is suggested that the
tidal prism and the accompanying tidal conditions such as current velocity are no
directly proportional· to the storage area. Literature review revealed one simila
occurrence. Bruun and Gerritsen (1960) document a reduction in storage area with,
the Zuiderzee. They suggest that the resulting increase in tidal prism in:the
previously long bay configuration was rel ated to a vital change in tidal characteristics, including reflection of the tidal wave by a closing dam.
.
Bruun and Gerristen (1960) and Bruun (1970) developed the empirical
approach through the study of a series of varying-stabil ity tidal inlets .... They·
provide relationships between mean annual littoral drift (M), maximum discharge through the inlet during an average spring tide (Qm) and tidal prism
(n).The relationships are as follows:.
n/M >300·
i ndi cates a hi gh degree of stabil i ty;
n/M <100
indicates a low degree of stability;
M/Qm >200-300 indicates predominantly bar by-passing;
M/Qm < 10-20
indicates predominantly tidal flow by-passing .
. Battjes (1967) reviews these criteria suggesting that M1/Vo may be a more
representative dimensionless parameter indicative of the overall stability
of the inlet as well as of the mode of by-passing littoral drift. Nomenclature is as follows:mean total rate of littoral drift;
maximum rate of sand transport through the inlet in absence of
littoral drift;
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Regardless of the choice of parameters, the approach simply reaffirms observed
inlet behaviour and has severe limitations as a predictive tool.
No data are available for the Cathie system prior to the construction of
the road bridges and the connection of Lake Innes to the system. Historical data
suggest that the· Cathie system has always been subject to instability. Estimates
for present conditions are as follows:
mean annual littoral drift (M) ~ 20,000 m3 p.a.
tidal prism (n)
~364,OOO m3
) PWD data, not a spring
maximum discharge (Qm)
~ 32.5
m3 /sec ) tide.
n/M
~ 18 . 2
M/Qm
~615.4
These values confirm with Bruun and Gerritsen's prediction t hat the inlet
will be unstable. No further conclusions can be made.
Analytical Approaches: The analytical approach presented by O'Brien
and Dean (1972) is based upon the work of Escoffier (1940) and Keulegan(1967).
The approach relates the bay tide phasing and amplitude to that of the ocean
tide through the hydraulic characteristics of the entrance channel. Keulegan
developed a relationship between the repletion coefficient K, and both the
tidal phase lag (c) and the ratio of the bay- t o-ocean tidal amplitudes (ah/ao).
Keulegan also developed a relationship between the repletion coefficient .
and the dimensionless. maximum velocity in the inlet V x where, the maximum
velocity through a specific inlet (V1max) is given by ~Re following equation:Vmax = V1max ~. ao. Ab
T
. Ac
where:

T is the Tidal Period;
Ab is the area of the bay;
Ac is the area of the entrance channel;
Depending upon the configuration of the inlet Kcr is suggested to vary between
0.6 and 0.8 (e.g.: Oliviera, 1970).
Calculated K and V1max values using the data collected by the Department of Public Works are as follows :K ~ 0.26
V max ~ 0.25
This K value is well below Oliviera's range for Kcr, indicating a very
unstable entrance condition, with shoaling prevalent. This conforms with
observed behaviour.
Bruun (1970) suggests that this approach is rational only for bay
areas of relatively short length which can be considered as filling basins,
since the propogation of the tidal wave in the bay is to be neglected. The
Lorentz and the Dronkers approaches (as cited in Bruun and Gerritsen, 1960)
may allow for a more ac~urate description of the Cathie-Innes system. Data
required for such analysis is not available.
The factors relevant to inlet stability vary over the short term e.g.: wind and wave climate, entrance cross-sectional area, tidal flows and
runoff. It can be concluded that without detailed scale or computer modelling
it is not possible to accurately predict entrance behaviour. With regard . to
the infrastructural changes that have occurred within the system the following general comments can be made:1. Main Bridge: Observation of bathymetry, shoaling patterns and
tidal flows suggests that the Main bridge constricts flow, thereby acting
as a reduced-length training wall. The effect of such a constriction on the
sedimentary pattern is well described by Renger and Partenscky (1980).
Table A3-9 taken from Renger and Partenscky summarizes the concepts involved.
The Main bridge provides a constriction in close proximity to the
ocean entrance, but not contiguous with the ocean entrance. This has led
to the formation of the extensive shoals downstream of the bridge. These

Lake Cathie and ocean
entrance;
Note configuration of
bridges as compared
to the channel width;

Entrance and main bridge;
Note configuration of
bridge as compared to
previous channel width;

Wash-out of both approaches
to Kenwood Drive Bridge,
flood event, 1978;

Run-out Kenwood Drive Bridge,
four days after artificial
opening, November 1981;
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shoal s have an adverse effect on entrance stabil ity; provi di ng both a 1oca 1ized source of sediments and a reduction in current velocities. Economic
considerations would prohibit any major alteration to the present bridge
configuration. Any future proposal for bridge replacement ~hould incorporate
factors relevant to entrance stabil ity during the design phase.
2. Kenwood Drive Bridge: This bridge has been shown ·to be cri.tical
with respect to bbth tidal and flood flows. Lake Cathie storage area is in
close proximity to the ocean entrance. The reduction in the tidal prism
associated with this bridge would adversely affect entrance stability.
Restoration works are required and/or would probably be necessary following
the next fuajor flood event within the sy~tem .
. 3. Artificial Openings: Artfficial opening of the ocean entrance has
had an adverse effect on entrance stability, It is well established that flood
flows are an important mechanism of sediment transport .. Floyd and Druery
(1975) document the effect of floods on the Clarence Ri~er bar. Reidel and
Byrne (1981) suggest that all littoral drift from Diamond Beach embayment is
the result of floods and high level flows from Khappinghat Creek. They
estimate the nett littoral drift from th.is embayment as being of the order
of lO,obo m3 p.a.
.
Recent artificial openings of the Cathie system have not been at high
water levels. Losses from the entrance berm in these events have not been
great. No infrastructural development (apart from Kenwood Drive bridge) is .
affected by hi gh water 1eve 1s (refer to Map 1 - Hydrology of the Catchment).
It is recommended that if the practice of artificial opening is to be continued that openings ohly occur at periods of high water level (say, greater
than 2.5 metres R.L.). . Additionally, it is suggested that such openings .
. be ti~ed to coincide w~th periods of northward littoral drift (viz.: . winter
months when south-east swells predominate). This would result in the north-.
ward transport of the sands scoured from the entrance channel thereby
ensuring a nett loss of sands from the lagoonal system.
At present Hastings Mun i ci pa 1 Counc il has a standi ng order all owi ng
the artificial op~ning.of the ~ntrance once water.levels reach 1.5m R.L.I
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It is recommended that this order be rescinded and be replaced by a series of
conditions ensuring that artificial opening only occurs at high water levels
and then, preferably during the winter months.
4. Lake Innes: Data available are not sufficient to accurately predict the influence of Lake Innes on entrance stability. This author, as
,previously discussed, suggests that the~onnection of Lake Innes to the
lagoonal system and the resulting tidal characteristics may have had an adverse
effect upon entrance stability. It should be noted, however, that under the
'present regime Lake Innes provides the major storage area for tidal volumes.
If biological considerations were deemed to be the prime concern, the
channel should be restored to its pre-1933 condition as soon as possible.
Such'a restoration program is recommended. However, if this restoration program is to proceed, alteration to the configuration of Kenwood Drive bridge
would be necessary. This alteration should be of sufficient extent to allow
for both the restoration of the tidal volume capacity of Lake Cathie and
unimpeded flood discharge from Lake Cathie.'
5. Entrance Area: A restoration program coli1d also include the
removal of sand shoa 1s from the areas upstream of the Main bri dge and, from
the entrance area. ,Sands dredged from upstream of the Main bridge could be
sold for construction purposes. Sands near the entrance could be relocated
and stabilized against the southern headland area, providing storm protection
for the roads and houses of Cathie village.
CONCLUDING COMMENTS ,
Each of the stated objectives of this portion of the project are discussed within the preceding section., Recommendations arising from this
investigation are included within the introductory summary to this report.
Due to the sjte-specific nature of the investigation only general comments
, may be made on the hydrological processes and physical chemistry which
characterizes the ephemeral entrance lagoonal systems of N.S.W. These
include the fo110wlng:
Ephemeral entrance coastal lagoons are subject to large, often
short-term fluctuations in salinity.
Turbidity in coastal lagoons is much reduced compared to the
barrier estuaries of the N.S.W. coast.
,,
Water level changes associated with entrance closure allow for the
direct connection of large areas of fringing wetlands to the waterbody. The
function of these wetland systems in relation to changes in water level
requires i~vestigation., '
Tidal flows to lagoonal systems are subject to large fluctuations
as a function of the entrance condition.
Infr'astructure such as bridges al1d causeways require detailed
design. Design procedures should incorporate detailed assessment of tidal
flow, flood characteristics and inlet stability.'
The artificial opening of coastal lagOons requires assessment and
the formulation of a magagement strategy. Such astrategy would need to be
site~specific and should incorporate bioti~ considerations, coastal processes
and the scour capacity of the entrapped water.
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INTRODUCTORY COMMENTS .
. ~ithin N.S.W. the~e are some 50 to 60 coastal lakes or lagoons with
numerous smaller ephemeral .entrance creeks and associated wetland areas.
Variation within the coastal lagoonal type of embayment is a function of a
serie~ of geomorphological attributes including shoreline configuration,
extent of barrier development and hinterland lithology and structural fabric
(e.g.: Chapman. Geary. Roy and Thom.1982).
The contribution of these coastal lagoons to the fishery resource of
the N.S.W. coast is at present undefined. To provide some indication of the
fishery resource of coastal lagoons information available within N.S.W. State
Fisheries Annual Reports was collected and collated. Data relating catch to
specific areas suitable to this analysis are limited to the period 1950 to
1960. An analysis of this data suggests that at least some 27pe.rtent of
commerc)al fish species and some 26 percent of prawn species caught in estuarine waters and adjacent beaches were captured within coastal lagoons.
.
These figures are at best an indication of the coastal lagoons' contribution to the N.S.W. fishery of the period. Only the larger established
areas of capture are itemized within the Annual Reports. No account can be
made of the opportunistic harvesting of smaller coastal lagoons or. or the
temporary transferance of effort to coastal lagoons by professional fisher.' men from nearby estuaries. Similarly. no data is available on the contribution
of coastal lagoons to other areas of effort such as the offshore prawn trawling
. fi shery nor .on the recr.uitlTient of juvenile stock to nearby estuaries and
nearshore areas from coastal 1agoons.
. . ,
, Variation within the coastal lagoon type of embayment. as previously
noted. is predominantly a function of g~omorphic characteristics. This
variation, albeit in some instances aided by breakwalls and other entrance
training mechanisms allows for a furthe~ subdivision of coastal lagoons on
the basis of prevailing entrance condition.
Within the analysis of available data account was taken of those
coastal lagoons that support significant areas of oyster cultivation (Wallis
Lake; Lake Conjo 1a, Burrill Lake. Tu ross Lake, Bermagui Lake, Cuttagee Lake.
Nelson Lake, Wapengo Lake and Merrimbula Lake). Only those lagoons with
tidal flow prevailing and generally tidal water levels are amenable to
commercial cultivation. The lake systems listed above contribute a mean of
47 percent of fish catch and 21 percentcof,prawn catch of all coastal lagoonal
systems detailed for the period 1950 to 1960. Util izing this assumption it
is suggested that those coastal lagoons with significantly ephemeral entrance
conditions contributed some 14 percent offish and 21 percent of p~awns caught
loJithin the coastal waters and adjoining beaches of N.S.W. -during the period.
The changes in fishing methods and direction of effort that. have
occurred in the past 20 years' imply that· no assessment can be made of the
contribution of ephemeral entrance coastal lagoons to the .present N.S.W.
fishery. Suffice it to say. with the paucity of knowledge available on
ephemeral entrance coastal lagoons, management of these resources. to date has
been'largely non-existent.
These introductory comments provide a context for the general aim of
'. this portion of t~e Lake Cathie-Innes catchmentresearch.·The general aim .
can be stated as follows:. To detail the Lake Cathie~Innes fish reso~rce and th~ explo{tation of
this resource. It is hoped that this investigation will provide ihformation
. on those characteristics of a lagoonal fishery that would allow for the estab1i shment of a series of managementgui de 1ines for ephemeral entrance lagoons.
The Cathie sub-catchment'oftheCathie-I~n~s lagoonal system dis- .
plays a series of attri butes s imil ar to most other ephemera 1 entrance
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lagoons of theN,S.W. coast. These attributes include:sandy lagoonal sediments, mud flats largely absent;
wetland vegetation structure and composition (predomihantly sedges
and MelaZeuca dominated woodlands above tidal levels; limited areas
of intertidal to supratidal salt marsh; and Casuarina woodland;
mangroves largely absent);
large salinity fluctuations; and,
generally .low freshwater input with flooding possible as a function
of storm events and entrance condition;
. Lake Innes, a 464 hectare shallow lagoon surrounded by 1066 hectares of wetlands was isolated from the Cathie lagoonal system until a channel was dug
in 1933.
.
'Changes to the lagoonal system subsequent to this connection may
reduce the applicability of the study area as a case study of ephemeral
entrance coastal 1agoons. The objecti ves of the research project wer.e formulated to account for this constraint and, to provide specific information
suitable for the implementation of a management plan for the Cath'ie-Innes
1agoona 1 system. Objecti ves of thi sport i on of the research project can be
stated as follows:To collect and interpret available data on the Lake Cathie fishery
as it ~xisted prior cto the connection of Lake Innes to the lagoonal system;
To collect and interpret available data on the changes to the fish~
ery and its exploitation concurrent with the connection of Lake Innes to the
Cathie lagoonal system.
To collect and interpret available data on species behaviour and
subsequent catch rates within the lagoonal system in response to variation
in ocean entrance condition.
To provide further information on the behaviour of species in
response to varying entrance conditions.
To provi de informat i on on the present resource and the 1eve 1 . of
exploitation of this fishery.
· To assess the impact of the proposed restoration of a freShwater
regime to Lake Innes on the fishery and its exploitation.
METHOD
The study of the fishery involved the following aspects:· the collection and collation of available data as contained with
N.S.W. State Fisheries Annual Reports; Data are available for the period 1908
to 1960. Tfie~e data, while incomplete, provide a general background to this
investigation.
.
· survey and discussions with professional fishermen; A questionnaire
was circulated to all professional fishermen who. presently, albeit often
intermittently, work Lake Innes. Only one respondent provided sufficient
data for analysis. The survey included a series of questions on the lake
system as well as method of catch, catch by species per month and effort
data. The period covered by this survey was September 1980 to December
1981 inclusive. Discussions were also held with fishermen known to have
worked within the system during the late 1930s and 1940s. These discussions.
provided invaluable informati·on on the changes within Lake Innes over the
past 50 years.
.
· nettin .at a s~ries of locations throu hout the waterbod ; Nets
used were of 4" mesh ~ 10.2 cm, Locations of the set nets are displayed
in Fi.gure A4-1. All nets were set overnight and cleared at intervals throughout the night . Species, size and condition were recorded.
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Lake Cathie, upstream of
entrance channel.

2 Cathie Channel. adjacent to
island.

3 Lake Innes, p:l rallel to
eastern shoreline.

4 Lake Innes, parallel to
southern shoreline.

5 Lake Cathie entrance channel.
6

illig ch<lllnel, "ntrar1<'p to
Lake Innes.

7 Cathie channel, downstream of
the dug channe 1.

. Associated investigations of the Lake Cathie-Innes system provide
support i ve data for thi s porti on of the research project. Append i x 2 detail s
all wetland areas of the system. Appendix 3 provides data on hydrology. water
levels, bathymetry, sediments, salinity, temperature, turbidity, dissolved
oxygen and ocean entrance behaviour. Brief notes on oyster cultivation are
in~luded within this appendix.
RESULTS
The Fi shery, pri or to 1933 -__
The Lake Cathie fishery prior to 1933 displays variation in effort
and methods of harvesting. Limi ted access together wi th di.stance from
markets reduced effort duri ng thi s peri od. The fi shery itself was 1 imited ..
Effort was at best i ntermittenL Those engaged in the fi shery were generally
also involved with the Camden Haven or Hastings fisheries.
Hauling, a method also utilized in the Camden Haven and Hastings
.fisheries of the time was the preferred method of catch. During periods of
high water levels (ocean entrance closed), the extensive areas of fringing
wetlands prohibited the use of this method - no suitable landing sites being
available. Setting and meshing methods were used with increasing frequency
from approximately 1920.· No records are ava i1 able on prawningeffort pri or
to 1933.
The following extracts from N.S.W. State Fisheries Annual Reports
provide further data on the extent, effort and methods employed in the Lake
Cathie fishery:. N.S.W. State Fisheries Annual Report, 1908; (first entry regarding the
Cathie fishery):
•

Two boats and fifteen men were employed in this creek for a few
weeks, when some good catches were made of both whiting and bream,
but the area is so limited that it was very soon worked out.
N.S.W. State Fisheries Annual Report, 1909;
1 boat, 3 men employed for a few days during July, when 12 baskets
of bream and whiting were obtained, but owing to the closure of the
entrance, the water was so high that no landing could be got, and
work-was abandoned.
N.S.W. State Fisheries Annual Report, 1910:
During July and August three men and one boat were employed in
Cathie Creek. Mullet and whiting were fairly plentifuZ, but the
men failed to agree, and work was abandoned. About 40 baskets
were darted to Port Macquarie for shipment.
N.S.W. State Fisheries Annual Report, 1911;
~ring April of this year one boat and two men, and again in July,
one boat and two men were employed for an output of 61 baskets of
mullet, whiting and bream. During the former month fish were
fairly plentiful, but scarce during the Zatter.
..
N~S.W. State Fisheries Annual Report; 1919;
Three men were employed during the first four months of the year for
310 baskets of fish. Amateur sport was also good. The creek
opened to the sea during April, remaining 80 until September and
then closed. Cormorants were plentiful, destroying small whiting
and mullet.
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TABLE A4'-1

Year

Fish
Catch
kg.

LAKE CATHIE

FISHERyh~PRIOR

Effort

TO 1933

Comments

1908

N .A.

2 boats, 15 men.
several weeks

Entrance closed for most of year

1909

381

1 boat, 3 men,
several days

Entrance closed

1910

1270

1 boat, 3 men;
1 month

Entrance opened mid-year

1911

1937

1 boat, 2 men,
2 months

Entrance open most of the year

1912-13

No reference within Annual Reports

1914

N.A.

1 boat, 3 men

1915

N.A.

1 boat, 3 men

1916

4128

2 boats, 6 men,
i.ntermittent1y

1917-18

Entrance open
Entrance open
Entrance closed; no reference to
fishery

i919

9842

3 men, 4 months

Entrance opened in April, closed
in September

1920

1270

2 boats, 4 men,
3 weeks

Entrance closed

1921
1922

No reference within Annual Reports
1 boat, 3 men

1492

.

1923

No reference within Annual Report

1924

508

2 boats, 2 met:!

1925

11747·

2 boats, 2 men

1926
1927

No reference within Annual Report
4476

1928

1 boat, 2 men

No reference within Annual Report

I

1929

318

1 boat, 1 man

.. ,1930

667

1 boat, 1 man

1931-33
Note:

Entrance opened in April after
heavy rain

No reference within Annual Reports
All data in the above table extracted from
N.S.W. State Fisheries Annual Reports

IUo

N.S.W. State Fisheries Annual Report, 1920;
Four men, 1 launch and 1 boat were employed for 3 weeks for 40
baskets of fish. The Creek entrance to the sea closed. Amateur
line fishermen obtained fair to good sport. Fish were in good
condition but sluggish.

All data available for the Lake Cathie fishery are summarized in
Table A4-1.
.
. Lake Innes prior to 1933 was isolated from tidal flows. During
periods of ocean entrance closure and high water levels, species movement
between the two systems was possible. Limited data are available on those
species within Lake Innes prior to 1933. Species known to be present within
Lake Innes include sl'!a mullet (Mugil cephalus) perch (presumably Percalates
colonorum) and catfish (presumably Hexanematichthys leptaspis). It is
reported (Hastings Shire Gazette, April 16, 1970) that in 1918 a 11 lb sea
mullet and a 9 lb perch were sent to Sydney for scientific investigation.
Perch were also caught at.the northern end of Cathie Channel (the 'Perch
Hole'). Refer to Pollard, Llewellyn and Tilzey (1980) for a review of the
biology and status of Australian freshwater fish species .
. The Fishery, Lake Cathie - LaJe Innes, 1933 to present;
The excavation of a channel linking Lake Innes to the Cathie lagoonal
system resulted in major changes to the extent of the fishery, effort and
methods of capture. Vegetative and biotic changes to Lake Innes during the
period 1933·to 1938 are documented in Appendix l~ N;S.W. State Fisheries
Annual Reports provide data which indicate the establishment of a larger
fishery, exploiting typical estuarine species. All data on total fish and
prawn catch together with that data available on effort are presented in
Table A4-2.
Methods of capture after 1933 altered in response to both regulation
and to the nature of the enlarged fishery. In 1938 regulations were included
within the Act to restrict the lengths of hauling nets to less than 400
fathoms (Regulation 17). In 1942 this regulation was amended such that
hauling nets could not.be landed by any method other than against a s~ake
or back net (length and mesh specified).
Following these regulations meshing and netting became the only
methods of fish capture util ized within the lagoonal system.
Regulations were also formulated in an attempt to restrict effort
within the Cathie-Innes fishery. The 1938 N.S.W. State Fisheries Annual
Report documents the following restrictions:·The use of nets of every description, with the exception of lawful
prawn nets for the capture of prawns only, was prohibited in the
whole of the waters of Cathie Creek and Lake Cathie, Lake Innes
and the Lake Swamp from 10th December, 1937, to 31st May, 1938,
and from 1st November, 1938 to the 31st May, 1939.

This regulation appears to have been enforced until 1943.
Restriction of entry to Lake Cathie, Cathie Channel and its tributaries was implemented in 1965. This restriction still applies with,
netting (meshing or setting) permitted only within Lake Innes proper .
. Prawn pocket netting is allowed within Lake Innes and within Cathie Channel
north~ards 6f the southern tip of the unnamed island. Pocket nets within
Cathie Channel are restricted to 3 fathoms, with position along the channel
.
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TABLE A4":'2
Year
.

Fish
Catch
kg

LAKE CATHIE-LAKE INNES FISHERY, 1933 to 1981
Prawn
Catch
kg

Effort

Comments
.

Channel dug 1933, Entrance open
all
year;
.
1935
11315
2 men, 1 boat Entrance closed in June;
5933
1936
N.A.
2 men, L boat Entrance closed until November,
N.A.
man-induced opening;
. 1937
2.
men,
1
boat
Entrance closed February,
~276
-I
man-induced opening April,
(half year alc adjustment to. financial year) entrance closed August;
1938
20231
10 men, 5 .boats Entrance opened February, closed
4872
March;
12738·
. N.A.
19088
1939
N.A.
9717
1940
4~662
N.A.
18745
Nil
1941
N.A.
Entrance closed during 1942;
Nil
15590
1942
Entrance closed, effort and
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
1943-44
. catch similar to 1942 and. 1945;
Entrance opened late 1945;
N.A.
30527
7139 I
1945
.
N.A.
534
937
1946
16188
N.A.
1947
.7,959
N.A.
1948
748
Nil
N. A.
6382
1949
7841
N.A.
9505
1950
44.-563
N.A.
171
1951
607
N.A.
5519
1952
?519
Nil
Nil
1953
714
N.A.
N.A.
1954
4621
N.A.
1955
7485
54
,
N.A.
105
1956
18129
N.A ..
286
Nil
1957
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
i958
N.A.
Nil
1959
7244
Data collected in districts,
N.A.
N.A.
1960-80
N.A.
not place of capture;
Data collected by survey,
1 man
1981
11.467
206
other crews working lake intermittently, entrance closed;
1934

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

.

Note:

A11.data apart ·from 1981 figures were extracted from.
N.S.W. State Fisheries Annual Reports

All available data on fish and prawn
is represented graphically in Figure A4-2.
limited (refer to Table A4-2). Indications
stock via the calculation of catch per unit
lack of data.

catch for the Cathie-Innes system
Data available ori effort is
of change in abundance of the
effort is not possible, given the

For the period 1945 to 1957 inclusive N.S.W. State Fisheries Annual
Reports provide data on fish catch by species. Figure A4-3 presents this data
for the dominant species. Species presented are as follows:- Seamullet
(MugiZ cephalus) , Flat-tailed mullet (Liza argentea) , Dusky Flathead (PZaty.
cephalus fUscus) , Luderick (CireZla tricuspidata) , Bream (Acanthopagrus
australia), Sand Whiting (SiUago ciliata), Tailor (Pomatomus saUatrix)
and Jewfish (Argyrosomus LoZotepidotus). The proportion of each Of these
fish species in the Cathie-Innes catch for the years 1945 to 1957 is displayed
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in Figure A4-4. Mullets dominated the catch for seven of these thirteen
years. Other dominants are as fo110ws:- Dusky Flathead - 4 years;
Bream - 1 year; and Sand Whiting - 1 year.
Mull ets are undifferenti ated for the years 1945 to 1952. Where data
areavailab1e (1953 to 1957) sea mullet dominate the mullet catch (mean: 85
percent of mullet catch). Flat-tailed mullet are the only other recorded
mullet species.' Prawn catch is undifferentiated throughout the period.
Species present (as recorded by Race~, 1957) are, the school prawn (Metapenaeus
mac7..eayi) and the greasy-back (Metapenaeus incisipes). Composition of total
prawn catch is expected to be, a function of prevailing environmental conditions. No data are available.
Data from the survey of present fishing effort a,re presented in Table
A4-3 and Figure A4-5; The survey covered a period when the ocean entrance
was open - September 1980 to January 1981 (inclusive), a period when the
entrance was closed and water levels increased - February 1981 to October
1981 (inclusive) and, the two following months, ocean entrance open. Results
presented are for one crew. An additional two crews work Lake Innes inter-'
mittently. Table A4-3 presents the catch each month for the main species
together with comments on method of catch, location worked and catch per days
effort for the month. Mean catch per un it effort for both the ti dal and,
the non-tidal period is included for each species. Figure A4-5 presents
graphically catch per days effort per month for each species over the periQd
of survey.
'
During the period of survey one professional fisherman worked a
series of crab traps in Lake Innes and Cathie Channel. No data on catch
are available. Two species 'may be present with abundance a function of
prevailing environmental conditions. The sand crab (Portunis pelagicus)
maybe present during tidal conditions. , Sand crabs were observed leaving
the lagoonal system following the closure of the ocean entrance. No
estimate of the numbers involved was possible, however ,over a series of
nights numerous sand crabs of varying sizes were observed crossing the
entrance berm. 'Mud crabs (Scylla serrata) are present within the lagoonal
system, Nariation in abundance as a function of environmental conditions
is discussed in the following section.,
Resultsof,the netting program are presented in Table A4-4. The
table presents location of nets, species caught, including numbers and
mean size and comments on observed fish movement and breeding condition.
In:retrospect, further data should have been collected. This is discussed
in detail in the following section. '
DISCUSSION
. Catch and Entrance Condition: The total fish catch and the catch by species
data show marked yearly fluctuation over ,the period of available data. It
had been hoped to relate these fluctuations to entrance condition. Unfortunately reliable information on entrance condition and water levels within
the system is not available for th.is total period. That information that is
available supports the hypothesis developed within Appendix 2 - that is,
that during periods of entrance closure and high water levels, productivity
or at least, the recruitment to mature stock increases.
The period 1942 to 1945 is of particular interest. Records available
indicate that the entrance was closed throughout this period. While no fish
catch data is available for 1943 and 1944, professional, fishermen reported
that the catch of mullet and prawns was ,sustained' throughout these years and
approximated 1945 catches. Catches for 1945 were asfollows:Mullet
21,517 kg
Prawns
15,738 kg
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Species were undifferentiated within State Fisheries Annual Reports, however
professional fishermen reported that sea mullet (u. eepha~us) dominated the
catch while greasy-backed prawns (U. incisipes) dominated the prawn catch.
The abundance of sea mullet three years after the isolation of' the
.system from the ocean raises a number of interesting questions. Foremost
among these is whether sea mull et can reproduce within enclosed waters.
It is generallybelieved that M. cepha~us spawn at sea. Chubb et. al. (1981)
cite Kesteven, 1942; Thompson, 1950,1951, 1955, 1966; Arnold and Thompson,
1958 and Fitch, 1972. Some writers have however suggested that spawning
can take place in ,enclosed waters. Chubb et. al. (1981) cite Roughley, 1916;.
Breder, 1940; Hardricks, 1961; Johnson and McClendon, 1970; and Lemanton,
1974. The netting program within Cathie-Innes supported the contention that
M. depha~us may spawn within enclosed waters. However, while sea mullet were
netted in spawning condition and later spent, no detailed examination of
gonads was undertaken. It was suggested (Dr. Simpson, U.N.E., pers. comm.),
that gonads may simply have been reabsorbed due to unfavourable environmental conditions .. Dip netting within fringing wetland areas produced
. juvenile sea mullet. . These individuals were well within the 0+ age class
described by Chub et. al. (1981). However, due to the limited period of
entrance closure,. it was.not possible to precisely state that these individuals were not present prior to entrance closure. Further investigation of
mullet behaviour within a temporarily enclosed lagoonal system is recommended.
The hypothesis that productivity is increased during periods of
entrance closure and high water levels is supported by the survey data for
the period September 1980 to December 1981. Upward trends in catch per unit
effort during the period of entrance closure were particularly apparent
for the following species: S. ciliata, A.. austra~is, L. argenteaand
P. fuscus (Figure M-5). Data collected over a longer period would be
required to precisely confirm this hypothesis. Further data are also
required bn the effect of prevailing environmental conditions such as
reduced sal i ni ty and turbidity as we 11 as data on seasonal abundance and
the recruitment of juveniles to the system (ocean entrance open).
The Mud Crab, S. serratta, provid:>s an example of the effect that
prevailing environmental conditions may have on a particular species.
Professional fishermen working the system reported an increased abundance
of mud crabs during the period when the ocean entrance was closed. as compared to similar years when the ocean entrance was open. Factors relevant
to this increased abundance are as fol1ows:· Reduced competition for food stocks, P. pelagieu8, the sand crab
being absent from the system during non-tidal conditions.
· Increased ·shelter and feeding areas, water levels being sufficient·
to inundate all fringing wetland areas.
· Increased survival and productivity as a function of reduced salinity., Lavina (1979) reported that at reduced salinity moulting frequency
is reduced but overall weight increment increases. Lavina attributed the
greater survival rate of mud crabs at lower salinities' to a reduced exposure
.
. of newly. moulted crabs to intermoult crabs.
As with fi sh speci es, further data on the behavi our of mud crabs
within enclosed lagoonal systems are required. For example,Yamakaka (1978)
details the mud crab fishery within a land-locked lake in Japan. He suggests
that the fishery which yields between 2 and 18 tonnes per year is selfsustaining with reproduction occurring within the Lake. This is contrary
. to the generally accepted breedingcharacteri stics of S • . serrata,whi ch
documents fem~le mud crabs migrating to the sea to spawn (e.g.: Arriola,
.1940; Hill, 1974, 1975}.
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L. Grgentea
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0'3
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Blue Swimmer

9/80

2193

121·8

6

0'3

10

0'6

24

1'3

40

2'2.

10/80

732 .

48'8

4

0'3

9
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11'0
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1'1
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440

44-0

5
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-
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-
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· Restorati on and expected changes to the fi shery: The fi shery
presently provides partial income for five professional fishermen. The
characteristics of the fishery prior to 1933 approximates those whlch would
be expected to be re-established if the hydrological regime was restored to
its pre-1933 condition. The Lake Cathie system under such a regime would not
be able to sustain intensive commercial exploitation. Intermittent,
-oppo~tunistic h~rvestingoffish such as sea mullet and crustacea such as
mud and sand crabs, school and greasy-backed prawns may however be possible.
Recreational effort within the system, while seasonal-, is high. This
. effort is expected to increase over time. Uncontrolled commercial exploitation would not be reconcilable with this recreational effort. If restoration works proceed it is recommended that specific regulations controlling
both commercial and recreational effort be formulated. Regulations could
include the following:.
· Set netting prohibited
· Meshing for sea mullet permitted as a function of available. stocks
and environmental conditions ..
· Pocket netting and recreational netting of prawns permitted as a
function of seasonal abundance· and prevailing environmental conditions.
· The limitation of effort and methods of capture utilized in the
crab fishery. The fishery may be able to seasonally support one commercial
fi sherman. Permitted methods Of capture by recreati ona 1 fi shermen woul d
also need to be established. Total protection of female mud crabs may be
required. (Refer to Hill, 1982 for detailed discussion of the Queensland
mud crab fishery and the implications of such a strategy).
Regulations would need to be formulated within the context of the
characteristics of the re-established fishery. On-going assessment of fish
stocks as the restoration program proceeds would be required.
As previously discussed, little information is available on the Lake
Innes fishery prior to 1933. If restoration works proceed it is recommended
that envi ronmenta 1 conditi ons be monitored and that suitable speci es be·
reintroduced to t~e lake when conditions are suitable. Species such as
perch may p~ovide the basis for a valuable recreational fishery. To maximise
conservation objectives commercial exploitation would need to be prohibited,
recreational effort regulated and possibly, power boats prohibited.
CONCLUDING COMMENTS
Thetesearch program has provided information which allows for the
prediction of the expected changes to the fishery if Lake Innes was
re;,.isolated from tidal flows. Further research concurrent with the restoration program would. provide a basis for the management of the system.
With respect to coastal lagoonal systems in general, the research
program raises a number of interesting questions but few solutions.
Further research is required.
Recommendations are as follows:· The revision of routine data collection: At present catch data
within N.S.W.are recorded by districts. The data collected do not allow for
the appraisal of a particular fishery. It is recommended that methods of_
data collection be revised to provide data on place of capture.
· The classification of coastal lagoons with reference to prevailing
processes: Within. the introductory comments to this section coastal lagoons
were divided into two main classes - those dominated by tidal flows and· .
. those lagoons with significantly ephemeral entrance conditions. The collection
of representative data for all coastal lagoons \'lOuld allow for a more precise
method of classification.
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As an example, consider the salinity range of the Sydney rock oyster
Recent experiments suggest that the range of
osmoconformity for the Sydney rock oyster is between 15 and 45 pp~ .
(pers.
comm. J.A. Nell, N.S.W. State Fisheries). Oysters do not survive salinities
of 10 ppr.
or more outside this range for much longer than five days.
Data on the presence or absence of oysters within ephen~ral entrance lagoons
would allow for a further subdivision of these lagoons.
Resource appraisal and the management of the fisheries of coastal
lagoons could be based upon a State-wide inventory which includ'es a
classification system incorporating entrance behaviour and prevailing environmental conditions .
. Entrance Management: It is recommended that research be di rected
towards species behaviour and productivity within a temporarily enclosed
lagoonal system. The results of such research would provide information
relevant to the management of these fisheries. Particularly it is suggested
that the largely ad-hoc artificial opening of lagoonal ocean entrances
requires detailed investigation. , At present, concurrence for such operations
is generally given automatically. Biotic aspects as well as prevailing
coastal processes should be considered before approval is granted.
(Saccrostree commercialis).

Lake Cathie entrance, circa 1968;
(photo courtesy of. Hastings Shire Gazette)

III

A SHORT NOTE ON OYSTER CULTIVATION
The following extracts from N.S.W. State Fisheries Annual Reports
provide data on the cultivation and harvesting the Sydney Rock Oyster
(Saccostrea commercials) within the Cathie Channel from 1908 to 1919.
The fi rst entry of detail s of Cathie oyster cult ivat ion is withi n the
Annual Report for 1908. By 1908 oysters had been harvested from the Channel
for several years. No record of the quantity of. oysters harvested prior ,to
1908 is available. The report for 1908 reads as follows: The area under lease is as in 1907~ 1000 yards. The creek having
been closed for some eight 'months no visit was paid to it, but I am
informed that both brood and spat, a good set of which was obtained
while the creek was open, are thriving well ... Attempts to open the
creek on each occasion proved futile.
.
. A large quantity of serpentine has been quarried from the adjacent
hill, to be in readiness for cultivation as soon as the creek opens;
whilst it remains closed very· little work can be done.
One man was employed throughout the year as oysterman and caretaker.

During 1909 one man remained employed on the Cathie oyster cultivation
with an output for the year of 12 bags. Extracts from the Annual Report are
as follows:... Brood oysters laid have thriven well, but owing to the entrance
having been closed for nearly two years it has been impossible to lay
. cultch for the collection of spat, and what has adhered will, when the
. creek. opens~, be far above high water level. Several unsuccessful attempts
were made to open the entrance where now a high and extensive bank has
been driven up, which will require very heavy freshets to break through.
The outlook for the industry in this creek is therefore far from hopeful .

. A further 300 'yards (274 metres) of lease were put to cultivation in
1910. One man with two boats was employed for the year with an output of
47 bags. Oysters laid to mature thrivedweU, but, owing to the closure of
the entrance during the first half of the year, no spat was collected or
cultch laid.

Two men and two boats were intermittently employed during 1911 for
an output of9 bags. Stone quarried from the adjacent hill has been laid
out in walls on the southern shore and caught freeZy, as also has beach
shingle or coarse gravel on the northern side. The entrance. was open during
a considerable portion of the year, and the prospects for success were
sZightly more promising.

During 1912 four men were occasionally employed for an output of
bags. While there was no sign of disease and a good set of spat was
observed output during 1913 dropped to 5 bags. Output for 1914 was 50 bags.
This may be attributed in part to the ocean entrance being open for an
extended period. Presumably output was also the result of the sustained
effort of the preceding three to four years. There are no records of
output for 1915 and 1916, however a fair set of spat was observed near the
entrance in July [1916].
The ocean entrance was closed throughout 1917 and it is reported
that all cultivated oysters died. The ocean entrance remained closed
during 1918. Cathie Lagoon opened to the sea during April, 1919 and
remained open until September. The entrance remained dosed throughout
1920. Oyster CUltivation was abandoned.
The failure of cultivation and harvesting of oysters on a commercial
basis in the C~thie Channel can be attributed directly to the intermittent
nature of the ocean entrance. 'The dredge bed resource could not sustain
the h~rvesting level of.the early 1900s. Artificial cultivation techniques
13~
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'rely upon tidal water levels within a defined range. These techniques are
not appropriate to a lagoonal system with long periods of varied water level
and no tidal flushing.
.
Oyster shells in nearby aboriginal middens indicate that the channel
has always sustained a small population of oysters. During the period of
. research oysters were observed on sand patches within Cathie Channel, upstream of the township. The clusters of oysters examined were of indeterminant but vari~d ag~.
. '
Bottom oysters are now generally absent in northern N.S.W. estuaries.
This is largely the result of fine particulate sedimentation, providing
suitable habitat for the mudworms (PoZydora and Boccardia species).
The 1ack of 1arge inputs of fi.nemuddy sediments to the Cathi e- Innes
lagoonal system can be attributed to two factors:-,
. The hinterland areas of the catchment remain largely uncleared.
Soil erosion associated with past and present land use practices is minimal .
. Apart from Cowarra Creek, all the freshwater inputs to the 1 agoona1
.
system terminate, in 'extensive areas of lagoonal-fringing sedges. The
sediments transported by the streams during periods of runoff are filtered
out of suspension by these fringing sedges. Further detail of turbidity
during the period of survey is provided in Appendix 3.
Gi ven the current 1ow-1 eve 1 of harvesting of bottom oysters from .
Cathie Chanhe1 it is expected that the resource will remain self-sustaining
over the long-term. Improved entrance management associated with those
recommendations made within this report may allow for the enlargement of
the resource. It is expected that such an enlarged resource would still
only provide' for intermittent recreational harvesting.'
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APPENDIX 5:

BIRDS OF THE LAKE CATHIE-INNES CATCHMENT

The following comments are restricted to the non-passerines, particularly waterfowl, associated waterbirds and birds of prey. Limited inform.ati on is avail ab 1e on the avifauna of the catchment both pri or to and
subsequent to the saline intrusion into Lake Innes. Sources of information
utilized are as follows:• Notes from the diary of Albert Dick as transcribed by R.J. Ayres,
.Investigation Officer, N.P.W.S. (July,' 1980).
· Investigation of Lake Innes by A.M. Fox, Chief Wildl ife-Officer,
N.P.W.S. (August, 1969).
· Observations during the period of this survey (1980-1983). With
regard to personal observations, only those sightings where identification·
was certain were recorded. As survey work was intermittent and then,largely
'. confined to the major waterbodies, species, not recorded may be present. For'
background information on waterfowl habitat, distribution, food, breeding
and status the reader is referred to Frith (1982)_
Comments and recommendations are made concerning the proposed restoration of a freshwater regime to Lake Innes as would affect the speCies
documented. These comments shoul d be regarded as pre 1imi nary. Further
investigation is required by those with specialist knowledge 'of avifauna
and their habitat requirements.
Black Swan (Cygnus atratus)
Records indicate that Lake Innes has always supported a large pop~lation of swanS. Rapid reductions in water level associated with artificial
openings of the ocean entrance has led to the death of immature -and moulting birds. The population during the period of survey varied asa function
of water level and food availability. Hundreds were observed in Lake Innes
during tidal conditions and thousands when the ocean entrance was closed
and water levels increased with concurrent fresh to brackish conditions.
Nesting was observed during this period.
Hardhead Duck (Aythya australis)
Lake Innes was once one of the major areas of coasta 1 hard head habitat
supporti ng a 1arge breedi ng popul at ion .. Di ck has reported counti ng sixty-two
mobs of hardheads flying to Lake Innes during one morning. The biggest mob
was 300 birds, the smallest was 30 birds. On the Lake itself he has
observed eight to ten thousand birds when Lake level was 1.8 to 2.4 metres
and "full" of aquatic plants. Moulting is reported to have occurred during
July and August. Fox (1969) reports the occasional presence of small flocks. These were no confirmed sightings during this survey. The. restoration of a freshwater regime to Lake Innes would create the most significant
area of hardhead habitat on the north coast of N.S.W.
Black Duck (Anas superciZiosa)
Ditkreports that Black Duck were numerous on Lake Innes (up to 2000
at one sighting) with 'numerous juveniles' reported in his notes'(December,
1932). Fox (1969) reports that Lake Irines was an important habitat during
his period of investigation. Severals pairs and on one occurrence a group
of juveniles were sighted on Lake Innes during this survey. Black Ducks
were also seen in Cowarra Creek and the farm dams of ,Innes Estate. ' The
restoration of a freshwater regime to Lake Innes together with the control
of stock would improve Black Duck habitat .. Shooting, while presently at a
low level, may need to be prohibited altogether. Eradication of foxes and
feral dogs would assist the growth of populations of. all ground nesting
birds, including Black Duck.
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Grey Teal (Anas Gibberifrons)
Dick reports Grey Teal present on the lake (up to 300 in a mob) prior
to 1933. Lake Innes prior to the saline intrusion would have been an·
important freshwater drought refuge for Grey Teal. The ~estoration ofa
freshwater regime to Lake Innes would provide a significant coastal freshwater drought refuge for Grey Teal. While the survey period included a
period of drought no Grey Teal were observed .on Lake Innes.
Musk Duck (Biziure lobata)·
Fox (1969) reported that Lake Innes supported a small flock and that
regionally this was· probably the largest concentration. No Musk D~cks were
observed during the period of this survey. It is expected that Musk Duck
wou1dre-inhabitLake Innes and possibly establish a breeding population
with the restoration of a freshwater regime to the lake and, the establishment of regular higher water levels. (Compare the present situation of
repeated man-induced opening of the ocean entrance in spring-early summer.)
Chestnut Teal (Anas castanea)
Fox (1969) reports observations by Dick which indicate that Chestnut
Teal 'have occurred on numerous occasions'. The species was not observed
during this survey. A Chestnut Teal population could be introduced to Lake
Innes as part of the restoration program. Specialist. investigation is
required.
.
. Shoveler (Anas rhynchotis)
Dick reports a clutch of Shovellers in December 1929 on Lake Innes .
. Alteration of habitat associated with draining and grazing together with
the presence of foxes and dogs has probably led to the extinction of the
10caipopu1ation. The restoration of a freshwater regime to Lake Innes
would create suitable habitat for the Shoveller. Re-introduction of the
Shoveller is recommended.
Freckled Duck (Stictonetta naevosa)
Dick reports the presence of mobs of Freckled Ducks (up to six per
mDb) during July 1933. At the time of Dick's observation inland N.S.W. was
not subject to drought (Bell , Chen and Eskdale, 1983). Lake Innes may
once have supported a small breeding population of Freckled Duck. The
restoration of a freshwater regime to Lake Innes would create suitable
habitat for the Freckled Duck. Re-introduction of the Freckled Duck is
recommended.
Other. Waterfowl
Dick reports the presence of sever~l other species on Lake Innes
during the early 1930s. . Wood Duck (Chenonetta jubata) whil e sti 11 regi ona 11y
common; was not observed by this author on Lake Innes during the period of
survey. One pair of Grass Whistling Ducks (Dendl'ocygna eytoni) is reported
by Dick during December, 1932. Several Pink Eared Duck (Malacorhyrchus
membranaceus) were observed by Dick during May, 1934. Mountain Duck (Tadorna
tadornoides) was seen by Dick for the first time in July 1934. Apart .from
Wood Duck all the above species are presumably vagrants utilizing Lake Innes
as a temporary refuge. The restoration ofa freshwater regime to Lake Innes
would recreate a suitable temporary refuge for these species. Similar
.. temporary refuges are now uncommon on the north coast of N.S.W.
Pelican, Darter and Cormorants
Australian Pel ican (Pelecanus conspiciUatus)
. Darter {Anhinga melanogaster)
.
Little Pied Cormorant (Phalacrocor= melanoleucos)
Black Cormorant (Phalacl'Ocor= carbo)
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Dick first mentions pelicans ('dozens') and black cormorants ('hundreds')
in October 1935 when the saline intrusion into Lake Innes was well advanced .
. The present populations would seem to vary as a function of ocean entrance
condition with, increased numbers of these species present during periods
of tidal interchange. Even during periods of tidal interchange all species·
excepting the pel {can would seem to favour Cathie Channel and environs.
A group of twenty immature black cormorants has been observed in Cowarra
Creek . All speci es are numerous in both Camden Haven and Hasti ngs e.stuari es.
The regional population would not be adversely affected by any habitat'.
'
alteration associated with the restoration of Lake Innes to a freshwater regime.
Herons and allies
White-faced Heron
Ardea novaehoZZandiae
Nankeen Night Heron·
Nycticorax caZedonicus
Little egret
Egretta garzetta
Large egret
Egretta alba
Jabiru
~enorhynchus asiaticus
Dick (May, 1934) reports: witnessed a great encounter between a sea
eagle and two immature jabiru. rhe two parent birds watched the fight from
a distance. Nest on Lake flat - south. Jabiru were observed on the shore-

line of Lake Innes and Cathie Channel throughout the period of survey.
Jabiru in pairs have also been observed in Queens and Watson-'Taylor Lakes
(Camden Haven estuary). Immature birds were observed at Limeburners Creek
(Queens Lake) and Lake Innes. On one occasion (May, 1983) a group of seven
birds were seen flying over the northern end of Lake Innes.
Dick (April, 1937) observed one hundred white-faced herons. This
observation was one week after the ocean entrance was opened and coincided
. with opportunist populations of birds of prey, cormorants and pee-wits.
Following ocean entrance opening in 1981 no similar increase in population
of white-faced herons was observed. The Cathie Channel and environs
presently supports a small population of white-faced herons. Breeding
activity has been observed within the fringing woodland of Casuarina gZauca.
Nankeen night· herons· have been observed within the lower reaches of.Cowarra
Creek.
Egrets were 6bserved during all periods of the survey; however they
were most common during'ocean entrance closure and concurrent increase in
water level (e.g.: withinOthe Baitmea juncus wetlands).
Fox (1969) suggests that prior to drainage populations of herons,
ibis and spoonbills were present in Lake Innes. Ibis are now largely
absent. No spoonbiils were observed during the period of survey. The
restoration of freshwater habitat would provide further diversity within
the lagoona'l system, thereby allowing re-population by presently absent
species and increased populations of observed species .. Such a prediction
conforms with the observed changes to populations during 1981 when the
ocean entrance was closed and water levels increased with an associated
reduction in water salinity.
Birds of Prey
Osprey
Pandion haliaetus
Little Eagle
Hieraaetus morphnoides
White-breasted Sea Eagle BaZiaeetus Zeucogaster
Swamp Harrier
Circus aeruginosus
The Cathie-Innes lagoonal system supports a diverse group of the
birds of prey, The above species have all been observed during the period
of survey .. Other species have been observed but not positively identified.
All the above species would seem to be present as a resident population.
Immature ospreys and swamp harriers have been observed on several occasions.
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Immediately following the artificial opening of the ocean entrance
in November 1981 the total population increased"with birds working the
wetlands surrounding Lake Irines, Cathie Channel and Lake Cathie. Dick
reports a similar phenomenon in April 1934 - 'hundreds of hawk~ flying all
over lake'.
It is suggested that restoration of Lake Innes together with the
mangagement of the lagoonal system, would ensure the preservation of this
population and may, in the long-term allow for the increase in numbers
of some species.
Rails
Dusky Moorhen Callinula tenebrosa
Swamp Hen
Porphyria porphyrio
Fulica atra
Coot
Dick reports fluctuations in populations of swamp hen and coot with
up to 260 swamp hen on the lake and over 1000 coot observed on several
occasions. During moult 'lacre' of coots were observed on the open water
of the Lake. "
Late 1981 with increased water levels and brackish conditions predominating,all the above 'species were observed adjacent to, the northern
fringes of Lake Innes. Coots in moult when disturbed formed several large
'rafts' adjacent to Karikeree Creek outlet. These rafts were estimated to
include some 500 to 800 birds. Additional mobs of coots were observed
within the tringing wetlands so that no accurate estimation of the total
,population was possible. The restoration of a freshwater regime to Lake
Innes would favour all these species.
Lotus Bi rd - Irediparra gaUinacea
Dick reports Lotus Birds on several occasibns prior to the intrusion
of the saline regime to Lake Innes. Nests on waterlillies containing
four eggs each were reported in October 1931 and November 1933. No Lotus
Birds were observed during the period of the survey.
Japanese Snipe - GaUinago hardJ.Jickii
Dick first mentions the presence of mobs of Japanese Snipe in
December 1936. ' In January 1937 he reports two 1arge mobs of Japanese Sn i pe
on the Lake with two hundred in one mob and three to four hundred in the
other mob.
During this period Lake Innes was still generally fresh to
brackish with changes in vegetation communities concurrent with the intrusion
of the saline regime not fully effected. Frith et. al. (1977) suggest
that the number of Japanese Snipe visiting Australia has declined in the
last thirty years because extensive swamp drainage and flood mitigation
programmes have destroyed much of the birds' former summer habitat.

The restoration of Lake Innes to a freshwater region may re-create a
habitat suitable for the Japanese Snipe. Further investigation of this
aspect may be warranted.
Concluding Comments
The connection of Lake Innes to the Cathie lagoonal system with the
subsequent intrusion of saline wate~s and reduction in water levels has
favoured very few bird species. Pelicans, cormorants and darters may have
benefited from the drainage works. These species are regionally abundant.
Re-establishment of a freshwater regime to Lake Innes would not adversely
affect the regional populations of these species. In actual ity the reestablishment of regional diversity with a large freshwater lake adjacent
to si gnifi cant areas of estuari ne habitat may benefit these species.
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The re-establishment of a freshwater system would favour a significant
proportion of Australia's waterfowl species. A freshwater regime together
. with a ·defined management strategy would. provide secure breeding habitat
for the Black Swan and the Black Duck. Local populations of both species
could be expected to increase.
The freshwater system would also provide habitat for Hardhead, Grey
Teal and Musk Duck. Throughout the coastal region of N.S.W. drainage
associated with land use practice has reduced the av~ilable :areas of habitat
for these species. Goodrick (1970) estimated that at least 60 percent of
the State's wetl ands no longer provi de suitable waterfowl habitat.. ..
Creighton (1983,) describes the changes within the Clarence catchmentassociated with land use practice. On the basis of the observations reported in
this paper it is suggested that Goodrick's 1970 estimation may now be a
gross underestimation of habitat alteration. The long-term survival of
significant populations of these species is directly dependent on the
retention and management of significant coastal freshwater habitats. Lake
Innes would provide a habitat of State if not national significance for
Hardhead, Grey Teal and Musk Duck.
Waterfowl species that may also be advantaged include Chestnut Teal,
Shoveler and Freckled Duck. These species may require re-introduction?
given their sedentary·nature. Again, Lake Innes would provide a habitat
of State significance~· The possibility of reintroduction of these species
requires further investigation. It is suggested that such investigation be
incorporated within an on-going management plan for Lake Innes.
'
The restoration of a freshwater regime would provide a suitable
temporary refuge for vagrant waterfowl such as Grass Whistling Ducks,
. Pink-eared Duck and Mountain Duck. The significance of Lake Innes as a
refuge not only for vagrants, but also during drought periods should be
noted. ~ell et. al. (1983) detail regional climatic patterns for south·
:eastern Austral.ia. They suggest that drought in all regions of south
eastern Australia sim~ltaneously is an extreme event. Howe~er, given the
loss of habitat, together with the presence of competitors, predators and
exploiters, Bell et. a1. suggest that such extreme climatic events will
place greater stress on wetland fauna than has occurred in the past.
Lake Innes if restored, would function as one of the most significant
drought refuges in coastal northern N.S.W.
As has been implied in the above comments, the res.toration of a
.freshwater regime to Lake Innes would riot be ·sufficient t6 ensure the
viability of the system as a waterfowl habitat. A specific on-goirigman- .
agement pr6gram~s required .. Such a management program should include
.
the following aspects:· the on~going appraisal of physical chemistry and biotic attributes
of t~e lake as the restoration program proceeds;
,
· the accelerated re-estab1ishment of vegetation communities via
a defined planting program;
· the establishment of re-introduction programs for particular
waterfowl species;
· the· eradication of foxes, feral dogs .and cats;
· the prohibition of grazing within all areas of wetlands surrounding
Lake Innes;
the prohibition of shooting, at least in the short-term;
the control of waterway use, with possibly the prohibition of motor
boat use on Lake Innes;
.
.
the management of artificial openings of the Cathie system, thereby
allowing for the control at all times of water levels within Lake Innes;
the implementatiori of a fire regime that would favour the biotic
communities;
.
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. the re-establishment of islands within the lake to provide secure.
diverse breeding habitats.
The National Parks and Wildlife Ser~ice is the relevant Government
authority to undertake such a restoration and management program. Lake
Innes is presently a Game Reserve under the National Parks and Wildlife
. Act. Management of Lake Innes to date has been nil .. The area requires
dedication as a nature reserve. Restoration works to recreate a significant
waterfowl habitat should then be undertaken as soon as funding becomes
available. Simultaneously a management plan for the system should be
formu·lated. Such a management plan should incorporate the previously
listed aspects and be implemented with the cooperation and assistance of
relevant Government agencies.
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